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Nine of the forty-two men who were
examined by Drs. Orris S. Vickery, Adelbert Millett and F. C. Small, the latter

at least seventy-five
the town, that the

of the Advisory Board, passed for service
in the army on Monday which was the
first day of the examinations held at the
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said that there
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Of that number twentyplaced in the ciass for special

military service and eleyen were defective from physical troubles. This was
the first call in the second draft.

The

physicians were assisted in the examinations by Clerk of Courts George I. Keating
and City Clerk Orrin J. DicKey.

rule haye

well

were

stocked
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larders.

men

who

were

accepted for imme-

As long as the telephone cable remains diate service were as follows :
Editorials...Secret Societies—
Walter H. Clark, Lincolnville,
l'lie Big Sensation”.....Letter intact they can keep informed on what is
Earl F. Hammons, Belfast,
if they
From Edward Sibley.Obitu- going on, the war news, etc., even
Frank Marion Ryder, Searsport,
;
An
mails.
receive
or
send
unable
are
to,
irv....County Correspondence,
Roscoe Penney, Thorndike,
Isiesboro correspondent says of the last I
Joseph F. Rolerson, Belfast,
t he News of Belfast.
Clarence E Hurd, Northport,
trip of the mail carrier on Jan. 23rd:
All Sorts....Judgeship'SpeculaCharles Irving Littlefield, Stockton,
H. Gray, Maurice Decker,
E.
“Capt.
L. Bailey, Thorndike,
War
Savings
Ernest
of
iion....Details
Edward Becket and a dozen bags of UnitHerbert Snow Mehuren, Montville,
Stamps Plan.Fertilizer on
the
ed States mail were rescued from
Those wito were accepted for limited
Grass....Former Maine Guards- icy waters of Penobscot Bay yesterday
J.
John
Dooley. afternoon and landed here late last night military service were :
nan Now Col.
Perlie Oswald Dutton, W'aldo,
by a lighthouse steamer.
Gleanings in New York....The
Simon Freeman Black, Northport,
For more than 10 days water communiWin. M. Tupper....Transfers in cation with Isiesboro has been cut off byRaymond Lowell Myrick, Brooks,
George Herbert Gray, Belfast,
Real Estate... Clippings.. Classi- ice and the mail has been pushed over the
Charles Augustus Richardson, Freedom,
Man-Power.Wayland shore ice in a dory and rowed across to
I icd
Charles Willis Penney, Thorndike,
I the mainland.
White....Gowns Made of Satin,
The three men started from Saturday
Harry Fletcher, Thorndike,
W’illiam Charles Patterson, Waldo,
Searsport...Stockton Springs... Cove with mail Wednesday forenoon.
Ralph H. Johnson, Unity,
Their boat yvas struck by a big ice floe !
Born... Married... Died... Market. ;
had
barely
and began to fill, and theyEugene Stevens Tenney, Morrill,
! time to
the
and
ice
the
out
on
pull
George O. Hart, Belfast,
get
Charles Herbert Littlefield, Monroe,
mail bags onto the floe. Soon this began
1 HE CHURCHES.
Walter Patrick Wayne, Stockton,
to break up and the boat sank, leaving
When
Charles Tracey Elms, Belfast,
the men wet and nearly frozen.
Carl Wilfred Goodwin, Unity,
up hope they sightngregational church and school they had about given
Everett Robert Greive, Stockton,
steamers Zizania and
the ed the lighthouse
:e
ill the union service at
on
Ellsworth Clark, Thorndike,
Hibiscus. They signaled with a coat
church next Sunday morning. an oar and v,-ere picked up with most of
Cheslev Arthur Fernald, Troy,
Chesley Leroy Waning, Thorndike,
Thursday, at 7.30 the midrweek
Francis Robbins, Belfast,
.,11 be held at the home of Mrs.
The town had an exciting adventure
Roy Brown, Northport,
Court
and
Miller
of
corner
last
Thursday evening when David
Benj. F. Merchant, Belfast.
Islesboro
H. Smith, manager of the
In the number of 50 who were exngregational and l nitarian so- Inn at Dark Harbor, discovered the amined on Tuesday fourteen were passed
,il worship together at the I'ni- large summer residence of Preston Player,
for service ; twenty-four were passed for
nrch next Sunday morning at the Boston hanker on Mark Island, lightspecial military service and twelve disiday school at 12. Rev. W. T. ed with electricity from every window. qualified. Those who nassed for service:
e
will conduct the devotional It was known that the care-taker Ralph
Joseph Keen Haley, Belfast,
J the sermon will be preached Collamore, his wife and two children of
John Herbert Morgan, Winterport,
A. K. Wilson, subject, “The In- Lineolnville were the only people on the
Stephen Lawrence Foley, Winterport,
Aubrey Colson, Winterport,
Music by the united choirs, island. Thinking the lights were a signal
Wilbert Clark, Winterport,
for help Mr. Smith with a volunteer
i.rdially welcome,
Mark Lane Chase, Monroe,
the
to
reach
but
of
the
crow
island,
attempted
Leland M. Nickerson, Belfast,
ydc B. Holmes, chairman
Harold W. Knox, Stockton,
floral committee, has an- were obliged to give up on account of the
iiin
Leo V. Lannen, Montville,
.c
following sub-committees: drifting ice. They knew that Mr. CollaArthur R. Murch, Belfast,
C. Pillsbury for February; more had been at Dark Harbor the day
George Edmund Lowell, Belfast,
Hazeltine for March; before for supplies and fearing something
iret N
George Emery Peavey, Monroe,
Leroy H. Phinney, Belfast.
K. Dunton’s Sunday school had befallen him Mr. Smith telephoned
Passed for special military service:—
rii; Mrs. II. L. Seekins for to Rockland for assistance from the naval
Willard Clark, Winterport,
The lighthouse steamer Zizania
; nnetoska Club for June: Mrs. .station.
E Bliss Marriner, Searsmont,
L. West for with Capt. C. E. Sherman as pilot at
.r July; Mrs. W.
Ralph Christopher Staples, Stockton,
Miss Mabel K. Mathews for once responded and taking Mr. Smith and
Allen Cobb Knowlton, Liberty,
Frank A. Ordway, Belfast,
:,ss Margaret A. Dunton for others went directly to the island visitC. Tinker, Belfast.,
Arthur
The regular lloral committee ing lirst the large house which they
Charles E. Getchell, Belfast,
locked
but
still
found
securely
lighted.
for
December,
igned
Carl Lewis Noyes, Belfast,
Prom there they went to the care-taker’s
Charles W. Riley, Brooks,
nle’s Methodist Church, Rev.
where, they found the family
Ashby Altred Nash, Searsport,
tin,pastor. Parsonage 7 Court cottage,
Phillip W. Goodnow, Winterport,
but in need of help as Mr. Colla213-11. Sunday at 10.45 a. m. asleep,
Harry Fred Carter, Belfast,
more was suffering with a fractured leg
How to hejep Fear out of the
Silas Hills, Belfast,
Zizania went back to Dark Harboi
The
George Lincoln Ford, Belfast,
da. school at 12. Everybody
E.
Larrabee
Dr.
B.
reduced
lh*
for
who
Raleigh Edwin Clements, Monroe,
.nday evening at 7.30 preaehHarry E. Bowker, Belfast,
One of the party was also lefi
fracture.
Foolish Fishermen.” This,
Charles B. Norton, Belfast,,
to
care tor the stock, etc
the
island
on
Seth B. Pomroy, Belfast,
evening prayer meeting, sub1 he Ladies’ Mrs. Collatnore, a frail litiIe woman
Edgar Wilson Perry, Burnham,
,-ux in Our Midst.”
William Wesley McAllister, Burnham,
assured that assistance hat
ill hold a food sale in the vestry at. after being
Lyndon Crockett Nealley, Winterport,
It will arrived told her experience as follows:
>ck Saturday afternoon.
Raymond Sylvester Roberts, Brooks,
about
win
was
worried
husband
“I
tile
my
to
foods
offered
Albert Peabody, Thorndike,
in
strictly
been
back
have
should
early
Wednesday
Henry Herbert Stewart, Montviiie.
nts laid down for Food Conafternoon, as I am timid and had a horroi
No examinations were held on WedEverybody is welcome at OL staying on uxr lsiaxiu aiuxxe ami wt-n
but another call has been issued
nesday,
in
town
Church.
Strangers
down to the shore to see if he was coin
ing. Soon I heard groans and found hin for some fifty men who will report here
*■
pinned beneath his boat, which had roliei for examination on Thursday and the
list Church, Rev. J. W ilbor over on him as he was hauling her up oi
same on Friday of this week, but there
minister; residence No. i I the beach.
Will be no examinations on Saturday, the
was moaning in pain and nearl;
“He
This
live., telephone 212-3.
examinations being taken up again on
It took all my strength with
frozen
viends a cordial welcome to
pry to lift the boat so that he could ge
Monday and Tuesday of next week.
it a church home to worship free, and 1 found that his leg was broken
,11.
The sittings are free both ! By my help he managed to crawl to the
;
MONROE.
house.
and evening. Sunday morning

i

t

<

amount of money that can he expended
in furnishing the entertainers. The cost
of providing Broadway companies with
the best theatrical success of the season,
the best music and vaudeville programs,
lecturers, high class movies, etc., will
amount to quite

ilvation at

once

Minister’s

without

a

long

The beautiful ordi-

ood deeds.”

I he Lord’s Supper will beobservof sermon. At 12 m., the Bible
Classes for
gins in the vestry.

-e

A cordial welcome fcr visitors.
Young People’s meeting in the
All young people cordially invited
.undid service. Sunday evening
service at 7.30, minister’stopic,
ne and shadow of ministerial life:”
e on the queer things in a minis-

ag

This lecture is

perience.
or

"

Mr.

revelations.

■

a

sub-

Frost’s address on
On account of sick-

O. E.

“1 was a nurse before I was marriet
and Knew something about fractures, si
1 reduced it the best I could with what
had to do with, bandaged it and madi
1
him as comfortable as possible.
“The next thing was to get help fron
somewhere. With all the ice there is fev
or no boats moving in the bay but unlesi
1 could attract someone’s attention
might be alone here for weeks.
"I went to the cottage and succeedei
I in starting the engine and the dynann
and switched on every light in the house
It was fortunate that everything was ii
working order. I kept the dynamo run
i ning night and all day Thursday. Thi
gasoline engine which pumps our wate
was disabled and I had to melt snow ti
get enough to water the stock, and 1 hai 1
to milk the cows for the lirst time in m;
life and do all the other work about tin •,

|

address will be postponed one
This evening (Thursday) at 7.30
kly prayer meeting. These serre

open

to the public and

a

place.
“With the coming of darkness las
night I was almost exhausted, having ni
sleep since Tuesday night, but kept th<
lights burning. 1 lay dowm for a nap am
must have been asleep for hours—and th
next thing 1 knew 1 awoke to iind th
house full of strange men.”

cordial

Rehearsal of the
uople for the coming play will be

an

s

is extended.

Preaching at the
at 2.30 Sunday

ur

this service.

"rt

Baptist Church

To Postmasters or Banks:

SAM YPOINI.
Vv\ B. French is away

in'

is frozen

over

on a

here

business

as

far

as

nicy Healey is in Bangor attending
ss college.

t:'

week

on

was

away

several days

Miss Agnes Harriman who has beer
k with tonsilitis is gaining.
will meet with Mrs.

Shute w ednesday afternoon.
S. Harriman is

having several

of spool wood hauled
later.

to,the

cai

statior

shipment

ed blank form direct from this

Mrs. Morris Ames and Mrs. Fred Hartwho have been here for a visit witt
’keir parents,Capt. and Mrs. S. M. Grant
^ve joined their husbands in Waterbury

^°im.

fell, breaking her leg just above the ankle.
Her mother, Mrs. Bailey, is with her at
present.'
The remains of George Stevens were
brought here from Atlanta last week,
and the funeral was held on Sunday at
the home of his grandmother, a large
number being present.

George Peavey, Fred Billings and Chas.

I

ar

^

Mrs. Alice M. Palmer, D. D. P., with
her marshal, Mrs. Susie White, and six
other ladies as grand officers, went to
Searsport on Thursday to install the officers of Knyvetta Lodge of Rebekahs.
In spite of bad roads they had a very en-

joyable trip.

and the admis-

organizations, presenting accepted
Broadway successes—Turn to the Right;
Cheating Cheaters; Here Conies the
Bride; Inside the Lines.
Other companies and many stars are
volunteering to lit themselves into the
plans of the council, following the beautiful example of Miss Maude Adams and
William

faversham,

as soon as

those two

leading actors heard of the “Smileage”
project.
Four vaudeville bills

have been

as-

sembled by General Manager, E. F. Albee
of the Keith circuit. Their routings will
be arranged, of course, so as to prevent
unvaried succession in any camp of
any one kind of entertainment.

an

Ordinarily the cost of booking such attractions would be prohibitive.
But the
performers and managers of the United
States have met the council with such
!

patriotic co-operation as to put these
productions witljin the reach of every
so

dier in the United States.

expense

i

Operating

has been reduced' to bedrock.

The operating expense is borne by the
tickets in the “Smileage Books,” paidfor

by the families, the employers, the
pany

of

The

friends,

of the

men

“Smileage Books”

com-

back home.

are

to be

on

sale at
Adams’ Jewelry Store,
Pitcher’s Music Store,

office,

an

I

____

Respectfully,
W.iJONES,i,Collector.

SETH

*

Branch,
the

j

Carl F. Darby returned to Waterxown,
Mass., last Saturday to join the Maine
Coast Artillery at the Arsenal, after a
short visit with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Walter S-iDarby.

open

until

or

noon.

supplies.

Billiard halls, pool rooms, bowling alleys, dance halls, theatres and ail other
places of amusement are allowed to keep
open on Monday but must close on Tuesday.
Restaurants, hotels or other places in

which meals are served are allowed to be
After noon these places
all day.
shall remain only open for the purpose of
serving meals, the selling of tobacco,
cigars and cigarettes and other similar
articles are prohibited.
1’rinting establishments must remain
closed ail day unless they are such estabopen

It takes but

death of his father, Mr. Martin S. Gray.
Mrs. James* DeVere returned to Bangor last Thursday from a visit with her
mother, Mrs. Jennie F. Carrow of East
Belfast.
H. Donald Mansur of

Carleton.
Mr. O. E. Frost is confined to his home
with

land, was the guest over Sunday of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth.
Mrs. Annie Canney, well known here,
a frequent visitor of

where she has been

Miss Maude E. Barker, was one of the
at the Colonial Hotel, recently

roomers

burned at Bangor. (

Charles E. Getchell who recently went
to Washington, D. C., where he received
a position as stenographer arrived home

of the railroad is consumated.

heat or cold either this winter. We have
not had the usual amount of sunshine

It is with all these points in view and
with recognition of the utmost importance
men

we have had in past seabut I enjoy it better than I do when
it is so warm.’’

this winter that

of their solution to the city that the
herewith named have been drafted

sons,

for the City Government for the present
year, men, who, if approved and support-

ed, have agreed
volved.

In a recent letter received from Albert
W. Stevens, written from Seattle, Wash.,
where he had just arrived from the Alaskan gold fields, he says: “It looks as if

to accept the duties in-

We believe this selection of

men

is

so

there would be very little labor go North

fairly and broadly representative of all innext spring and many of the Alaskan
terests and responsible for the proper
mines will be closed down next year, becommand
to
as
of
the
situation
handling
cause of the lack of help.
Telegrams
in
a
the universal approval and support
from Nome say that there was no snow
spirit of harmony of the whole city. Let
in that region at all up to Jan. 2nd and
Belfast get together for its own interest
that the beach sand had blown all over
and forget the antagonism and rivalries
the shore ice, making sledding very diffiwhich have existed heretofore, to work
cult.’’
that
for the interests of the City and
Boatswain’s Mate Leon Beckwith is at
alone.
We hope this spirit of co-operation home for a ten days’ furlough. He is at
herein advanced will permeate our whole present stationed at the Naval Training
citizenship to the end that the ladies, Station at New Haven but expects shortalso, many of whom are tax-payers and ly to be transferred to one of the big ships,
interested in the correct solving of these and will undoubtedly go overseas. His
problems, will take up the situation in brother Clifton Beckwith who made an
their clubs and homes and use their ut- attempt to enlist and was rejected, was
later accepted in the draft examinations
and sent to Ayer, and Liter to Camp Gor-

most influence for this spirit of harmony
and feeling of co-operation

so

manifestly

don, Ga. He has been discharged owuig
physical disability and returned to his

necessary.

It is proposed to complete the full Ward
Tickets and make nominations by peti-

to

home here.

tion.

ICE AND SNOW GALORE.

Mayor, C. W. Wescott.
Alderman, Ralph L. Cooper;
Belfast bay was closed to navigiion
Counciimen, Ralph H. HoWes, James C.
Durham; School Committee, Charles S. Jan. 25th when the channel, recent!', cut
Ward 1.

Bickford.
Ward II.

to the open water

dollar and it will bring
soldier who gets

April.
Sunday

r r

:v:ge;

ing on the work, that it may be arranged
! in conformity with the allotments from

good quality, but of no great variety.
Many of your readers know what they
headquarters.
are as they have received them before.
I Last Monday afternoon the surgical Probably there will be a considerable del dressings committee, with forty-three
mand for them this year and I would like
| present, made 1287 articles—a record to make known to your readers that the
distribution of seeds is about to begin
and if any of them desire seeds to be sent
and will drop me a postal card to that effect to Washington 1 will see that their
wants are supplied so far as possible.

Yours truly,
J. A. Peters.

a

man

walked here from Cas-

tine in the forenoon and returned name
iater in tiie day. Crowds of people »v.:.ked out as far as the monument Sunday.
Monday Miss Anne M. Kittredge and
an
j Frank R. Keene played golf for about
hour in the vicinity of the monument.
Mrs. Harry Babbidge and daughter, who

had

been detained

in Belfast ior

some

time, drove to Saturday Cove and v.Ixcd
across on the narrowest strip ol nv between

1

t

tiie low

1905,
Unless
surface for traffic and pleasure.
some artificial force is used the blockade
will probably remain until March or even

Ralph L. Cooper,
Ben D. Field,
Selwyn Thompson,
V. A. Simmons,
James C. Durham,
H. C. Buzzell,
Dr. adelbert Millett,
C. W. Wescott.

every

..

nc..r

Alderman, V. A. Simmons;
closed. Only a small section of
Counciimen, Virgil L. II 11, Lynwood 15. was
1 »\ver
Thompson; School Committee, Giles G. open water :s visible near the
Abbott.
bridge. The Pejepscot left with a barge
Ward III. Alderman, Dexter T. Clemfor Camden last Thursday and will reent; Counciimen, II. T. Field, John P. Syldamages sustained in ice cutting in
vester; School Committee, O. S. Vickery. pair
The Coe-Mortimer Co. has
Ward IV. Alderman, Waiter G. Hatch, ! the harbor.
Counciimen, Ralph H. Mosher, Leslie A. a light barge at their dock and a loaded
Payson; School Committee, Enoch Dow. one on the way here from Boston. A
Ward V. Alderman, T. S. Thompson;
!
sheet of ice extends from the scores
Counciimen, I. L. Perry, Norman M. solid
Staples; School Committee, H. Fair to Saturday Cove, Northport and across
Holmes.
it. is
the bay to Castine and Islesboro.
nespecuuny suDmiuea,
the worst freeze since that of February
E. A. SHERMAN,
when teams were driven over its

power.

_

at the St. Barnabas

funding bonds and their serial maturities
Tuesday evening on account of a sumdepend on the future rental received from mons before the draft board and wi 1'
the railroad.
leave this morning for Washington.
Again, the problem of the building of a
William B. Woodbury, superintendent
schoolhouse is inter\ oven and innew
of the Farmington-Wiltonschool district,
two
factors-—the
from
these
separable
was called to Belfast Monday to confer
refunding of the city debt and the reE. E. Roderick in relation to
lease of the railroad. The three questions with Supt.
the Belfast and Searsport schools. He
imWhile
it
is
in
the
one
are
solving.
W. Johnson,
was the guest of Mrs. S.
practical and inadvisable to attempt to
while in the city.
build a schoolhouse undet the present war
In a note of January 22nd from St.
prices for materials and labor, nevertheless the plan should be outlined and pro- Petersburg, Fla., Miss Loula A. Mason
vided for when the refunding and release says: “We are not suffering with the

Ail others must remain closed unless
the power for running their factories is
water power, hydro-electric power or if
the power is furnished by waste made
from their own plant.'
In other manufacturing plants only sufficient heat shall be allowed to prevent
damage to their plant but no fuel in their
case shall be used for the generation of

| oUSt^^PauL

busi-

on a

Southworth, a student
Hospital, Port-

Miss Alice E.
nurse

be effected until the release of the railroad is arranged. The tenure of the re-

run.

A special committee has been appointed to arrange for a whist party to be held
The proceeds
soon in Odd Fellows Hall.
Friday from a
tives in Bangor. She is now living with I will be used for materials needed.
Mrs. Jaines C. Durham, the secretary,
her cousins, Frances and Fred T. Chase. |
requests The Journal to acknowledge a
Later she will visit Mrs. J. F. Rigby in a gift of S10 from Mrs. Walter B. Kelley
Minn.
Portland.

He had recently been

trip to Waterville and Portland.

ness

of these bonds should not and must not

Manufacturers expressly exempted by

number.

cold that has settled in his

severe

Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Clark received
seriously strained and when the per- a cable last Thursday announcing the armanent refunding on an equitable inter- rival over seas of their
son, Lieut. Donald
est basis seems to be beyond the possibil- Simon ton Clark. He is in the United
ity of attainment.
States Signal Corps and went from Camp
Furthermore, the permanent refunding Alfred Vail, Little Silver, N. J.

the Fuel and Food Administration or by
the U. S. Departments for which they
are .carrying out contracts are allowed to

Barker returned last
few weeks’ visit with rela-

a

throat.

are

lishments as newspaper offices, or places
in which it is necessary to issue current
numbers of magazines and other publications periodically issued.
Optician stores, optometrists and establishments where dental supplies are
sold are not considered within the exemption granted to physicians or dentists
and therefore must remain closed only to
be opened in case of an emergency.

Maude E.

Westville, Conn.,

arrived recently to join Mrs. Mansur in a
visit with her mother, Mrs. Amos F

$477,00

Until further notice the surgical dressing class will meet in Memorial hall as
one.
follows: Mondays at 2.15, Mrs. J. A.
Fogg and Mrs. M. E. Brown in charge;
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
Wedding Bells.
Tuesdays at 10 a. m., Mrs. Frank R.
Woodcock in charge; Wednesdays at 2.15,
Whereas, the Allwise F'ather in his inELKINS-RATHBUN. In San Francisco, Mrs. Woodcock and Mrs. Ansel M. finite wisdom has called from us our beFriday, January M, 1918, by the Rev. Dr. Lothrop; Thursdays at 7 p. m., Miss An- loved brother, Bradford B. Toothaker,
C. E. Winning, Ben. T. Elkins and Miss
Field and Mrs. E. M. Hall; Satur- and realizing how much we shall miss his
Lottie F. Rathbun, both of Los Altos. nie V.
helpful presence from our order. ThereMrs. Elkins is the beautiful and accom- days at 2.15, Mrs. Lothrop and Mrs. Fred
fore, be it
plished daughter of Mr. Frank L. Rath- R. Poor. The instructors are Mrs. WoodResolved, That we, the members of
bun. She is an officer of the Mountain
Mrs. Lothrop, Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Equity Grange, extend our sympathy to
View Chapter of the Order of the East- cock,
the bereaved fainilj’ in their loss of a lovern Star, a member of several other so- Hall.
! mg father, and he it further
The Red Cross rooms are open Tues- !
cieties and civic clubs of Los Altos and
Resolved, That a copy be sent the
Mountain View and is very popular in day, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday county
papers for publication, also that a
]
this vicinity, where she has resided since
afternoons. On the days the rooms are copy be spread upon our records and that
childhood. The bridegroom is the son of
i our charter be draped for thirty days.
F. E. Elkins, former editor and proprietor not open yarn will be given out and knitHerbert L. Seerins,
of the Santa Clara News, has an im- ted articles received at Memorial Hall.
John Waterman,
portant position as senior radio operator
Clara Seekins,
Plans are being worked out at the Boswith a large shipping firm. Friday evenCommittee on Resolutions.
ton office by which regular allotments of
ing a sumptuous wedding supper was
Belfast, Jan. 19, 1918.
tendered the newlyweds, by the grand- work will be sent to all chapters. The
and
its
branches
of
the
parents
bride, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Waldo County chapter
Letter From Congressman Peters.
Rathbun, at their cosy home in Los Altos. heretofore have been doing whatever has
The next day the happy couple left on a
most expedient to its committees.
seemed
The Agricultural
Dear Mr. Editor:
three-months’ ocean trip and will visit
the following countries: Mexico, Costa Hereafter branches which are able to do Department furnishes me with a moderRico, Panama Canal Zone, Equador, Peru, any sewing are requested to communicate ate quantity of vegetable seeds for disChili and British Columbia.—Registerwith the Chapter Secretary before decidtribution as sample seeds.
They are of a
one

hearty laughs to

Charleston, S. C.,
today, Thursday, called by the

will arrive

of the city’s bonded indebtedness matures this coming August, at a time when the money markets
The issue of

Grammar school.

MissJ

i

those who require Form 1040, and hav s
not previously filed, should make applica
tion for said form to this office,

The Monroe

sent to Boston

distribution of fuel are
allowed to furnish heat for those offices
alone. The heat in other offices in such
buildings shall be reduced to a minimum
sufficient only to prevent injury to the
building or its contents.
Lodge rooms in which are held stated
or regular
meetings are allowed to be
heated.
Wholesale and retail grocery and provision stores may remain open Monday
until 12 o’clock noon, but if it is absolutely necessary for the proper distribution of food, they may remain open the
entire day.
Confectionery stores may

transportation

The term fuel includes coal, wood, gas,
Arey’s Candy Store,
all fuel oils, kerosene and gasoline.
J. C. Hamlen.
Dinsmore’s Shoe Store,
Davis’ Clothing Store,
Mr. Hartshorn, the principal of the
The Red Cross.

A. R. C. recently
following supplies:
Fifteen suits of pajamas, 18 pairs socks,
as previously published.
10 mufflers, 28 napkins, 33 wash cloths,
I advise the public inquiring for ther
21 com- Leader, Mountain View, California.
to assemble data concerning their incom 5 12 sweaters, 12 pairs wristers and
of yarn
The groom is well and favorably known
for the year 1917, and in event of thei r fort pillows. Another shipment
is being rapidly in Belfast, having attended the Belfast
desiring information, to visit Income Ta: L |. has been received and
distributed. More might be accomplished High school while residing with his parman and in this manner,,the propositio ,
if
ali those who are unable to work would ents on the Heagan place, Pitcher disf
o
the
to
will be expedited
advantage
give generously to the fund for purchas- trict. The family left Belfast three years
both taxpayer and income tax officer.
re- ago for their former home in California.
Persons desiring Forms 1040, and hav s ing materials, and all ate earnestly
quested to help in this way.
heretofore made returns, will be furnish

business.

Ladies’ Aid

Mrs. Ralph Clark had the misfortune
slip on a bit of ice last Friday, and

Littlefield were called to Belfast again
this week for examination. Other draft-

the Field Income Tax man, who will b ;
at your city or town on the date or date 5

Henry Butler went to Portlanc
rday for a short stay.
Atkinson

so

ed men who have been discharged or rejected have also been notified to appear
again.

sending under separate cover a supply o
Forms 1040A which are required to be ex
ecuted and forwarded to this departmen
by persons liable to income taxes un
der the Act of Oct. 3, 1917, where thei
net income is $3,000 or less. These ar
being sent in advance, where possible, c

seen.

cast

5

INCOME TAX NOTICE.

icon.

river

|

to

ill and unable to do

figure,

way

Miss Carolyn Durham who has been
spending a short vacation with her parents, intended to return to Portland on
was

PERSONAL.

Belfast
Rev. Clifton Gray of

Bakeries and Bake Shops may remain
go, for there are many of them who are !
A manufacopen until 12 o’clock noon.
sending most of their pay home, and the j turing baker may remain open all day.
pay of a soldier is not large.
remain
open until 12
Cigar stores may
o’clock noon.
xucxcimc, me uuiuaiy cutcx laaiuicui
| Photographers shall remain closed all
council originated the plan of the Smile- oay.
Laundries may remain open all day.
age Books. It is a book of tickets that
Stores carrying a regular line ot newsmembers of a soldier’s family or his
papers and periodicals may be allowed to
friends may send him at the front. They
keep open until 12 o’clock noon for the
are made up something like the railroad
selling of newspapers and such other
Afmileage books, and there are 20 tickets in articles as they may have in stock.
ter 12 o’clock noon only periodicals and
ihe SI size and 100 in the So sizes. These
newspapers shall be sold. These stores
coupons are good for payment for seats are supposed to close not later than 6.30
in any of the camp theatres at any of the p. m. or at such time as will enable such
cantonments.
Probably as the move- stores to distribute evening papers.
Barber shops, manicuring and hair
ment grows they will be made good for
dressing rooms, except those where the
other and similar uses.
business is conducted in their living
and
An army recruited by draft includes apartments, shoe repairing shops
boot blacking establishments may remain
the best young men of the nation. The
open until 12 o’clock noon.
off hours of these young men are the
Automobile repair shops may remain
If open all day but automobile sales rooms
loneliest hours of their camp life.
those hours are to be pleasant and health- must be closed.
Electrical repair shops may be open all
fully' filled there must be provided, not
day but sales rooms connected with such
but
and
to
write
per- establishments must remain closed.
only places
read,
Fruit stores remain open until noon.
formances of the grade to which the men
The provisions relating to the distribution
are accustomed at home and opportuniof food does not apply to these stores.
ties for them to develop and exhibit their
Drug stores, both wholesale and retail,
own skill.
may remain open until noon for the sellFour comedy companies are already as- ing of all articles in stock. After noon
remain open but only for the
signed to this new field. They are Broad- they may
selling of drugs and medical and surgical

Mr. and Mrs. Allan Colcord, who have
been staying at Fred Coffin’s recently,
have returned to their home in Searsport.

Tuesday, but

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

withstanding the low cost, there are
many of the boys who cannot afford to ! keep

1

10.45.

a

sion fee to the theatres to the performNotances will be from five to 25 cents.

■

services at

To the Citizens and Voters of

to assist in the nation-wide campaign

in the various sections of the country,
but the government is limited to the

■

j

THE STATE OF MAINE

for furnishing funds to provide entertainments and amusements for the boys in

Court House.

the large cities while others marry and
Their stores of today are
move away.
larger and better stocked than ever be- |
fore. They have the best roads of any

War

a

are

empty houses in
resident population is materially decreasing. Whole families have left; some to
seek employment during the winter in

sonal.

Physical

Isiesboro and lived there many years before coming to Belfast and that he nevei
knew it to be so completely shut off from
He
the mainland as it is this winter.

NUMBER 5

The undersigned, citizens of Belfast,
Pursuant to the orders issued by Dr.
Garfield, U. S. Federal Fuel Administra- believing that the contests which have
tor have adopted the following regula- obtained in the city spring elections for
the service at the sixteen cantonments
tions to be applied on Mondays beginning years past have been vastly injurious to
throughout the country. Plans have
January
21, 1918, up to and including the city’s highest material, moral and
been made and a committee appointed,
economic interests;that a spirit of get-toMarch 25, ’18.
consisting of Samuel Adams, Elbridge S.
The spirit of Dr. Garfield’s order is that gether, compromise, co-ordination and coZenas
D.
Roscoe
Pitcher,
Hartshorn,
no fuel shall be consumed for the heating operation should operate instead; that the
Arey, Charles F. Hammons and Bert L.
of any buildings except such a quantity best results for the city depend on such
j_>avis, to sell books of admission tickets
as will prevent injury or damage to buildaction; that our city government should
called “Smileage Books,” which were
consist of men drafted for their places,
and their contents.
ings
devised by the National Entertainment
The Committee understands this to honestly and fairly representative of all
the
of
Council, appointed by
Secretary
conditions, and interests, regardless of
mean that a degree of heat sufficient only
War and are being sold throughout the
to prevent sprinkler systems from freez- political intricacies or ambitions; beg
United States.
ing or contents of stores from freezing or leave to submit herewith for the present
It is the plan of the national military
being damaged may be maintained dur- year a list of city officers selected in acentertainment council to raise SI,000,000
cordance with the above understanding.
ing the dayg specified.
through the sale of these books, and this
Questions must come before the city
The following exceptions are allowed:
is the fund which will be used for proBuildings in which are situated banks government the present year, the outand
dentdoctors
and
trust
companies,
viding the soldiers in training at the cancome of which is most vital to the city’s
offices of the U. S. Govtonments with the best entertainment ists offices or
ernment, County or Municipal govern- economic welfare and the welfare of
available.
ment offices, transportation companies, every individual taxpayer, not only of tocompanies, telephone or day, but for the next fifty or hundred
The government has built, or is build- public utility
telegraph companies and the rooms used
for all time.
theatres
of
the
cantonments
at
each
ing,
in the connection with the production, years, perhaps

Tests and are Accepted
for Service in the Army.

Men Pass

A business caller at The Journal office
Saturday remarked that he was born in

Lives

A committee of Belfast business men
are

Snow

10

Draft.

ICE.

1 he Churches....Islesboro IsoUlted in Ice.The First Call
.,f the Second Draft.Ice and

1

Help Brighten Soldiers’

T he First Call of the Second

ISOLATED IN

ISLESBORO

journal.

the

of

1918.

the mainland and Uiesboro.

The committee from the Belfast C

I

m

<rTrade, with Morris L. Slugg,
| man, hope to secure the steamer R ode
| Island, a large lake cr ft, engaged to r.it
out Searsport, to cut a channel in our

of

j

harbor.

This committee will do every-.
to relieve the present .v m-

| thing possible
There

are

three

or

four feet of snow

the level with three distinct layers of
heavy crust filled in with light snow. It

on

deeper in the woods and cutters
driving over the drifts without even
attempting to shovel.

is

i

even

are

The steamer Belfast is now' iced in at
Rockland and may tbe obliged to remain
there for some time.
The East Hampton, the Government
a crew of 40 men, is still

mine boat with

the Eastern Steamship
hoped to cut or dynamite
the ice sufficiently to get her out to the
channel yesterday, but the tide did not
run high enough to permit it.
Large quantities of black duck are seen
on

the beach

wharf.

on

It

near

was

the shores and under

the wharves

searching for their sea food.
unmolested as it is close time
*

They
on

are

them.

z

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

War Time Recipes.
Practically three full pages of-religious |
week |
newt and views ate published every
Below is the second of a series of warin the Boston Saturday Transcript. They
non-controversial
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JAN. 31, 1918.
are non-sectarian and
time recipes prepared for Maine houseThe fault of the but are up-to-date and teeming with vi- j wives by Prof. Frances R. Freeman, Home
real preparedness.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
whole system lies in the fact that fitness, tality and spirituality. Just now they Economics Director of the United States
series of let- Food Administration, with headquarters
energy and two fisted strength is not con- contain an around the world
Co,
Pub.
The Republican Journal
on
sidered. Men like General Wood have to ters from William I. Ellis, L. L. D.,
at Orono, Maine.
at
LEGUMbS.
stand back and wait till seniority has had religious conditions in the countries
A. 1. BROWN, Editor.
a
Red tape is routine not only in war. The Saturday Night Thoughts,
its day.
Pea Loaf.
Split
but in method of doing busi- heart-to-heart religious talk on vitar
promotion
one
one
For
4 c. cooked split peas
square,
ADVERTISING TERMS.
Red tape is procrastination and- topics, alone is worth the price of the J
2 c. bread crumbs
Inch length in column. 25 cents for one week ness.
or other
circumlocution. When a business man whole paper.
•and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
1 t. minced parsley, celery,
a
00
advance.
$2
In
Subscription Terms
flavoring as desired.
for three wants to buy brooms or any other article,
to move up a little nearer the head. Routine and inaction has spoiled them but
red tape holds them in line. These are
the men who have stood in the way of

The Republican Journal

50 cents
year: $1.00 frrsix months;
months,

he finds out the market price, gives his
order, gets the goods and if they are as

represented he pays for them. It does
not take long for a business man to do
business. There is in his establishment
no requisition department, no specification department, no advertising for bids

The officers of Harvest Home Grange
No. 52 P. of H., were installed, Monday
of
evening, Jan. 14th by J; E. Ellis, Jr.,
asof
Waldo,
Grange
Frederick Ritchie
this
sisted by Miss Helen Crockett of
were inofficers
following
The
Grange.
Elstalled for the ensuing year: Master,
J.
bert G. Moulten; Overseer, Albert
H.
F.
Quimby;
Mrs.
Lowe; Lecturer,
As. StewSteward, Clifton P. Roberts;
ard, Louis R. Leonard; Chap., Mrs. Zepha
C. E.
Miller; Treas., F. H. Quimby; Sec.,
Hamlin; G. K., James Crockett; Ceres,
1 beaten egg.
Col. Roosevelt has three sons at the
Mrs. H. C. Jenkens; Pomona, Mrs. James
1 t. minced onion
front in France and wanted to go himself.
Crockett; Flora, Mrs. J. G. Hamlin; L.
Salt and pepper to taste.
If too A.
Where was Senator Stone’s memory
S., Mrs. Josie Fogg. After the inMix all the ingredients together.
when he stigmatized Mr. Roosevelt as a soft to hold its shape, add more bread stallation was over a luncheon was served.
or
traitor. The Senator’s record as a pacrumbs. If too dry, add milk, water
Boston Hay Market.
in
triot was at one time rather clouded.
Brown
loaf.
into
Form
another egg.

j

■

_

Very little hay is being shipped. The
receipts are not enough to supply the
trade, and with still lighter amounts ina
transit, it looks as if we would have
great shortage of hay here during the
next two weeks. Anyone in New England who has any hay ready to ship
should make an effort to get it here. No
doubt the market will be several dollars

oven.

department and none of the 15 or 20 other
Fuel Shortage and Health.
Boiled Beans and lomatoes.
departments through which government
3 c. cooked navy beans
tape winds it almost endless way. Red
The shortage in the coal supply is not
1 c. canned tomatoes
desired
tape is no new thing. It has lived and without its advantages, according to the
1 t. minced parsley or celery if
2 t. drippings
ruled through every administration for State' Department of Health. The sav1 t. minced onion
“lo, these many years.” But age has ing of fuel which is essential may actualSalt and pepper to taste.
added nothing to its credit. It has only ly help in the long run in improving
1-2
Add tomatoes to beans and boil
The efficiency
grown more tyrannical.
health conditions. That men can keep hour. Cook onions and other seasonings
of the Germans comes mainly from the well even with a reduction in the temin the drippings, add to the beans.
way they immediately put into effect a perature of living room and office is the
Polenta
When the Raiser dedefinite purpose.
cided to convert the cathedral bells into

‘We cannot all be geniuses or conquer
wealth and fame,
We cannot all do wondrous things to
make ourselves a name.
We cannot all feel confident of meeting
every test,
But when we have our work to do we all
do

can

our

cannon, in less than a week they were on
their way to Rrupps, and it is safe to say
that in less than a month the cannon
made from them were discharging shells
concentrates
its efforts upon the work to be dofae. Red
tape elaborates, makes plans to do, divides responsibilities for results and
at

best.”

MACHINE GUNS.
Mr. I.ewis is the inventor of a machine
in use for several
gun which has been
man and offered
years. He is a patriotic
his patents and his services to the war
of redepartment without fee or hope
ward. Mr. Lewis believes his invention
be the best thing of the kind ever
made, and judging by his replies to ques-

to

red tape must be set aside.
THE END IS COMING.
—

|

by the senate investigating
committee he thinks quite as favorably

!

>f Mr. Lewis as of his gun. The Secrethe views of
tary of War did not accept
Mr. Lewis either as to himself or his
and de.cided to experiment a few

name

for the gun, and it

The railroads

are

practieal-

ly useless.

;

effort to produce a gun sumonths in
ever
perior to any other of the kind
After some deliberation it was
made.
a

food from Russia. That fear has been
dispelled. Universal looting is going on

Food is stolen from the cars,
from the storehouses and from the farms,
i The only way the Germans can get food
in Russia at the present time is to join

|

an

select

It has been feared that the Germans
would be able to obtain large supplies of

| everywhere.

weapon,

was

Efficiency

places them where they do not belong.
In this present emergency we need German efficiency and in order to attain that,

tions asked

decided that the first thing to do

the Allies.

the thieves and eat the food asjast as
they can steal it. Mobs have robbed the

to

banks and here

was

once more

the Kaiser has

been available to enable him to do so.
on it was shown by reliable persons
that the Lewis gun was extensively used

lives.

by the English, the French and in the
Almost every day we read something
United StatesNavy and was satisfactory.
When forced to admit that the manufac- ; about peat in New England and its great
value as a fuel. It is true that we have
ture of the Browning gun had not yet
made much progress Mr. Baker said that quantities of peat and that heat can be
obtained from it, but it has never been
un ample supply would be available next
Leaving the controversy about used here except in a limited or an exmerits of the Lewis gun entirely out ol ! perimental way because at best it is not
consideration, the investigation did no1 well adapted to household use and not
bring out anything to be set down to Mr, usable for furnaces or under steam boil-

summer.

men working at both office and at manual labor, in a tempera-

tion found that

of 68 degrees, were good humored,
energetic, did good work and were given
to less drowsiness than usual. On the

economy.”

Dandruffy Scalps
Lead to Baldness
If
rid of it quickyou have dandruff get
and wil1
ly— it’s positively dangerous
Danhair if you don’t.
ruin
your
surely
druffy heads mean faded, brittle, gray,

dies and falls

scraggly
0

ut_rPw

They deal with grown men as il i guns and 1,000,000 cartridges which she
they were children. A good schoolmas- has bought here. Holland ought not to
ter dislikes to expel a dull or an idle pupil.
complain about that. She is not at war
He tries instead to show him to himsell and does not need those things. We are
at war and need machine guns very much.
at others see him in the hope that th<
vision will do him good. We can readilj We have the promise of some next sumimagine that not long ago the President mer. Be patient little sister, we’ll fill
your order in a year or two. Last fall
we sold our coal to Northwestern Canada
and neglected to supply ourselves, so we

Mr. Baker tenderly between his thuml
and fore finger and stood him in the asi
tray on the study table and said to hiir
something like the following: “Now

are

not able to keep our smelters,
steel works, our factories and our

Yes,

War I advise you to secure ai
puncheon for your individual use.

the Civil
least

a

I hope you understand,
seem to be in for quite
up to

us

to

make

Newt, that
a

we

good.”

RED

TAPE

What is it? In its most damaging torn
A young man graduates
it is seniority.
from West Point or Annapolis and enters

Neuritis
Backache
Toothache
Inflammation

graduated

■the ranking officer of all who graduate!
some 40 years ago and who has growi
fat and lazy, pottering along in a rut o:

routine and whose ideas have become ou
of date. He only waits for the time ts
come when he can be retired on half pay
does no good. What we need is a new
Up among the older graduates are thi
machine, less overseers, better workmen
anothe:
and
many
Uroziers, the Sharpes
and three eight hour shifts, six full days
I
list
til
who are on the watchful waiting
every week.
-death or retirement gives them a chanci
■

an

Federation of Women’s Clubs.

STATE OF
Waldo,

[l

times

Court,

I

I

1

Would like to see every
Business House and

Every

in

;

Manufacturer

Boom their

Belfast, January 22, A, D 1918.
Upon the ann* xed Libel, it is ordered by me,
rhe undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that J
nctice be given to the Libelee by publishing
an attested copy of the same, or an abstract
thereof, together with this order thereon,
three weeks successively in The Republican !
Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the
bounty of Waldo, the last publication to be
thirty days at least before tne next term of
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and
or said County, on the third Tuesday of April

,,

Personally appeared the above named Thomas
L. Morrison and made oath that the allegations
contained in the above libel by him signed are
true, before me. this twenty-second day of
January, A. D. 1918.

Away

Heating Pad

C.

goods through

the medium of
f

I
**

Ipjj

Waldo,

touch of the switch
and its comforting warmth is
quickly yours—just as hot as
you want it—just as long as you
want it.
Nothing to fill, noth-

Merely

ing
spill, simply convenient,
satisfying, durable, economical.

in

Attest:

j

j

leaky—and generally short-lived.

At Our Stores, Price $7.50

1

I HORSES

|!

Hornes. [Sound
Good Working
True Hulling
Good Driving
Good Colored
Horses priced
right. Horses which gou
will find just EXA CTL }
AS REPRESENTED.
oung

Horses.
Horses.
Horses.
Horses.
Horses.
|
;

j

W. L. WEST,
Sprina Street.

Buy Thrift Stamps
AND

Help Save Your Country.
Send for circulars on WOOD
SAWING OUTFITS.

Vacation.

3w4

thereon.

I

•

Supreme Judicial Court,

]

Belfast, January 22, A, D. 1918.
Upon the annexed Libel, it is ordered by me,
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
notice be given to the Libelee by publishing
an attested ccoy of the Barae, or an abstract
thereof, together with this order thereon,
three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication to be
thirty days at least hefore the m xt tv rm of
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the third Tuesday of April
next, that she may then and there appear in
said Court and answer thereto, if she see fit.
WARREN C, PhILRROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court

a

to

s

GEO. 1. KEATING. Clerk.

Notice of First Meeting of

Creditors,

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Northern Division.
I
In the matter of John F.
,n Bankruptcy.
F
J
Mclnnis, Bankrupt, |

Creditors of John F, Mclnnis of StockSprings, in the County of Waldo and
District aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
You are hereby notified that on the 18th day
of January, A. D. 1918, the said John F. Mclnnis, was duly adjudicated a Bankrupt and
that the First Meeting of his Creditors will be
held at the office of Dunton & Morse. Savings
Bank building in Belfast, Maine, on the 15th
day of February, A. D. 1918, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, at which time and plate the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy,
Bangor, Maine. January 25, 1918.

WANTED

THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY.
Portland, Maine.

CLUBBING

SECOND
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,

If
etc. Antique furniture a specialty.
have anything to sell drop me a postcard
a
call.
prompt
you will receive
249-3

~

you
and

WALTER H .COOMBS.
64 Main Street, Belxast.

HAILS

The following dubbing offers

subscriptions

are

only

lot

to 1 he journal paid one year

in advance:
The

Journal

and Farm and Home,

$2

The Journal and McCall's Magazine,

2

The Journal and Woman's Magazine,

2 :>■> ■'

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.
Send in your subscription

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

Belfast, Maine.

t. H.

BOYiNGTON.

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

THF

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44

South Main Street. Wlnteruort, Maine
OFFICE DAYS. MONDAYS

AND TUESDAYS

WANTED

HAND GOODS of every descrip-

Penobscot Bay Electric Company

---

;
I

ss.

fL.

It is the only means of provida really effective “Hot Application”—onewhich maintains
a constant, unvarying heat on
the parts affected—as long as
desired.

r-

BUZZELL,

STATE OF MAINE.

ing

•

I

I

MAINE.

Supreme Judicial
Vacation

]

s

:

FROM

ss

THOMAS

Think of the difference between this electric method and the old
fashioned, heavy, hot water bag—too hot at first-rapidly cooling
before relief is obtained—constantly needing refilling and often-

WHAT WE NEED.
What we need now more than we need
coal, more than we need sugar, more than
we need recruits, more—more even than
we need ships, is a shake-up in the executive machine at Washington.—Lewiston Sun.
The people, the press and Congress
have been shaking up the machine and it

YOU

nineteenth d iv ot JanuH C. BUZZELL,
Justice of the Peace.
!

To the
ton

plus wheat and meats the country can
produce Argentina is also doing her bit.

finds himself under the direction of s
man who graduated five years earliei
who is under the direction of a man whi
ten years earlier and so on t<

;

j

It Drives Pain

Bruises

wheat from Argentina. The President
of that country is pro-German but the
people have no sympathy with Prussianism. As long as the Allies get what sur-

the army or navy of the United States
eager to advance and to use his knowledge and strength for the benefit of the
country which has educated him. Hi

with

true, before me, this
ary, A. D. 1918,

The New England Federation of Women’s Clubs will meet in Portland for the
next meeting, action to make it the next
convention city having been taken in
Hartford, Conn., at the meeting held
several hours until soft and run through there last week. The New England con1
and
butter
with
Bind
colander or sieve.
hen and there appear in
I ferenoe met in Portland once before in m*xt, that he may
1 flour. Add salt, pepper and milk to give ] the early days of the Federation, when said Court and answer thereto, if he see tit.
C PHILBROOK,
WARREN
i.mieisipn/’V.
the meeting was a most profitable one.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court,
! The invitation to meet in Maine was exof
the
Libel and order of Court
A true copy
Jungle Stew.
tended by Mrs. Stanley Plummer of Dex- thereon.
3w4
of
made
chairman
was
organizaAttest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
ter, who
1 1^2 c. kidney beans
the
Hartford
at
meeting.
tions
1-2 c. rice
I
STATE OF MAINE
j 1 c. tomatoes
Governor Considers Special Sesiosn
1 onion
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.'
4
t.
drippings
|
Governor Milliken stated last Thursday
To the Honorable Ju.st ce of the Supreme JuSeasoning to taste.
that he had been inconference with Repdicial Court next to he holden at Belfast,
!
Wash and soak beans over night. Cook resentative Percival P. Baxter of Portwithin and for the County of Waldo, on the
a
to
call
in
onions
the
latter’s
land
over
sliced
fryproposition
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our
until tender. Brown
Lord one thousand nine hundred and eighspecial session of the legislature some
ing pan with drippings, add to stew with time
teen:
this winter to propose a constitu- 1
rice.
Cook
and
the
seasoning
tomatoes,
L, MORRISON. of Belfast, in the
tional amendment to have the State take
County of Waido and State of Maine, reShould a resolve
until rice is well done.
over the water powers.
spectfully libels and gives this Honorable
pass the legislature the idea is to have i Court to be informed :that be was
lawfully
the people pass upon it at the next regu- married to Bertha L. Morrison of Belfast,
Some Yarn.
lar State election, which will be held the aforesaid, at Derry, in the County of RockingGovernor i ham and State of New Hampshire, on the
The old soldier was telling of his thrill- second Monday of September.
ing adventures on the field of battle to a j Milliken has the matter of calling a spe- tenth day of January, A. D, 1906, by Rev John
of the Gospel, duly authorparty of young fellows, one or two of cial session of the legislature under advise- ; Nichols, a minister
I ized to solemnize marriages, that they lived
ment.
whom were skeptical as to his veracity.
and wife until April 21,
husl.and
as
together
“Then,” he said, “the surgeons took
1916; that since said marriage your libelant
me in the ammunition
me up and laid
Certain to Win.
himself
towards the said Bertha
conducted
has
L. Morrison as a faithful and affectionate hus[ wagon, and--”
one
of
the
mterrbpted
“Look here,
band; yet the said Bertha L. Morrison, wholly
“How’s your boy getting on at the unmindful cf her marriage vows and duty,
doubtful listeners. “You don’t mean the
camp?”
training
mean the amsince
said marriage has treated your libelant
’lou
wagon,
ammunition
“Wonderful!” replied Farmer Apple- with cmel and abusive treatment.
bulance wagon.”
avers that the residence of said
Libelant
a
sense
of
“I feel
cart.
great security.
But the old man shook his head.
that can make my boy get up libelee is not known to him and cannot be as“No,” he insisted; “1 wassofull of bul- An Army
reasonable diligence.
work hard all day an’ go to bed certained bj
lets that they decided I ought to go in early,
Wherefore your libelant prays that he may
New York early can do most anything.”—People's be decreed a divorce from the bonds ol matrithe ammunition wagon.”
Home Journal.
American.
mony now existing between him and the said
Bertha L. Morrison.
Dated at Belfast, this twenty-second day of
January, A. D. 1918.
THOMAS L. MORRISON.

Chills

ships which were in her ports. These
ships averaged about 4,000 tons each.
France has chartered these ships and
they are to be used in transporting the
Brazilian coffee crop and some 80,000,000
bushels of wheat which England and
France have bought of Argentina. It is
a source of no little gratification to know
that Germany is not to get the surplus

scrap, and it is

Mr. Fabbrie is in France
American Red Cross unit.

ma-

Although Brazil is sending no troops to
aid the Allies she is doing her bit against
When Brazil declared that
Germany.
she was in the war she seized 30 German

to lick the Germans, and if yot
can in any way get hold of the same kinc
of rum as that used by Gen. Grant during

over

2 qts. cold water
1-2 onion
!
1-8 t. pepper
3 t. fat
2 t. flour
1 1-2 t. salt
Small piece fat salt pork.
1
Soak peas several hours or over night,
Simmer
! add water, pork and onion.

The Electric

THIS HELPS.

our army

I
i

placed

11

STOP

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be holdeii at Belfast,
within and for the C *unty of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and eigh-

our

dwarf | lar.

oelieve you are anything but a
Now I want you to get up to-morrow
morning early if you please, and set youi
entire department at work in equippinj

High Prices

MA1C Uh /rlAInc

Justice of the Peace.

We
many and now you are hungry.
each of us made a mistake in thoughtlessly gras ing the almighty foreign dol-

Even if you were as big ai
Teddy Roosevelt considers himself to be
we could not just now make the peoph

knee high.

THE

After the first box, Ifelt I was getting
well and I can truthfully say that
“Fruit-a-tives” is the only medicine
that helped me”. LOUIS LAIJRIE.
60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
Atall dealers or sent postpaid by Fruit■rtives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

H

chine shops running day and night as we
ought to be doing. Do not blame us.
You made a similar blunder when you
sold your meal and food stuffs to Ger-

Baker look here! as compared with a ful
size cabinet, officer you are about hai:

top of loaf which is covered by insurance.
Members of the family, who have been
while baking are an addition. May be
staying here recently, including Mrs.
or bacon gravy.
sauce
tomato
with
served
Fabbrie, were asleep when the fire was
discovered. They were forced to tlee
Dried Pea Soup.
scantily clothed from the building with
1 c. dried peas
the temperature at zero.

slices of bacon

ture

tion.

have called Mr. Baker to the sanctuir
rtf hue White House and after he hat
lighted his cigar, he reached down, toot

Don’t Let

BLANCHE

hair that finally
hair will not grow —then you
The
and nothing can help you.
The investigation was I ers. Another reason is that it can only are bald
Baker’s credit
only sure way to abolish dandruff for
no reafor
use in a seato
be
seems
there
and
and
that
causes
obtained
prepared
be
suspended
good is to destroy the germ
Congress did noi son of drought, and at a time of year it. To do this quickly, surely and safely
son for its resumption.
so effective as Parisian
appoint Mr. Baker as Secretary of War when people near peat bogs are employ- !! there is nothing
which you can get from A. A.
Sage,
food
him
The
remove
or
cannot
harvesting
products.
ed
in
and Congress
raising
I Howes & Co. and good druggists everyNot until wood and coal are unobtainable where.
President is reported to have said tha’
It iH guaranteed to cure danthe present Secretary of War is the bes>
will any great amount of peat be cut in druff, stop itching scalp and falling hair,
a new growth, or the cost,
ever known so it seems probable that Mr
New England and when that time comes, and promote
small as it is, will be refunded.
Baker will remain in office. One gooc
if there is no means of cooking food, and
Parisian Sage is a scientific prepararesult has come from the investigation
warming houses except by burning peat tion that supplies all hair needs—an anthere will be a general migration to a tiseptic liquid, neither sticky or greasy,
We have been told what has not beer
Peat for easy to apply, and delicately perfumed.
warmer section of the country.
done and that is all that shows on th<
It' you want beautiful, soft, thick,
is
a
Mr. Wilson is loyal to his of“pipedream.”
in
New
surface.
fuel
England
iustrous hair, and lots of it, you must
him
commend
for
that
Don’t delay-begin
ficial family. We
use Parisian Sage.
He has been an eminent professor in am
OH, THE DUTCH!
tonight—a little attention now insures
abundant hair for years to come.
president of a great university. ProfesNote: Parisian Sage positively will
Holland is mad because the United
sors and schoolmasters have vagaries o!
not color or streak the hair.
States refuses to deliver 1,000 machine
method somewhat peculiar to their voca-

may

594 Champlain St., Montreal.
“For two years, I was a miserable
Sufferer from Rheumatism and Stomach
Trouble. I had frequent Dizzy Spells,
and when I took food, felt wretched
and sleepy. I suffered from Rheumatism dreadfully, with pains in my
back and joints, and my hands swollen.
A friend advised “Fruit-a-tives” and
from the outset, they did me good.

a

Bean

poor

PEAT.

Felt Wretched Until He Started
To Take “Fruit-a-tives”

conclusion of recent investigators. Ac4 c. cooked white beans
small,
cording to a large number of experi1 1-2 t. molasses
$14; oat straw, $12 to $14.
1-4 t. mustard
ments, the low temperatures running
teen:
1-8 t. pepper
wniunu.
uivicj
from sixty to sixty-eight degrees, as
anuc rnv,
I VAUTOUR of Belfast, in the
2 t. vinegar
County of Waldo and State of Maine, recompared with those high temperatures
Drain the water from cold boiled beans,
libels
and gives this Honorable
Maj. John M. Dunn, attached to the spectfully
so often prevailing in buildings, are benemash them fine, and mix with the other headquarters of the Department of the Court to be informed, that she was lawfully
A person staying an
ficial to health.
married to Amedee Vautour of said Belfast,
into cakes
Northeast, called upon shoe manufactur- at Bangor, in the County of Penobscot and
ingredients. Form the mixture
hour or more in a warm room develops
care in guarding
State of Maine, on the twenty fifth day of
and brown on both sides in hot greased ers to exercise special
their plants against enemy aliens, in an August, A. D. 19t»8 by William Pierce, Esq., a
about a degree of fever, leading to colds,
pan.
Shoe
and
Boot
of the Peace, duly authorized to sol- j
Boston
the
to
Justice
address
infections, fatigue, etc. The following
Bean Loaf.
emnize marriages, and since said marriage has
club.
statement made by Dr. W. A. Evans of
“The organized efforts of agents of the conducted herself towards the said Am-dee
2 c. cooked beans put through food
and Vautour, as a faithful, chaste and affectionate
Chicago has its bearing on the New Engenemy are at work to destroy plants
the said Amedee Vautour, on the
chopper
he said. wife; yet
utilities
of
description,”
every
land fuel situation:
crumbs
2 c. soft bread
| fifteenth day of September, A. I). 1914. at said
should be inspected every Belfast, utterly deserted your libelant and has ;
plant
“Every
onion
and
a
lew
tempera1-8 c. chopped
“As to efficiency
|
day from roof to cellar. Keep a sharp I continued such utter desertion to the present I
1 stalk celery or 1-2 t. celery seed
ture, several researches have shown that
lookout for rubbish piles where bombs or j time, being more than three consecutive years
fat
4
t.
bacon
men will do more work and do it more
powder might be stored. Organize your nex' prior to the filing of this libel Libellant
2 t. flour
that the residence of said libellee is not
trusty men to keep a sharp lookout for avers
accurately if the temperature of the room
1-2 c. water
known to her and cannot be ascertained by
worker.”
the
enemy
Winslow of
reasonable diligence.
or office is reasonably low.
Melt 2 tablespoons of fat in a frying
Wherefore your libellant prays that she may
stirring well
Yale making this test found that stenogHARBOR.
tie granted a divorce from the bonds of matriBAR
pan, add the bread crumbs,
$150,000 FIRE AT
raphers did 6.3 per cent more work when until mixed with fat, and add to the
mony now existing between her and the said
Amedee Vautour.
the temperature was 68 degrees than ground beans.
Cook onion in remaining
BAR Harbor, Me., Jan. 24. The large
Dated at Belfast this 19th day of January,A.
when it was 75 degrees. Men doing mod- 2 tablespoons of fat, and add flour and country residence here of E. G. Fabbrie D 1918.
BLANCHE I VAUTOUR.
today
burned
was
early
erate manual labor did 15 per cent more boil. Add to mixture and make into a of New York
many
including
its
Personally appeared the above named Blanche
all
furnishings,
The
be need- with
work at the lower temperature.
loaf. More bread crumbs may
valuable rugs, tapestries and paintings. i I. Vautour ani made oath that the allegations
above libel by her signed are
New York labor commission on ventila- ed.
Bake until nicely browned. Thin The loss is estimated at $150j000, part of contained in the

When Mr. been too late. The Bolskeviki governchristened the Browning gun
: ment
(?) has repudiated the indebtedness
to
testify before
Baker was called upon
!
and is looking for an opportu- other hand when the room temperature
of
Russia,
had much to say
the committee he
to maintain its waning hold on its was over 73 degrees they were drowsy,
nity
of
usefulness
and
against the efficiency
deluded supporters. When there is no lifeless, and with less inclination to
the Lewis gun and nothing to say in its
work.”
more food to steal, and the supply of
After being questioned quite
favor.
“But fresh air is just as necessary as
vodka is drained to the dregs, the wanhad
that
he
admitted
sharply Mr. Baker
mobs will disintregate and Lenine ever” says the State Department. “Fresh
dering
not supplied the army with machine guns
and Trotzky will be all there is left of the air must find its way into every office,
of any kind, notwithstanding the fact
To save a
and they will be lucky if they living room, public building
Bolshiviki,
that a large appropriation had, for months,
get out of Russia in season to save their little extra coal and invite an illness is
Later

ton better in the very near future.
Best Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont hay is bringing in large bales, $23
to $24; small, $22 to $23; bright medium
coarse hay, large, $21 to $22; small, $20
to $21; bright fine cattle hay, large, $19
$18 to $19; swale, $12 to
to $20.

MISERABLE FROM
STOMACHTROUBLE

million feet of 2 in., 1$ in. and 1* in. pine
delivered at our mill at Skowhegan, Maine.
M. F. D’ARCY & SONS COMPANY.
61 No. Waahington Street, Boaton, Mast
6m38
A

■
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the occasion

being a rally to fill up a
company for the Third Regiment:

Stop

North
When you meet on the lields of France;
the
spirit of Grant be with you all
May
As the sons of the North advance.

Cold At Once

DEMANDS BURLAP

Here’s to the Gray of the sun-kissed
South
When you meet on the fieldsof France;
May the spirit of Lee be with you all
As the sons of the South advance.

Other Commodities Must Be

Shipped

Here's to the North and the South
When WE meet on the held of France;
May the spirit of God be with US all

old family remedy
in tablet
safe, sure, easy to take. No
no unpleasant after effect*,
!'?s
rs cold* in 24 hours—Grip in 3
vs
Money back if itfaib. Get the
genuine bo* with
i?ed Top and Mr.
Hill’s picture on it
24 Tablet* for 25c.

i

—

At Any Drug

MAINE

One

ITEMS.at

Camden.

>mi submarine chaser, No. 252,
launched from the yard of the
Anchor-Rockland Machine Comtaken

was

in

charge

at

once

sons

of the FLAG

Large

by

officials. She is about 110
ail, 15 foot beam and draws
She has a
feet of water.
* miles.
The power plant con220
h.
standard
motors,
r■-•»*
p.
iarters for 24 men with live insiaterooms for the ollicers.
<•«: and heated
by electricity
with a wireless outlit and eleciilight. She will carry two
-uns and two machine guns.
He Wouldn

t

Congressman

Com-

are:

Pay.

Fertilizer*, like a strong, vigorous, well-tired team of horses, are
most profitable to the farmer when conditions are nearest perfect for
their work; when they are suited to their task, and when they are
properly handled.
Study the picture closely. Is the importance of organic matter,
proper tillage, sufficient drainage, the use of lime, the proper handling
of the seed, or the control of disease and insect pests exaggerated?
The stronger the running gear, the bigger the load of wheat the
wagon will carry.
The better attention paid to the preparation of the soil, the handling of the seed, and the control of diseases, the bigger the yield of
two-dollar-a-bushei wheat commercial fertilizers will produce, if they

i'sing the

larger hags economizes
fact saves 15 million yards
for more urgent needs.
What farmer
would not he glad to share this inconvenience if he but realized that
one of the big reasons for the burlap
shortage Is that our soldier boys are

are of suitable analysis.
When you take up the lines the next time and drive what you
consider the best team of horses In your county, remember that you
Remember, also, that It
keep that team because it is profitable.
Still further,
would not be profitable if It got beyond your control.
remember the fact that the larger amount of work you can get the
At the same time, think
team to do, the more profitable it is to you.
of the close analogy that fertilizers for your wheat crop. corn, potatoes
The better you feed
and other crops bear to your team of horses.
the crops, the larger the yield. Recall, furthermore, the fact that your
good team could not do its valuable work if any of the important
parts of the wagon were broken. Fertilizers, in the same way. will
attain their highest results and he most profitable when you have
done everything within your power to make conditions' most perfect

Connecticut, JohnQ Tiiman; Maine,

John A. Peters; Massachusetts, Samuel
E. Winslow; New Hampshire, Edward H.
Wason; Rhode Island, Ambrose Kennedy;
Vermont, Frank L. Greene.

I-__—.—|

Montville friend tells the foldote:
Maine Woodsman to Wed Scotland Girl.
of an adjoining town some
Word lias been received from Bernard
arrived a letter so badly writould decipher no part of it ; Frost Nichols, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gdorge
his
signature, which was that of j G. Nichols of Jackman, announcing
engagement to Miss Christina MacPher■\vn Belfast lawyer. The recipimystery “took his pen in j son of Ardgay, Ross Shire, Scotland. The
decorated a page of foolscap wedding to take place in the early spring.
a
member of the N. E.
u\ meaningless hieroglyphics, I Mr. Nichols is
Saw Mill Unit No. 8 stationed at the
mime plainly and mailed it to
Miss Mac Pherabove mentioned place.
his legal friend on his next son comes from one of the oldest well
ifast and the latter said: “Say, known Scotch families.

Boost

>

Pine trees and spruce and fir—
Hark! the north wind blowing free—
Hemlock and juniper—
And the North wind stirs the sea.
Grim land that lies
Under these leaden skies,
Battered by winds and storms,
Sacred thy homes.

■

Pine trees and spruce and lir—
And the white snow drifting in—
Hemlock and juniper—
And there’s a war to win,
Grim sons who stand
Afar in a foreign land—
Nurtured of rocks and trees,
Thou art akin to these.

Taxation in Maine.
inder valuation of property
will be permitted bysays Chairman Clement S.
State Assessors,
eise where the local assesslo their duty by making a
.iion the Stale will, by auled in the statutes, appoint*
O' do this work properly and
ill be placed upon the oflessors

;

IMPROVING THE
MAKING MANURE
1918 WHEAT CROP
m:re valuable

Pine trees and spruce and lir—
Hark to the booming of the sea.
Hemlock and juniper—
And the North wind blowing free.
Strength of these hills be thine,
Ye who in battle line,
From the war clouds dark above
Defend the homes we love.

■

Re-enforced With Fertilizer Gives Largest
Yields.

The larger begs even have certain
advantages. When emptied they may
he used to carry crops from the field
to the bin or crib; a 200-pound bag
holds two bushels of potatoes.
Very
few men ever carry two sacks of potatoes in a single trip, even though
each sack contains but one bushel.
On the other hand most men can easily carry two bushels when they are
In the same bag. and hence do this
So
pari of their work more rapidly.
it happens that the large hag hecomes
n
very real labor saver, and this at a
time when all farmers must cut corners to make most productive a labor
supply all too short.

;
;

|

!

There are other advantages for the
larger hag. It is much more useful
as wrapping material than are the
smaller sizes.

It

can

be

out

packing purposes, and used

in

up for
other

j

j

■

So much has been written about the
manure, but so much yet
remains to he done by the farmer that
we are led to believe the recommenda-

saving of

either in labor

crease

or

capital.

..

HUMPHREYS*

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

■

1

State Board of Trade.
;il1

Maine State Board of Trade will
semi-annual meeting at Lewiston
'lay, March 21st. The business seswill open promptly at 11a. m. in the
s of the Lewiston Chamber of ComAt this session will occur the ad"f the president, the reports of the
/•''ding committees, etc. In the afterwill occur the literary exercises,
'!»■ program committee expects to be
^Tr8sfui
in arranging an entertaining
r
Mam.
i„ the evening there will be a
";|"iuet tendered the visiting delegates
K
die Lewiston Chamber of Commerce.

,fit following toast was given at Dexshort time ago by Lieut. Chapman;

,er a

mailed.
Send Free Sample of Ointment to

weak in the element
and benefits immensely
from the addition of phosphoric acid.
By adding ahout one-half a sack of
acid phosphate to each ten of manure,
the Ohio experiment station increased
the crop producing value, of a ton
of manure at least ">0 per cent.
is

The plant food in ordinary manure
is only about three-fifths as effective as
tlie plant food of commercial fertilizer.
For this reason manure should always
be supplemented with available fertilthat crops may lie given a quick
the early spring.
By handling manure as It should he
handled—supplementing with available
fertilizer and re-enforcing it with acid
phosphate—we will he able to make
our
present supply of fertilizer and
manure more effective in the pr'idnoizer

so

start in

tion of food crops.

ASSIST GOVERNMENT BY
ORDERING ALL YOUR
FARM

SUPPLIES NOW.

In his lecture on War Aims and Peace
at Queen’s Hall the Earl of Denbigh incidentally told an excellent story.
A friend of his took
Humphreys* Borneo. Medicine
156 William Street, Xew York.

Company

SICK BEASTS
treatment of

Hones, Cows
Sheep, Doge end other animals, sen1
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Vet
BOOK

on

winery Medicines. 156 William St., N. Y

elderly i
very nasty

prisoner

an

German officer, who was
about it, and remarked that he could console himself by the thought that his officer

son

lishman

was
a

killing “twenty pigs of Eng-

day.”

When the captive arrived at Southampton a cheery voice came from the
quay:

too?”

“Hullo, father!
Zzi

The great need of the railroads just
and more cars—that It
now is cars,
may care for normal traffic and assure
the extra burden of troop and muniBut it cannot get
tion movements.
cars over nfgiit, or tomorrow,
Thus it must try
the next day.
to make its cars carry more—make
one car do the work which two cars
did before the war. This is where you
more

or

can

help.

When a dealer gets an order for
farm supplies, machinery, feed or coal,
he holds it until he gets more to go
with it—if he has time. If you get your
orders in early this year, you will make
the dealer happy, facilitate transportation, aid the government, and help
yourself by insuring delivery before
the time when goods are needed.

have they got you

SEAMEN
Chance for Advancement—FREE.
U. S. Shipping Board free navigation ecbool
at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
Bridge Two years’ sea experience required.
Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
Bix weeks. Mili ary exemption.
Apply at
4w2
school, Federal Building, Rockland.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

comfortable.”

of kerosene

gallon

heat for

cheering

gives warm,
hours.

eight

|

The new No. 500 Perfection
Heater Wick comes trimmed and
burned off, all ready for use.

!

Makes

j

Use

re-wicking

So-CO-ny

j

easy.

1

Kerosene for best

results.

When fertilizer is used it must bs

applied just as growth starts in the
early spring. It is then that available
plant food is most needed, and when
it Is most efficient in causing the
plant to “tiller out" and Increase the
Fertinumber of seed-bearing stems.

Foreclosure No(ice

For Sale

Arthur V. Otis of Fairfield, in
«»f Somerset and State of

WHEREAS,
the County

lizer used at this time may change
crop failure to crop success, and Is
certain to give results when the wheat
! was sown late, or when it was sown
j with an insufficient supply of plant
food.

:

I

MALE HELP WANTED

“Hullo Father!”

A

Re-Enforce With Fertilizer.
Manure

that Pm

so

the cold weather of early spring. Every
at this season Is just so
much crop insurance.

The

phosphorus,

[

can

day gained

a

ton.

I

We have hut one more chance for
our 191S bread-grain crop,
and this is by top-dressing either with
fertilizer or with manure. In the latter case the work may he done at once,
the manure being spread thinly and
evenly, preferably with the manure
Manure so used protects
spreader.
the wheat from winter injury, and at
the same time stimulates growth In

The Canadian field reports find a ton
of fresh manure a little more valuable
than a ton of rotted manure (made
from two tons of fresh manure).
Therefore, we get twice as much value
from manure when we haul it direct
to the field, instead of throwing it into

barnyard to rot.
Pennsylvania agricultural experiment station found that manure
spread at the rate of six tons per acre
returns $3.29 per ton in crop increase,
while when spread at the rate of ten
tons per acre it returns only $2.29 per

am.

increasing

been too complicated to
follow, or else that the gain has not
There are, howbeen worth the price.
ever, three things which may easily he
done by any farmer, to increase the
crop producing value of stable manure
on his farm from 50 to 100 per cent,
and these without any material inhave

>

I

keeps

wherever I

warm

With coal at present prices the
Perfection Oil Heater is a greater
saving than ever.

|

The bureau of crop estimates of the
United States department of agriculture reports an increase of four per
cent in the acreage of fall-sown wheat,
as compared with that sown in the fall
of 1910.
This would be highly encouraging, were it not for the fact
that much of this is In poor condition,
Is in fact ten per cent under the average condition of the last ten years. Unless the coming spring Is remarkably
favorable for the development of winter wheat, the 191S crop will be even
smaller than that of 1917.

With the prospect of a decided
shortage of plant food supplies, stable
manure takes on increased importance
It has not yet
in crop production.
reached the point where it is worth
from $6 to $10 per ton, as some would
have us believe, but it is certainly
worth enough to justify better care
and attention than it has been getting.

tions

ways. Once a farmer becomes accustomed to this size he never returns to
Pine trees and spruce and lir—
tuber of years, as everyone
the smaller sizes. Whole states in the
And the North wind sings to the sea.
have been private and insouth have for years used nothing hut
Hemlock and juniper—
j.i rties that have not been
the 2'10-pound size.
And the song is of victory.
anywhere near their proper
Strong hearts do you hear?
l he owner of a small house
fear?
can
hearts
Brave
you
reed to pay taxes on nearly
Nay we know ye will stand
REDUCING SOFT CORN LOSSES.
,e, while the man who owned
Like your own northern land
t residence has been ‘getting
i
When the snow's drifting in—
assessed valuation of not
The 1917 corn crop is very poor in
There’s a war to win.
fifth of the real value. Local
Much of it is soft, so soft
quality
—R. T. Newell.
ve winked at such conditions
that it fails to keep in storage. A re- i
been afraid to give a proper
The time has come when
cent crop report from the United States
THREE IMPORTANT MEASURES.
res must cease.
Department of Agriculture indicates
to
more
rich mav be forced
pay
an
average condition of 75.2 for the
There are now before Congress three
actual
but
the
poor may pay less,
1917 corn crop over against an 84 per
important measures that have the supis
sure to be
f taxation, locally
War Department and are decent
average for tiie last ten years;
ea
liable figure, j port of the
dow n t<
defects in the national
this valuing mature corn at 100.
rites ,u taxation.” signed to remedy
it pi
draft law or as supplementary to that
Early frosts and cold, late growing
law. Thus one provides for the registraSome Honey.
seasons are
responsible for much of
tion of men who have reached the age of
„-n, the Mechanic Falls honey 21 since he original legislation became a
tiie soft corn loss in the corn belt. We
for
orders
numberless
received
control tiie weather hut by
cannot
law, and which it is estimated will add
|
: tons have been bandied by
about 1,000,000 new names to the enrollproper cultural methods, we can hasten
i. ihe past few months.
Owing ment.
of the corn by from one to
maturity
orders ho has received he has
By a second bill the Secretarv of War
two weeks, thus ripening the crop be- |
Ke- is authorized to place men on furlough
1 to buy quantities of it.
fore the arrival of disastrous frosts. I
lt large consignments of it for civilian service.
The idea of this is to
Cutting short the growing season of |
shipped out of the country, create a labor reserve and probably the
tiie crop seven to fourteen days will
going to England and Italy, chief use that the government will make
for
calls
in tiie majority of cases, make nine !
copers are receiving
of the authorization under this measure
■near has arrived in town for will be in granting furloughs to men at
ears out of ten marketable instead of
j
seems
a
cents
aspound
Thirty
harvest time in order that they may
two ears out of three as during the
cneral price.
Many people are sist upon the farms.
season.
past
.isses and some are drinking
The third bill is designed to remedy in.rid tea without any sweet- equalities to. the States and sections in
Proper Varieties Essential.
ver.—Kennebec Journal.
the original measure in connection with I
One great cause for tiie large amount
the enrollment of aliens.
By their enrollof soft corn produced is the planting
MacMillan’s Dogs Sent to Maine ment the government having now decid- !
of varieties which are not adapted to
are entitled to exaliens
ed
that
neutral
Woman.
j
under which they
emption if they demand it, the State or j climatic conditions
In our fervor for bigger
the three Eskimo sledge dogs section having a large alien population j are grown.
Donald B. MacMillan brought was compelled to furnish a larger procrops, we have often gone South for
him from his last trip to the portion of its native-born than States or
large yielding varieties which require
"h he is now giving to Mrs. sections without any considerable alien
longer growing seasons than prevail !
Keen, a Maine woman, arrived population.
in most sections of the com belt. Most I
recently from Mr. MacMillan’s
The bill that has now been introduced
of these varieties are large-eared and
I’rovincetown to Portland, Me
dealing with this subject provides that
weigh heavily because they contain a
v
will be placed on Jewell’s the State quotas shall be based hereafter
larger percentage of moisture than our
Mrs. McKeen’s summer residence, on.the number of men immediately availnorthern grown varieties, and thus
able for military purposes. It is expectBay.
Millan claims that they are of ed that all three of these bills will pass
mislead the farmer but not the grain
t strain of dog in the world, as
without much if any opposition.
dealer, for much of the grading is done
0 of the rarest, as they are bred
on a
basis of moisture content.
1 he recently discovered Smith
A Clue at Last.
Balanced Plantfood Insures Crops.
a- of
Eskimo, who, by the way,
.st Northern tribe in the world.
Perhaps the biggest reason for the
Sponge—I think that a street car has
large amount of soft corn produced in
one Methodist Conferences.
just passed.
1917 and in other years, is the lack
Blotter—How yuh know?
Because of the abJan. 24.
of sufficient available plantfood in the
—MileSponge—I can see its tracks.
many clergymen who are ensoil to give the crop a quick start to
r
work, changes will be made stones.
enable it to take advantage of every
cr of important pulpits at the
growing day and to properly fill the
ring conferences in New EngAll other
hasten maturity
ears and
Be Methodist Episcopal church,
conditions being equal, the use of suffiof which will he held at the
hodisl church in Boston on
cient amounts of a well-balanced, availWhere ministers have been
able plantfood will shorten the growive for six months or more it
(COMPOUND)
ing season of a corn crop from ten to
d that assignments will be temThis ten to fourteen
For Piles or
fourteen days.
Hemorrhoids,
days often means a difference between
External or Internal, Blind or
Muine conference will be held at
a crop of marketable ears and a crop
April 17th, and the East Maine Bleeding, Itching or Burning
which is hardly worth harvesting.
<*r April 24th.
Bishop Edwin H.
One application brings relief.
s of Boston will preside.
Price 23c., at all druggists or
■

coal.

always
I

1

;

the

carry it to any room,

Top Dress With Manure and Fertilizer and Increase the
Yield.

Manure

worry about

"Don’t

The Perfection Oil Heater
me

j

Sheep Raising.

have a big competitive
v
at the Exposition building in
Wednesday and Thursday,
ml 7th, this having been deuifcting of representatives of
:iiizations, headed by the
armers’ Club, which proposed
rntlv at the Congress Square
principal object of the exit
interest the farmers of the
.'icep raising, an industry which
ago was an important part of
v
of farms. This is proposed
"' i<■ duty and also because of
cs which it has as a means

“GOOD-BYE, DEAR”

for crop production.
High priced crops are worth help.
Make conditions best for the fertilizer “team" and It will return
largest profits to you this year. Top-dress your winter wheat with fertilizer.

The Maine State School for Boys has
using it in the trenches? Every solmade a record of which it may be proud
dier on going to the tiring line takes
in the number of enlistments. A big flag
with him one or more burlap bags.
containing fti stars has been hung in the
During the day. as the embankments
main hall of the building in honor of boys
who voluntarily enlisted in the service. J are worn down by continuous shell
Two of the boys have died, one in the ; fire, these bags are filled with earth
or
sand and then at nightfall are
Rio Grande while with the American expeditionary force in Mexico, and the thrown up to repair the parapet.
other from natural causes in the army.
Here it is not a question of conveniThe boys have enlisted in various branches
ence—It Is a question of necessity.
of the service.
The boys in the trenches must have
first call on tiie burlap supplies.
THERE'S A W.AR TO WIN.

to

applied in sufficient quantity and

are

burlap—in

<

•n

\

Campaign

Republican senators and representatives in joint conference at Washington
named the members of the Republican
congressional campaign committee The
members selected from New England

did that pesky scratching
1 received from you?”
said Bill, “tell me what your
ng meant.”
::t that you owe a client of
dollars, which you are requestat once.”
said Bill, as he moved away,
riling meant that 1 wouldn’t
Kennebec Journal.

\

on

mittee-

|

,■

Peters

Large-Sized

•line for burlap cones from India—
that Is It used to.
Just now this all
Important Alter either stays in India,
or on Its way to our shores gets no
further than the European hattlefront.
Because of the resulting shortage fertilizers have to he shipped in large
bags, ten to the ton. Instead of 12. 16.
nnd even 20 to fhe ton. as was formerly the common practice. To men
unaccustomed to handling these heavier packages this means inconvenience
and even actual hardship.

State Fair.

m
r

in

Bags.

advance.”

At the annual meeting of the Maine
Association of Agricultural Fairs, at
Waterville, a spirited discussion arose
over a proposed plan for holding one large
fair for the State of Maine, in place of
the numerous sectional and county fairs
as at
present. Representatives of the
Maine Slate fair at Lewiston and the
Presque Isle fair opposed the plan. No
action was taken. J. F. Guiou of Presque
Isle was elected president, and Ralph M!
Gilmore of Waterville, secretary.

Stora

Chaser Launched

;\e

As the

1

To Save Burlap, Fertilizers and

as one

j

A VALUABLE TEAM

“Here’s to the Blue of the wind swept

That

T’,e

"7

TRENCH mmt

FOOD PRODUCTION ENDANGERED
BY FREIGHT EMBARGOES.

Maine, hy his mortgage deed dated November
30. 1914, and n cord-d in W aldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 318, Pape 229. conveyed to
me, '.he ui.ue:signed, a certain lot or parcel of
land with the t uildirgs thereon, situated in
Mont ville, in the C' untv of Waldo, end bounded as i liows: Bounded or the north by the
town road; on the east by land
ow « r fi rmerly owned by Henry O. Douglass; on the south
by la- d in the pussesMun of Mary jane Foster
( widow) and Millie Knoivlton; and on the west
by land formerly of Edwin Hah; containing
seventy-four (74) acres, more or less; and
wnereas the condition of sod morgage has

4 H. P.

IS GOOD CONDITION

During the Inst weeks of December,
1917, absolute embargoes were placed
b«-en broken:
on
rail shipments of phosphate rock
Now, therefore, by reason of the French of
the condition thereof I claim a for«-ch>.-u-'e of
from Florida.
This fact was widely
sai<i
mortgage:
reported in the daily press, yet few
Dated January 7, 19 8.
people realized its true significance. If
EUGENE A. COVE LI.
the embargo continues it will force the
By BUTLER & BU 1LEK,
His
hereunto
Attorneys
duly authorized.
all
of
fertilizer
factories
closing
many
3w3
over lbe United Stares, and will render
Impossible maximum production of
food crops so badly needed in these
times of war. An embargo of this kind,
necessary though it be. vitally affects
Fred F. Perkins of Stockton
the mainspring of our national welfare. !
Spiings, in the County of Waldo amt
State ol Maine, on the nineteenth day of FebTin- first big effect of such an emA. D. 1914, made, executed and deliverbargo is to cause the closing of all de- ruary,
ed
to
the undersigntd, Kenduskeag Trust
of
fertilizer
many
plants.
partments
Company, a mortgage deed of certain lots or
of
effect
this
emthe
However,
big
parcels of land, with the buildings thereon,
situate in Stockton Spiings aioresaio, which
bargo on rock phosphate movement is
mortgage dted is recorded in W'aldo County
where
fer>n
the
farm
itself,
Registry of Deeti6, Book 305, Page 411, refer- j
tilizer is needed for the work of food
ence to said record being had lor a more par- :
ticular description of Haid mortgage deed and
Labor is short, greater
production.
the premises therein conveyed, and v\ hereas j
production can only be secured through

Notice of Foreclosure.

WHEREAS,

higher

acre

AND STEAM PUMP
INQUIRE AT THE

RE: UB1IGAN JOURNAL OFFICE
BELFAST, MAINE.

TRUCKING
I

prepared

am

\

mortgage,

!
!

to do

all kinds oi trucking

1 urciture and piano moving a specialty
1 ave just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadill
cern.

Biain and
Cum

connect!*, u.

12O

W. W. BLAZO,
Avenue, Belfast.

W aldo

litU.t. JUHixoUl*,

at Law

Attorney
___j

BELFAST. WANE.

livery Woman Wants \

Practice in all

Courts.

freight congestion.

WIFE ADVISES
BELFAST WOMEN

MERCHANT’S

A tenement of five rooms, electric lights,
flush closet, cellar and shed room, with or
!
without the use of a garage, for paiticu>

mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
lars call telephone 123-4.
A healing: wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. EconomicaL I j
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I j
Sample Free. 50c. all dmngists, or postpaid by *
^naiL The Paxton Toilet Company. Boston, Mass.^ j

t(3

Seth W. Norwood,

CHICHESTER S

PILLS!

THE DIAMOND BRAND. .A
Lsdlesl Aak yonr Druaglat foi^AX
Ohl-cheo-te r*a Diamond Itrund^#V\
Pills in Red and Gold metallic^^^
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take bo other. Buy of your v
DramM. AskforCIU.Cires.TER'S
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for 85
yean known as Best, Safest. Alwavs Reliable

I had stomach trouble so bad I could
oat nothing but toast, fruit and hot water. Everything else soured or formed
I was misergas. Dieting did no good.
able until I tried buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka. ONE

SPOONFUL benefited me INSTANTLY.” Because Adler-i-ka empties BOTH
large and small intestine it relieves ANY
CASE constipation, sour stomach or gas
and prevents appendicitis. It has QUICKEST action of anything we ever sold.
The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

TO LET

I

|

I

Probate pra-tic*
2ft

specialty.

I
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops I
ulceration
and
inflamcatarrh,
pelvic
1

con-

prompt attention.

Telephone

|
Bangor, Maine, January 10, 1918.
KENDUSKEAG TRUST COMPANY.
3w3 j
By Mayo & £NAKE. us Attorneys.

things!
Order spring supplies now—fertilizfarm machinery; feeds and
ers and
seeds; -lime, and other needed materials.
Unload as soon as the car arrives,
taking from the ear whenever possible.
Do your part now, and trust that the
other man will also do his. This is toe
spirit of true co-operation, and is tlie
only solution of difficulties caused

c

stable, corner oi
Cross streets, and they will re

Leave orders it trie

the

yields produced by using

what labor we have on land so fertilized as to make it productive. In this
light, then, a continued embargo on
rock phosphate, however necessary it
mt\y be from the transportation viewIt
point. is a great national calamity
affects both our agricultural production and the ability of our country
to win the war speedily and certainly.
What can you do to help?
Many

condition ol said mortgage has been
broken and remains broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof the said Ker.duskeag
Trust Company claims a fottcloture ol said

Engine

Attorney at

BROOKS,MAINE

Cows for Sale

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

1 have

For Sale
A small gas heater suitable tor

bath roomjor any small
i>ew.

heating

in
a

Is good as
Apply at

price.
JOURNAL OFFICE.

Will sell at half
THE

room.

Law,

cous.

before

some

excellent bargains

Better look them

over

purchasing.

HERBERT F. HANSON,

Belfast, Maine.

-■<

Republican Journal I

The

THE OLD RELIABLE
BLOOD BUILDER

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JAN. 31, 1918.

Mats.

Colonial Theatre

at 2

Mon. and

Big

Still retains its supremacy. People
still take Hood’s Sarsaparilla because it is an old family friend, has
The Republican Journal Pub. Co. i
proved its merit to three generations
I —in purified blood, expelled humors,
1
A. 1. BROWN, Editor.
restored appetite, relieved rheumai tisra, banished tired feelings..
It long ago became recognized as
For one square, one
ADVERTISING Terms.
the standard blood purifier and
ireh- length in column. 25 c-nts for one week
25 cents for ench subsequent insertion.
! general tonic. It originated in a
1*i advance. $2 00 a
SrBSCRIPTTJN Terms
Boston physician’s successful pre50 cents for three
months;
OOfr.-pix
$1
nr.
<
y
comprises medicinal
osonths.
| seription, andbarks
and berries such
! roots, herbs,
as are often prescribed for ailments
I of the blood, stomach, liver and kidit in the same style packj neys. Buy
I age your mother bought it in,—same
PUBLISHED EVERY

THURSDAY BY

1
!

fine appearance, same
same

certainty of

“THE

BIG

15

JUST

FEW

A

Chorus En Tour
HEADED

THE KING OF FUN MAKERS

In

mes-

sage

and Mrs.
able to

The W.

elect,

P.

meeting.

^

Russell, MaeConnors,
j Fay Boyd, Blanche
Willard Dyer, Ted Farnum and Harry
Moore. Not only does this company produce
musical.comedy play-s but they have
!
will be remembered that Rear Adin their repertoire three well known dramin) Peary has been much interested in

The

preparedness

(?)

“The New Chief
1

|

propaganda

of

Police.

1

My

“The Great Bathroom Mystery”
and the greatest of all novelties in vaudePoem-o-Graph, which is introduced

Rosary,”

said:

•s.”

We desire r.oi

a

metre

I German:, hags Hie booty.

w

;

Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will hold
heir regular meeting tomorrow, Friday,

Remember

this

is

a

from the hospital may have a suitabl ;
place to regain their former health. Sh
states that she has seen little of th

limited

opening bill will be
engagement.
evening.
the great dramatic playlet “The Newr
Ihe various Masonic bodies have de- Chief of Police,” an intense sketch which
The

sunny

as the weather has been
cold, with plenty of skating.

south

j usually
j

holds the audience from the rise of the
curtain until it falls. There is more j
truth in this sketch than in a four act
and a lot of the lines that are read

eded io close their hall in the Masonic
Temple until April to do their part in the

has

been faithful

and

untiring in her

The officers of Belfast Commandery,
United 1 'rder of the Golden Cross, were
iiubliclv installed last Thursday evening
,,n.Jer Vie direction of Grand Commander
Herbert McKenney of Portland. The
mini's program began with a picnic
their in.upper ai tl.dO for members and
vited guests, with ladies of the order

IN PORTLAND, FEBRUARY 6th and 7th.
Speakers fit National Reputation and a Moving Picture
Exhibition showing cverg pha e of the sheep industry.
SEE MAINE’S PREMIUM SHEEP
Admission Free.
Special Rotes on Alaine Pent)at

:ng.

I

Under auspices of Portland Farmers’ Club, associated with Chamof
ber of Commerce, Portland Rotary Club, Maine Department
of Maine, and
Agriculture, Maine Experiment Station, University
Maine Slate Agricultural and Industrial League.

r;?j3 iiasimir-'rmamrmniumim, i

■nrawrxst^wniHf’Hffrr^^^a^iWWMF'ar^sBg*

visit friends during the month of June
to Denver for the month of July,

Stitching Room, Steady work
Experiunder good conditions.

For

Howard Lodge, F. & A. M., held its

un

ence

Yellowstone Dark and if
the weather and all other conditions are
favorable I will go through the Dark in
ihe

riot

required.

Leonard & Barrows' Shoe

About, the first of October I shall go to
California for next winter and if I like

an-

nual installation of ofticers, last Friday
evening, E. S. Young, P. W. M., was in-

there, and everything is favorable will
summer of 1919, and as before mentioned go to Belfast for the sum-

OBITUARY.

1 am now 74 years of age and I
mer.
realize that 1 may not he able to carry out

John Sanborn died at his home with
Mr. and Mrs. James I.. James, corner of
Cedar and Miller streets, atp. m. Jan.
2tith. He was born in Bridgton May 10,
IH49, the son of John and Lucinda San-

remain Lill the

FREEDOM.

my

plans.

Now I would like to devote a few lines
to niv position as tax collector of the city
I feel
of Belfast for the years 1915-16.

born.

1917,and

all

of

his

1 had every

j

*-uw*.

life

had

|

j

For Sale

j

|

sea

cap

lived in Belfast about forty >
horn in Brooksville, the

Miss Ella Dyer, their daughter and

was

sons—Mrs. George C. Lower of Be
Rev. Clifton Gray,a I 'nitarian minis
S. C
and Martin S
who lives on the home place.
The i
i a! will take place today, Thursday

Charleston,

1

p. m., Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of th
tarian church officiating.

The funeral of the late Mrs. M
Elizabeth Moody took place at Co
undertaking parlor last Thursday
at 2

noon

o’clock. There wasan

a

bund

! of beautiful flowers of which she ha

!

ways

: were

|
i

and

been unusually fond.
Messrs.

Ralph H

The b-

Ralph Hay ford, Jan
Howes

and Chari-

Sherman.
Mrs. Sarali Achorn died Jan. 2
the home of Stephen Murch in Bel;
aged 67 years. She was the wid

|
1

the late William Achorn, and the da
ter of the late William and Sarah Sw
Newbert.

The funeral took place ai

late home Wednesday at 10 a. m..
Nathan Hunt of Morrill officiating.

FORWARD BROTHER.

!

|

Wanted

retired

the late S 1 >. and Martha (Howard
He is survived by his widow, for

|

—

a

He was

When a young man he
spent in Belfast.
married Miss Jennie liver of this city,
who died in California about ten years
Of their famiiy of six children live
ago.

very well satisfied with the record I made
in the collection of taxes, and I would
like to have had the record continued as

collector of taxes for

Practically

Martin S. Gray,

Factory

died Monday morning at his home <
Belmont road. He was 72 years ol

Commander McKenney was asBrooklyn, N. T.,
reason to believe I should be elected at survive: George of
MMed by P. N. C. Orrin J. Dickey as
the organization of the new city govern- Charles of Nashua, N. II., Mrs. Minnie
as 1 was the unaniGriffin of Clilf Island, Mrs. Blanche Mcgrand herald and Mrs. Edith I.. Drury as 35c.
benefit of the Red Cross which was he d ment in March 1917,
So come and forget
P. G. M., in installing the following offi- run photo plays.
Mrs. 1). W. Dodge is visiting her daughthe Tigue of Peak’s Island, and Frank of Belof
the
caucus held by
mous
choice
in the I. O. (). F. banquet hall, was a sucPast noble that sugar is scarce and coal is precious,
cers for the ensuing year:
ter, Mrs. Arthur Sampson, in Bath.
fast. One sister, Mrs. Mary Willis of
new elected city board at their meeting
cess socially and financially. There were
noble
have
a smile—smile—smile.
and
B.
Charles
Eaton;
commander,
He had been
also survives.
the
Saturday.
previous
Portland,
Mrs. M. M. Small from Waterville wil
20 tables of whist and $21.50 was receivcommander, Charles E Sherman; vice
her mother,
One tiling 1 have demonstrated Lo the fortunate in business and retired about
pass several months with
was arranged by the Ways
ed.
The
affair
i
noble commander, Mrs Wineva Craig; WHITE’S
CORNER, Winterport. Susan J. Flye.
citizens of Belfast that the taxes can be
During this time he
years ago.
| and Means committee, Miss Louise collected, but it requires constant appli- eight
prelate, Mrs, Hester P Brown; noble
had made his home with Mr. and Mrs.
visited
W.
Bellows
Mrs.
Charles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Maud
May
Young,
Smith,
keeper of records, Mrs. Mae Black; finanJames who had always made life happy
Lyndon Nealey spent the week-end in Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson in Water- Bussey, Mrs. G. A. Cole, Mrs. Mattie cation to this work and nothing else
■ial keeper of records, Fred Waldo Brown;
I was elected tax collector for 1915 for him, and in his illness of about two
Bangor.
Barrows. They When
L.
Mrs.
C.
week.
and
Carleton
the
ville
;
past
of
inner
warder
B
Craig;
.reasurer. K.
there was committed to me the largest years have been unremitting in their care
C. B. Jewett had the misfortune to
appointed the following assistants, Mrs.
ga:." -Miss Gladys Whitten; warder of ;
Rev. T. P. Williams and Mrs. Williams
amount that was ever committed to any and attention. He bail sullered with a
lose one of his team horses recently.
Fred C. Atwood, Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr.,
Messrs.
outer gate, Wallace Bickford.
The
from Houlton visited their daughter,
tax collector in Belfast, $98,836.58.
complication of diseases and was treated
Mrs. C. R. Hill, Mrs. C. C. Moody, Mrs.
Mrs. Florence Hunter of Dixmont is
Sherman and Brown, Mrs. Craig and |
Mrs. A. M. Small, the past week.
book was passed to me July 1, 1915, and
at the Waldo County Hospital and at the
Philbroi.k
Katharine
Mrs.
Linnie
ClemStella Foley, Mrs.
visiting her mother,
and !
Mrs Brown were also installed in their
the
June
with
I
settled
1916,
30,
city
!
Mrs.
Charles
Eye and bar Infirmary in Portland. Last
Each of the
The ladies’ circle met with
and Mrs. R. L. Clements.
at C. O. Whitney’s.
respective offices when the commandery ents,
in order to settle within the year, I ad- fall he went to Boston for radium treatJan. 24th. A large number committee and assistants were to invite
Sampson
instituted eight years ago.
They
was
Mrs. F. P. Clements, with her little
vanced out of my own pocket about $75 | ment in the Huntington Memorial and
were present and a fine treat was served.
players for two tables and provide their ;
ha\f been faithful and efficient members son Roger, was a guest of Mrs. Fred Cunwhich I afterward collected, except one later in the Peter Bent Brigham hosand White of West j
Mrs. Rebecca Bartlett, a former resi- refreshments. Bussey
ever since and their re-election will give
ningham in Monroe, Jan. 22nd.
poll tax that 1 lost.
pitals. For many years he conducted a
of Winterport donated prizes, score cards
home
the
at
died
this
dent
of
and
village,
in
strength
ji- order a new impetus
Later
The 1916 commitment was $85,511.75 stevedore business and trucking.
G. L. Clarke has returned to Prouts
in and coffee. C. C. Moody gave crepe |
The committees will be Neck and Mrs. Clarke is spending a few her daughter, Mrs. Allen Goodwin
and was committed July 11, 1916, and I ; he was the local representative of the
membership.
close
of
At
the
the
evenpaper napkins.
China, recently
announced at their next regular meeting weeks with Mrs. C. B. Jewett.
settled with the city August 6, 1917,
Fertilizer Co. and of the Staning it was announced that another whist about thirteen months. As I wished to Bowker
commander Sherman. Herbert L.
the
installed
by
Aborn
L.
B.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
came
j dard Oil Corporation. He was a genial
from the E.
Miss Laura Bickford
at
same place in two
be
held
would
party
neiL
rflRocklin elected as herald was absent on
go West as early as possible, in or- and companionable man anil enjoyed the
\_J1 dust
S. N. S. at Castine and began her duties Olliceis Ul XJlI lgU
weeks to which all are cordially invited.
der to settle with the city government, 1
account of illness and will be installed at !
He was fond of
eight
was conferred on
fourth
Jan.
degree
school
21st.
Martin
friendship of many.
the
as teacher in
The officers of Cushing Chapter, O. E.
!
After the installation
advanced .$53.66 out of my own pocket
a
later meeting.
candidates. A fine dinner was served.
life and for years owned a cottage
camp
has
been
the
who
Carrie
Burgess,
Mrs.
S., were installed at its regular meeting, for uncollected taxes, but before 1 ceased at Swan Lake, where he spent his spare
the following interesting program was I
Capt. N. H. McFarland, who for 34 Wednesday evening, by Mrs. Annie B. to be collector I drew tax warrants for
guest of her sister, Mrs. Hattie Clements
Song, Mrs. Kempton B. Craig;
givi'r.
time summers'. Later in company with
at
for several months, has gone to Lynn,
years was a resident of Freedom, died
Hill, past matron, in an easy and grace- all of these uncollected taxes and Dlaced
'racing, Miss Emma M. Webber; piano
Mr. James he bought the Wiggin cottage
had
He
7th.
Jan.
Mass.
his home Monday,
ful manner, assisted by Estella A. Camp- them in the hands of Sheritf Cushman
duet. Margaret Eaton and Violet Dexter;
East Belfast. The funeral took place
in
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three
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hits, making
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Mr. Jerry Hale has gone to Bath tt
“Colonial Theatre,” price 15c, 25c and
] The progressive whist parly for tl e
No war tax. And with the latest : work in the Bath Iron Works.

conservation of fuel

an

enemy.

I omitted
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and have a hearty laugh with
Monday, matinee and night., at the

Colonial
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and September.
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On account of the very cold weather
when I was at Billings inSeptember 1917.
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If you want to learn all about the sheep raising industry, visit the patriotn

i and go

singers with pretty dancing girls and
Senator Stone’s ho* air tank exploded, dazzling costumes and effects that have
There
the Senate chamber last week
stamped this attraction “One of the
ere no casualties.
Best.” So take this chance and drive
that gloomy feeling of the blues
SECRET SOCIETIES.

of Belfast..

Vly present intention is to remain in
i Chicago until about the first of June, then
I go to St. Paul Minneapolis and Anoka to

know
company en tour this season that
how to put t lie song numbers over the
top and score a hit every time. There
are witty comedians, clever dancers and

Kerutzer of indemni—
Austro-Hungary did the fighting
a

jj
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orv, not
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be

35c.

and

25c.

MAINE SHEEP SHOW

be done, and he expressed a great deal of
regret that 1 am no longer 1o be a citizen

1 would not

!
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..n

Sibley.

My home is now in Chicago, but 1 shall
stay a portion of my time with my son in
Denver, Colo., and my brother in Curtis,
Neb., and if I should stay in Belfast a
part of the summer of 1919, I hope 1

ville,
is p fused to aid in the plan and the
Mr. McKenna, the photo play star,
■untnUnions are being returned to the by
Com! late of the Edison and Vita graph
‘‘Manana.”
tiers.
panies, and with the youngest and pret1.i■;
C/crnin speaking for Austro- tiest dancing chorus with any travelling

■

Edward

Dear Journal: I have made application
t,o the Board of Registration to have my
! name taken oil' the voting list, and the
i
! chairman of the board assures me it will

non-

Happyland

Basil Profit in noising
|II-SHEEP-

musical numbers and readings was presented after installation.
An oyster supper was served after the close of the

From

to

W. H. Lord

Mildred Nason, Adah were unbe present.
A fine program of

A Letter

Trip

WE PAY THE WAR TA

Late of the Vitayraph and Edison Co.
sentinel;

and “A

15c.,

Prices

SVScKenna, Photo-Player,

Jack
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he establishing of a seaplane base in the
Siaf of Maine and that patriotic citizens
attributed $10,000 for that purcive
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Monday and Wednesday

Matinees

“Taylor’s

■

city,
mediately important matters in a
partisan and friendly co-operation.

I “The New Chief of Police"

OPENiNG
BILL

publish
another column
from nine well-known and substanThese men
ial citizens of this city.
i of the State for a great number of years.
•(present tiie best in each of the two
and is
have ! The company numbers 15 people
What
they
parties.
political
leading
headed by the well known king of comour
of
people
attention
the
-■resented to
edians: “Ben boring” and “Jack McKens
worthy of careful consideration. In
na” assisted by Eflie Walburton and the
.ninn there is strength and in these times
other well known artists: Essie Calvert,
of stress and perhaps peril, we certainly
! Charlotte Drew, Billy Lawrence, Ruby
should get together for the welfare of
Lillian Spence,
and the adjustment of its im- ! LaRay, Dot Whittatoer,
a

we

BY

LORING

BEN

Comedy Company” which appears at the Colonial Theatre Monday
this
and Wednesday, Feb. 4th and 6th.
in the
company is made up of the pick
musical comedy and dramatic line, everyone being
specially engaged for their
respective parts, and is under the direction of Ii. W. Taylor, proprietor and
manager who has been touring this part
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—PEOPLE-15

Youngastand Prattiaat Dna ig

SENSATION."

as

}

WITH THE

Musical

'clod's ways seem dark, but soon or late,
They touch the shining hills of day;
{'he evil cannot brook delay,
The good can well afford to wait.”

—

results.

much talk

7

Comedy Co.

A great many surprises have taken
place in the past few months but none
so

at

Taylor’s Musical

Taylor’s Musical Comedy Co. at the Colonial Theatre. Monday and Wednesday
Feb. 4th and 6th, Opening With a Matinee Monday.

that has caused

[ Evej

4 and 6

Feature Pictures in Connection

pleasant taste,

good

Wed., Feb.

I

Our New England hills are echoing
With the tread of many feet;
Khaki colored phalanx, drilling,
In the open city streets.
In their faces, set, determined
I can read the old time screed,
Forward, brother! Onward, brothel
For the Germans must recede.
Old New England, our New Englai
From her rock ribbed granite hills,
Come these men of splendid courat
Marching onward to their weal.
From the port, the farm and hamh
From the city and the town.
Onward ever they are coming,
Marching many thousand strong.
To the North, the South and Westu
You will find New England blood,
Firm and cool in times of danger,
Marching always to the front.
Call us “Yankees,” if you will, sir.
We all know just what that means.
Smart in trade, a little smarter
Than the one we’re dealing with
And our women oh! those women,
W ho can sew and spin and knit;
Who can go without so gladly,
If the nation calls for.it
Brave eyed mothers, sending boys
To this endless call of war,
Do you think because they cry not.
That they somehow do not care.
Onward ever come these phalanx,
In their khaki color gay;
Eyes to front and never backward.
Marching in the sun and rain.
In their faces set, determined,
I can read the old time screed;
Forward brother! onward brother1
Our New England must succeed.
Margaret A. Niles
Written Oct. 1917.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

j

1 he story-hour for children under th<
auspices of the Belfast Library will star
next Saturday from 3.30 to 4.30 p. m
Mrs. Charles M. Craig and Miss Annie L
Barr will be the story-tellers.
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the vestry of the People’s Methodist
Church next Satuiday afternoon at 3
The food

on

sale will conform

strictly to the requirements for food conin the matter of ingredients.
The foods offered include war bread,
baked beans, hermits, molasses and karo
doughnuts, fruit cake and oatmeal cookservation

A demonstration at

obligation

to

FRED D.

our

store

im-

purchase.

;
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JONES

ies.
On

The News

Frank

Belfast.

of

Blended

One*Half lb

38c lb

several
R.

occasions

recently Mr.
Woodcock had lost pints of

milk left at his ell door

on

I

,.

I

1

at the door after his milk.

]

the keel and stern
■st.s have arrived for the schooner to be
■jilt in the Frost yard and work will
ion begin on them.

calling regularly and
bottle by the neck.
Thomas If. Marshall

He had been

Ladies of

the G. A. R., observed McKinley day at

j

j

j

meeting

l hf 22nd annual concert and ball will
Go. in
given by the Washington Hose

j
j

j

Tuesday

be held at the home of Mrs. Russ

on

Bell

street and that of Feb. 12th will be held
at

the Post

room

guarant<e, $2.00
1.50
.25

in Memorial building.

Z tor

2 for
2 for
,35 2 for
.40 2 for
.30 2 for
.25 2 for
.30 2 for
.30 2 for
.10 2 for
,10 2 for
-25 2 for
.25 2 for
.50 2 for
.50 2 for
.50 2 for
.25 2 for
.50 2 for
.25 2 for
.50 2 for
-50 2 for

Vanilla,

1 Bottle Extract of Lemon,
l Box Beef Bouillon
Cubes,
L Tube Rexall Tooth Paste,
1 Can
Powder,
1 Rexall Tooth Brush,
1 Cake Rexall Toilet Soap,
1 Cake Harmony Tar Soap,
1 Cake Violet Dulce Soap,
1 Cake Violet Brut Soap,
1 Jar 4 ounce R- xall Cold Cream,
) Jar Violet Dulce Cold Cream,
1 Jar Violet Dulce Vanishing Cream,
1 Tube Violet Dulce Cold Cream,
1 Jar Harmony Cocoa Butter Cream,
1 Can Violet Dulce Talcum Powder,
1 Can Bouquet Janice Talcum Powder,
1 Box Violet Dulce Face Powder,

their meeting Tuesday afternoon. Papers
Amos 1’ Lord who has a contract for ;
on McKinley were read by Mrs. Julia G.
tents 9 feet,
canvas
jo government
Mrs. Mary R. Russ and Mrs.
month on j Ferguson,
are, has been idle the past
Dora J. Bridges. An original poem, The
count of not being able to get the cloth
Dead Year of 1917, written by Mrs. Mary
1
oin Boston that is ready to ship.
R Tarbox, was read by Mrs. Alice GanUnitarian Alliance will meet I non; poem, The Knitters, by Mrs. Nettie
the
ursday, Feb. 7th, at the home of Miss M. White; poem, the Heroes attln Rear,
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens was read by Mrs. Bridges at the suggesdices Chase.
ill
ill read an original paper on Some Peo- j tion of Mrs. Charles B. Eaton who
will
next
and Some Incidents of the Great , at home. The
jar

Z years

1 One-half lb. Can Cocoa,

carrying off the

Circle,

Maximum 2 quart Hot Water Xiottle,
Symbol 2 quart Fountain Syr.nge,

1 Bottle Extract of

physician was calling at the Woodcock
home Tuesday and his driver saw a dog

The material for

NOTICE
On

Monday,

Feb. 4th, this Sale closes at 12
o'clock, noon, for the day, owing to closing
_regulations of the Fuel Commission.

—--— --———-----

Court street.

l

|

Saturday, February 2nd, Ending Saturday, February 9th

These Prices Speak for Themselves
The Quality of the Goods You All Know
This is Your One Great Chance to Hooverize
this Winter

cover

30 p. m.

2 for 51c

Beginning

He had kept a watch but failed to diswho was taking it. The family

The Woman’s Hospital Aid will hold a
aular business meeting at the home of
lrs. Elmer Small tomorrow, Friday, at

50c

2 lb 39c
I

1

Package

A “Hoover” food sale will be held in

o’clock.

it.

meet

TEA

Scientitically

Monday was ob; served even more implicitly than the
first. The streets presented a Sunday
appearance with even fewer people down
town. All the business places, excepting
those with special permits, were closed.

this

No other instrument
1

Cleaned

The second Garfield

marvelous instru
to

Limit's
OPEKO

Augusta.

No other manufacturers

nient.

their product

COFFEE

State Chairman Charles S. Hichborn of

If there were, the fact would
doubtless be demonstrated
to
by “tone tests” similar
those conducted bv the makers ot this

1c

Vacuum

Any person desiring information regarding positions or labor in this line may apply to him. The appointment came from

The New Edison
•The

OPEKO

Morris L. Slugg has been appointed local agent of the United States public service to enroll men for work in shipyards.

instrument which in

no

the'BelfasI

She returned to Boston Mon
day and expects to haul up until she car
reach the up-river towns without dangei

faithfully reproduces. There
is

purser on

of the Eastern Steamship line, arrivei
home Saturday night from Camden where

TEA

he left her.

reproduction the main
to secure one

RobertJP. Coombs,

200 Cups of

Lilli's

!}>z.ux
1.51
.26
.36
.41
.31
.26
.31
.3
.11
.11
.26
.26
.51
.51
51.
.26
,51
.26
.51
.51

Harmony roilet Water,
1 Pound Cascade Linen Writing Paper,
4 Bunches Cascade Linen Envelopes,
1 Box Lord Baltimore Writing Paper,
1
Devonshire Linen Writing Paper,
Is
Modern Art Writing ‘Paper.
1 Bottle, Lelery and Iron Tonic, one pint,
1
C
Beef Wine and Iron, one pint,
1
Sarsaparilla Tonic, one pint,
1
Syrup of Hypophosphites Comp., one pint,
1
Cherry Bark Cough Syrup,
1
White Pine and far Cough Syrup, 7 3-4 ounces,
1 Jar Mentholin Balm,

1 Hoottle

1

ottle Corn Solvent.
1 Bottle Wilson’s Baby Cough Syrup,
1 Box Rexall Cold Tablets.
} Bottle of 100 5-gr Chocolate Coated Cascara Tablets,
1 Box Sulphur and'Cream Tartar Lozenges,
“

Emery Boards,

1 Hair Brush,

1 Box Kent’s Liver Pills,

$ .7o
.‘35

2 for $ .76
2 for
.36
.31
.25 2 for
.26
.35 2 for
.36
.50 2 for
.51
1 00 2 for 1.01
1.25 2 for 1.26
1.00 2 foi 1.01
1.00 2 for 1.01
.26
.25 2 for
.51
.50 2 for
.31
.30 2 for
.15 2 for
.16
.25 2 for
.26
.25 2 for
.26
.35 2 for
.36
.11
.10 2 for
.26
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.75 2 for
-76
26
.25 2 for
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The tug Pejepscot of the Sagadahoc
Opera House tomorrow, Friday,
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show
to
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Attend
Towing Company, under the direction of
at the lireman have done in times j Capt. C. B. Swett has been doing most
sffective work in keeping open the channel in the harbor and in clearing ice from
BalS.
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of
the
(
Mauritz M Nelson
Lhe wharves.
Morris L. Slugg, chairman
of Hiram P. far- j
a
guest
frequent
more,
>f the special committee from the Belhas
he
that
writes
Five young boys have recently joined
Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock is confined t 3
w. Esq., of this city,
Mr. James J. Clement of Montville has
Advertised Letters. T.he following
j
novel trimming for turban
Lb fast Board of Trade, wishes The Journal announced that he will he a candidate for
the Belfast Band and the older members letters remained uncalled for in the Bel- her room as the result of a fall in fron
j to make public acknowledgment ofCapt.
■eently received from Washington,
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He
of
their
as
(
assistance
and
the
speak
ensign.
the
June
highly
State Senator in
primaries.
his commission
fast post office for the week ending Jan. of Memorial Hall, last Friday when sh
II ■■■I
Swett’s valuable assistance at this time.
social element that their young presence
reed four terms of enlistment and had
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Young who re29, 1918: Gentlemen—James Spaulding, injured her back.
The Pejepscot with a light barge in tow
to
Raymond Young, Maurice Cobb Carl R. Weeman.
the Banks house on Elm ; brings.
■en promoted from common seaman
The Universalist Ladies’ Circle wil
left Thursday for Camden for repairs to cently bought
and Walter Colcord are cornetists, Alton
Mr. and
ief boatswains mate, by warrant prostreet will take possession.
I
meet Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 6th, a
injuries received here in ice cutting. If
The home of Mrs. Margaret P. Wood,
Andrews, alto horn and Albert Morey, j
.otions.
Mrs. George H. Robertson who have been
the home of Mrs. Charles E. Johnson an
weather conditions do not materially imtrombone.
10 Vine street, was the scene of a very
there
for
some time have taken
living
the Misses Hodsdon.
Be Thoughtful. The notice in our prove she will go to New York for the reJan.
20th.
dinner
^
party Sunday,
The Woman’s Alliance of the First Par- pleasant
the Anderson tenement at the corner o
ivertising columns calling the attention mainder of the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Haueh of Nahant
ish Unitarian Church met Iasi Thursday The occasion was the home coming of
Franklin and Congress streets.
of
placf housekeepers to the necessity
Mass., were in Belfast Wednesday t
at the home of Mrs. Albert C. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert O. Wood and
New Advertisements.
afternoon
Beginning
as possible
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Nichols of
j;g orders Monday as early
next Saturday and ending Saturday, Feb.
Burgess. There was the largest attend- daughter Althea of Vermillion, Alberta, attend the funeral of Mr. John Sanborn
Rockland announce the marriage of their
nus doing their part in conforming with
will
be
a
one
cent
sale of Rexthere
ance of members for the season.
Mrs. and Cornelius Wood, sons Melvin and El- They were guests of Mr. Haugh’s moth
9th,
All orders received
Marian Frances, to Almond
he Garfield order.
all Goods at the City Drug Store.
At daughter,
George R. Williamson read a charming roy of Lawrence, Mass., who with live er, Mrs. M. E. Haugh.
Morrison Young, on Monday, Feb. 4th, at
ifter 1U a. m. fcr the next eight Mondays
this sale you can buy two articles at the
and original story of the Early Days other sons and daughters with families,
The regular meeting of the Nortl
Mr. Young is a former BelRockland.
will necessarily be deferred to the Tuesof the Irish Rings.
price of one, ulus one cent. See list of
Always a graceful made a reunion long to be remembered, Church Guild will be held next Monda:
fast boy, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles !
iv’s delivery.
values offered.Try aS Electric Heating
writer and an entertaining reader many j That four were unable to be present was evening with Mrs. Marion E. Brown wh
M. Young, but for five years has been
! he regular meeting of the Boy Scouts
expressed the opinion that this was one i the one regret. As on former occasions will be assisted by Mrs. William F
pad, which brings relief to many ailemployed by the N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. at of her best efforts.
eld on Tuesday evening at the City j ments.
For sale by Penobscot Bay ElecMany of the char- four generations were represented: Mrs. Weshee. The roll-call will be answerer
Rockland, where he is now a foreman.
Drills j
B l.img with a good attendance.
acters mentioned were not familiar in | Wood, her daughter, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs,
tric Co.See abstract of annual stateby anecdotes of Washington and Lincoln
is a graduate nurse of the
Besides
nr
being held once a week at the Red ment of the Union Mutual Life Insur- Miss Nichols
current history. St. Patrick was natural- Inez Cuzner and baby Wilber.
and
a very popular young
Knox
Hospital
it
which
were
entertainment
the
of
for
an
honor those present
Men Hall
Eugene M. Pierson, one of Belfast
guests
ance
Co.See appointments of E. H.
ly given much thought and attention.
lady.
and Margaret expert checker players, attended thi
Mrs.
Alice
Hazen
is intended to give as a benefil for the
Creasy,
Boyington, eyesight specialist.Nellie
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BEN D. FIELD.
The noise was heard on upper Court 1 ....M. O. Wilson has sold his pine timbei several weeks.
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FRANK YOUNG.
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regular team of the Belfast High school, j Monday. He went to Searsport for
Mr. Rod- sible for the splendid photography of i
The visitors naturally played at a disad- few hours in the afternoon.
rzjor
j] vantage and lost to the B. H. S. in a score erick, with Mr. Wm. B. Woodbury, who Lasky pictures, is due the credit for the j
>fciz)lfo1 C..znoL__
exquisite effects in “The Devil Stone,” i
of 35 to 2 with Donald M. Shute as ref- j came over from Farmington for the purand the splendid ocean views of the fishat
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of Brittany
Saturday, the usual j
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genB. H. S.
EAST HAMPTON. , tee Monday evening.
B®1
rb Rice eral interest were discussed, but no ac- big week-end offering, Roy Stewart in a j
Matinee and Evening
Vaughan, If
Pendleton rf"
lb Jeffries tion was taken on account of a lack, of a five part Western play, “The Devil
c Allen
Jennys c
and a Triangle
quorum. Mr. Roderick is a native of Dodger,” Bobby Connelly
THURS DAY— Return of the Popular Stars
Pattershall c
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rf Keeling Waterville. He took a year’s course at; comedy
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Alter M-Tali Sale
Saturday, Feb. 3,1918.

While taking stock we took out all odd pieces and
broken lots from our varied line and have placed

these

on one

[jj
jj]

T~

table at prices to sell them. This includes

Smalley lb
Lothrop rb

If McCarthy
interest.The girl’s game by the two
teams from the Belfast High school was

played with a dash and spirit. They are
the instruction of Miss Helen
Brown, assistant. The summary:

under

HARVARD.

Dinner Ware,

China, Glass Ware,
Agate Ware, Etc.

o

“WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND.”j

FRED D. JONES
“Help
Buy

a

Win the War With Quartert,
War Saving Stamp.”

O

LONIAI

CO

12

PRINCETON. 8

Una Greenlaw, If, 2 “Happy” Colcord, rg
Lillian Davis, rf 4
Vera Greenlaw, lg
Hazel Heald, c
Margaret Nickerson, c 1
Doris Allen, rg
Emma Robinson, Jf 2
Emma Webber, lg
Julia Littlefield, rf 1
Referee, Carter. Timer, Peters. Scorer,
Salter.The Belfast High school basket

Colby College and later graduated from ;
in Wisconsin with
Oskaloosa College
the degree of A. M. He later took a post;
graduate course in pedagogy. He has
taught successfully as principal of the
High schools of Winslow, Winthrop and
Howland. He was for a time at the head
of the department of mathematics at
the East Maine Conference Seminary at
Bucksport. For the past five years he
has been

superintendent

of

the school

district composed of the towns of Orrington, Eddington and Holden. He is
married and has two little children.

of next week.

place in the Y, M. C. A. and a number of
their friends are planning to go. The

nished rooms for light house keeping. If
any one can furnish them or a desirable

trip will be made in big sleighs, wind and

rent they will please notify Mr. Charles
S. Bickford, chairman of the committee-

weather

permitting.

went to Orrington Tuesday morning and
plans to return to Belfast by the middle

0

a

|

Wednesday

FRANCIS X.

in connection with the

pictures, Taylor’s

Musical comedy company, further details of which may be
found in another column, will be the attraction.

BUSHMAN

PEERLESS
N.

H.,

few fur-

District

farrarine

in

j

Triumph

“The Devil Stone”

SATURDAY—Roy Stewart in

a

Western

Play

“THE DEVIL DODGER”

COOK,

Manager, Searsport,

“Their Compact”

nderpkiy0

An Artcraft Six Part Feature

Pays Sick and Accident Benefit
M. A.

BAYNE

and

FRIDAY—An Artistic

CASUALTY CO.,
Keene,

BEVERLY

IN

Wo

He

ball teams will go to Camden next Saturday night for a game witn the High'
school of that town. The games take

He would like

and

Mt.

Bobby Connelly

Triangle Comedy

6
>

Worms-A Danger to Children
and strength
No gain in a child’s health
is pr»-“ih|e until all worms are removed.
Signs of worms are; Deranged stomach, swollen up!
ofper lip, sour stomach,
fensive breath, hard and full
bellv. with occasional gripthe
mts and pains anout
nave, pale face of leaden
tint, eyes* heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids, itching of the nose,
itching of the rectum, short dry cough,
of the teeth, little red points

grinding

U. S. Government in New Primer Gives
Details of War Savings Stamps Plan

out

Mrs. Norrat of Houston, Texas, writes:
“I would not he without Ur. True s E ixir
in my home.” No better Laxative made
for young or old. At all dealers, 40c.,
,60e. and $1 00 Write ^
(7.
to us for further inC/Auburn, Milne,
formation.

t'J/U'jd'.d/wJLy

England.

U-Boat Harvest Small.

Again the sinkings of British merchantbeen held
men bv mine or submarine have
Only six vessels of 1,at a lovv point.

War Savings Certificate shouting three of the•
Photographic reproduction
are to be pasted.
twenty space* on which War Savings Stamps

port.

of the
You have heard much about the Thrift and War Savings plan
it is and how it operates?
United States Government. Hut do you know what
can help
it is a plan by which every man, woman and child in the nation
Uncle Sam win the war.
Bonds.
There are millions of citizens who could not afford to buy Liberty
class.
The War-Savings Stamp plan is devised especially for this

case.

They

Stole

Bandages,

An organized scheme to steal bandages
and other supplies collected by the American Fund for French Wounded, is believed to have been broken up by the
conviction of three men. Jail sentences,
ranging from six months to two years,
were imposed
upon Fred Fein, a junk
dealer; Austin Needham, shipper for the
Fund, and George Lawson, janitor of the
building in which the Fund has offices.
About $3,000 worth of supplies were stolen, of which $1,000 worth was recovered.
Less Flour in Bread.
Bread in Chicago after Feb. 1st will
contain only 75 per cent ot flour. Notice
to this effect was given by the Flour
Men’s Club of Chicago Jan. 23rd, the action being in response to a plea from the
federal food administration. Similar action, it was said, is being taken throughout the country.

Special

Notice.

“Representatives of the United States
Department of Agriculture, after a con-

ference at the office of the Director General of Railroads, were informed that the
Director General has not promulgated a
list of non-essential farm products which
will be denied transportation facilities
and does not contemplate issuing any
such order. Request was made that the
Department of Agriculture disseminate
this information a; widely as possible to
the farmers of the country.
The Director General believes that under the plan now being formulated it will
be possible to provide adequate transportation
for farm
products this year.
Farmers should place orders for cars
when needed with local freight agents as
lias always been the practice.”—Official.

JUDGESHIP

SPECULA IION.

Lawyers are wondering what Governor
Milliken will do in the matter of the appointment of associate justices of the suall Demopreme court to succeed t hree,
crats, namely, Justices Haley and Hanand
son, whose terms are about to expire,
Justice Madigan, who has just died. Of
course, nobody knows what is running
through the governor’s mind, but the
“dope” which obtains most credence is
that he will name two Democrats and one
Republican. It is believed by some lawyers that the lamentable decease of Justice Madigan will improve the chances of
Justice Haley’s reappointment and it has
been generally thought for some time
past that Justice Hanson would succeed
himself. The appointment of a Republiantican in place of Justice Madigan is
cipated by many. Later on Justice Bird,
also a Democrat, will probably retire, as
he will have reached the age limitation,
when he may, if he chooses, retire on a
pension of $2,500 a year. Governor Milliken has a habit of keeping his intentions regarding important appointments
to himself until he is ready to make them,
and all “dope” as to whom he will name
is taken by the wise ones with several
grains of salt. The bench is now equally
divided politically, but it seems to be
everybody’s guess that before 1918 has
passed there will be five Republicans,
possibly six, on the bench.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Time and Place of Registration of German
Alien Enemies.
The registration of German alien enemies will commence at 6 a. m. on Feb-

4, 1918, and continue on each day
successively thereafter between the hours
ruary

of 6

a.

m., up

to and including the 9th

day of February, 1918, at eight o’clock
p.

m.

German alien enemies residing in cities
and towns which, Recording to the census
of 1910, has more than 5,000 inhabitants,
will register with the Chief of Police:
and in all other communities with the
local postmasters.

I'iLESBOKO.
During the last week Islesboro has gone
back to its primitive days when there
were no steamboats and the mail went
across to Northport in row boats and it is
all due to so much ice in the bay and the

Gilkey’s Harbor is
frozen over so it is good walking to Acre
Island and those who haven’t ice boats
are making them.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yeaton have received word that their son Malcolm hat
shortage of coal.

arrived in France.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORI A

r»n

..

it had to come.

in each

j

of

a

the war by buyIf you did buy Liberty Bonds, you can also help win
S. S.—War-Savings Stamps.
Uncle Sam has
all.
The Thrift and War-Savings campaign is open to
to join in this great thrift moveand
rich
alike,
all
poor
to
citizens,
appealed
ment. It has two purposes :
t
in one year to help finance our
First, it will provide two billion dollars
fight for world-democracy.
transform us from a nation of
Second, it will teach thrift to all. It will
it will mean that at the
spenders to a nation of savers, but more than all,
now help Uncle Sam will have money
end of the war the men and women who
the event of business
to spend for the necessaries of life in
TIMES AFTER
IT IS AN INSURANCE AGAINST HARD
many predict.
THE WAR
what It calls the "War-Savings
The United States Treasury has prepared
the plan in detail as follows;
Primer.” This little booklet explains
But

ing

W.

d<Tr>f'*s>,,n'

I*._tv..

is the War-Savings Plan/
A.—It Is a plan by which you can
lend small, savings to your Government at 4 per cent. Interest, compounded quarterly.
Q.—How may this be done?
War Savings
A.—By purchasing

Q.—What

Stumps and Thrift Stamps.
Q—What does it cost?
A.—Between $4.12 and $4.23 during
in
1918, depending upon the month

purchased.
Q—What is a Thrift Stamp?

which

A.—It is a
to be applied

stamp costing 25
in payment for
It does not

Saving Stamp.

cents,
a

earn

\\

ur

inter

The purpose of its issue is to enable people to accumulate in small
for
sums the amount necessary to pay
est.
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1
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a

w
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Certificate?
A -Yes, if you wish to secure payment in case the certificate is lost.
Q.—Where can I register it?
A.—At any post office of the first,
second or third class, subject to such
regulations ns the Postmuster General
may prescribe.
Q.—Can I register a War-Savings
Certificate for any one else?
A.—No.
Q.—Should a married woman use
her own or her husband’s name when

registering?

•

A.—Her own—Mrs. Mary Brown,
not Mrs. John Brown.
I have five War-Savings
Q.—If
Stamps on my War-Savings Certificate
and have it registered and I put oue
more stamp on, must I have it registered again to have protection on my
sixlh stamp?
Each stamp must, be regA.—Yes.

War-Savings Stamp.
on the
Q.—I want to begin to save
War-Savings Plan. What Is the firsi
thing to do?
A.—Take $4.12 to the post oilice or istered.
a \\ ar
Q.- If I lose some detached Thrift
a bank or any other agent, buy
Savings Stamp, and ask for a War- Stumps, can 1 get my money hack?
These stamps are of value
A.- -No.
Saving Certificate.
Q.—What is a War-Savings Certiti to the bearer, just as postage stamps
a

^
care?
A.—It is a pocket-sized folder containing twenty spaces upon which to
attix War-Saving Stamps.
Q.—What do I do after that?
A.—Affix the War-Saving Stamp on
1 and
your certificate in space No.
take good care of it.

Q.—What do 1 do next?
You now have become a war
Continue to buy War-Savings
saver.
Stamps every week or month and put
them on your certificate until you have
filled all of tile twenty spaces. When
this is done you can buy another WarSavings Stamp, and you will receive
free of cost another certificate to which
A,

you can attach
them.

new

stamps

as

you buy

Q.—When I have tilled the twenty
spaces on my certificate, what do 1 do
with it?
A.—Keep the certificate until Januwill
ary 1. 1923, and 'the Government
pay you $100 for it.
Q.—Does the price of a War-Savings
Stamp always remain the same?
A.—No. The price for each month
appears on the face of each stamp.
Never pay either more or less than
tlie amount shown for the month in
The
which you make the purcliase.
price is $4.12 in December, 1917, and

are.

•

Q.—If I lose

my

Thrift Card, what

I do?
A.—Be sure to put your name and
address on the Thrift Card, so that if
I lie finder drops it in any post office
box without postage it may be returned to you.
Q.—Is an unattached War-Savings
Stamp of value to any one who finds
it?
A.— Yes. For this reason you should
attach it to your War-Savings Certificate at the time of purchase.
You
should write across the face of the
stamp your name and the number of
your certificate.
Q.—If a registered War-Savings Certificate is lost or destroyed, what
should I do?
A.—If It Is not returned to you within a reasonable time, report it to your
postmaster where you Imd the certifican

registered.
^
Q.—How do I get my money back if
my registered War-Savings Certificate
cate

is lost?

A.—By applying nt the post office
where you registered it.
Q.—If it is necessary before January 1, 1923, to have money for my
War-Savings Certificate, how can I
get it?
A.—if it is not registered, take it to
January, 1918, and increases one cent any money order
post office and It will
each month after January, 1918, until
be redeemed, after ten days’ written
in December, 1918, when the price is
demand, as prescribed by the rules of
$4.23.
the Post Office Department. If regisQ.—Suppose I begin by filling a tered, take it to the post office where
Thrift Card with 25c Thrift Stamps?
registered. The amount is Indicated
A.—'Take it to a post office, bank, or on the table which Is
printed on the
other authorized
surrender back of
agency,
each Vfar-Savlngs Certificate.
the card and pay in cash the few
Q.—If I have registered n War Savcents difference between the $4 worth
of Thrift Stamps and the price of a ings Certificate in one city and I move
War-Savings Stamn. Then get a new to another, do I have to go hack to the
city where registered to get my money?
Thrift Card and begin to SI! that.
A.—No.
You may by applying to
Q.—What security is behind *t>e the
postmaster whore your certificate
I
War-Savings Stamp?
was registered, have your registration
A.—The United States Government
card transferred to any post office you
on
promises to pay $5 for each stamp
mny designate.
This promise is
January 1, 1923.
Q.—Cnn I write my name on a
backed by the faith and honor of the
stamp to identify It?
United States and by the taxing powA.—Yes.
er of this country, which is the richInformation can be obtained regardesl nation in the world.
Certificates
ing
and
War-Savings
Q.—Should I lake money out of the Thrift
Stamps at post offices, bnnks or
savings bank to buy
War-Savings
o’her agencies or by addressing the
Stamps?
War Savings Committee,
A.—No. You should save what'you National
Federal Court House, Portland, Me.
can. every day, and buy these stamps
SOME

NERVE.

It certainly required some nerve on the
part of a man with the reputation of
Senator Stone of Missouri to make a set
speech denouncing “the Rooseveltian
standard of patriotism,” and to declare
that Colonel Roosevelt is the most seditious man of consequence in America.”
The people have not yet forgotten that
Senator Stone was one of the twelve
“willful men” who stood out against a
declaration of a state of war with Germany; a man who did his best to rock
the administration boat at a time when
the man at the wheel was having a hard
time to steer a straight course between

Colonel Roosevelt’s acts and beliefs, but
have never believed that his patriotism
was in doubt.—Biddeford Journal.
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A

man

train and

Characters.

descended from an excursion
wearily making his way to

was

the tramcar, followed by his wife and 14
when a policeman touched him
on the shoulder and said:
"Come along with ine.”
“What for?”
“Blowed if I know, but when ye’re
the rocks of jingoism on the one hand
locked up I'll go back and find out wh y
and the shoals of pacifism on the other.
We have in the past criticised many of that crowd was following ye.”—Tit-Bits.

children,

Guard, is

now

a

!

ton and offered his services to the GovHe was wanted particularly
expert instructor in the use of machine guns. He was given a captain’s

!

ernment.
as an

commission and set to work, and it was
not long after that that he was asked to
*
establish a machine gun school.
The school of instruction opened at the
plant of the Lewis gun in New York with
The men are
an enrollment of 50 pupils.
taught all there is to know about the gun
i and then are sent to Marine Corps camps
well did Dooley
j to instruct others. So
do his work that last week he was called
at
; to Washington and when he arrived
headquarters, the gold leaf of a major
took the place of the captain’s bar on his
1 shoulders.
Maj. Dooley is one of the recognized
authorities of the country on military
rifle shooting. Of late years he has been
in charge of the military department of a
cartridge concern in New York and has
attended many of the military and State
rifle shoots throughout the country. For
several years he was one of the range of; fleers at the annual National military rifle
shoots at Caipp Perry, O.

The mm! You Have Always Bought has borne the signaunder his
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made
Allow no one
over 30 years.
for
supervision
personal
and
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations
the
«Jnst-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

Bears the Signature of
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Notices.

and
a PiuDate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waide, in vacation on the
D.
1918
A.
of
17th day
January,
A certain irstrunent, purporting to be the
Iasi will and testamer t of Julia M Gilkey. late
ot Searsport, in said County oi Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
ar d that letters testamentary issue to Charles
H. Gilkey, cne of the executore named therein, without giving bond, in accordance, with
the provisions in saio will, William R. Gilkey,
th« other ex* cutor, havir g declined to act.
Ai

Ordered, That not ct be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
publish* d three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the second Tuesday of
February next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause.if any they have,why the same
should not he proved, approved and allowed.
ELLERY BOWuEN. Judge.
Attest:
C has. E.

Johnson, Register.

WALDO JSS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 18th day of Janu
administraary, 1918, John H. Montgomery,
tor < n the estate of Heltn R Houston, late of
Belfast, in said County, deceased, having resented his first, and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
held at Belfast, on
at a Probate Court, to be
the 12th day of February next, ar d show
cause, if aoy they nave, why the said account
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson. Register.

The subALARMS'! RA’l OK'S NOTICE
n-fiber h* rei y givts notice that be has been
the will
with
administrator,,

duly appointed
annexed, of the estate of
ALMIRA H. TASKER, late of Mortville,
in the Countv of Waldo, dec* as* d. end given
Herds 88ihe lew directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of saio deceased

settlement

desired to {resent the sine tor
and all irdehted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
PRANK A. CL’SHMAN.
Mortville, Me., Jan, 8, 1918.
_

~

COMPANY.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

The subbeen

scriber hereby givee notice that she has
the estate of
duly appointed administratrix of
EDWARD B. BILLINGS, late of Lynn.
as
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds
demands
the law directs. All persona having
are desiragaipst the estate of said deceased
ed to present the same for settlement, and au
make Payto
are
thereto
indebted
requested
ment immediately to my authorised agent
Fred R Poor, Belfast, Me.
DELPHINE P. N. BILLINGS.

Lynn, Maas., January 8,1918.

NEW

VOSK_CITY:___^____^^^^

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the 12th day of February, A. D. 1918, at ten
of the clock before noon.and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioned
should not be granted.

WALDO SS.

Probate, held

at

! Belfast, in vacation, or the 18lh day of Janui ary, 1918, Franklin Waterman, administrator 'of the estate of Lydia T. Waterman, late

said County, deceased, having
his first and final account of admin*
i tration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper publish*d in Belfast. insaiaCoun*
at a
tv, that all persons ii.terested may attend
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 12th
day of February next, and show cbus». if any
they have, why the said account should not
be allowed.

I of
1

Belfast, it

presented

;

j

:

E. Johnson. Register.

In Court of Probate, held at
S3.
on the 22nd day of Januiu
Robert F. Dunton, executor of the
ary. 1918
will of Aurilla Baker, late of Belfast, in said
Coum y, deceased, having presented bis second
and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
week.- successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 12.h day of February next, and show
c use, it any they have, why tne said account
should not be allowed.

1

!

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register

At a Probate Court bpld at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
January, A D 1918
«■.

other suitable person, may be appointed adni’iiistratrix of the estate of said deceased
co

Ordered, That the s.dd petitioner give notice
ail persons interested by causing u copy of

this order to be published three weeks succes
j sively in The R< publieai Journal, a newspaper
published at Be I si. <o ad County, that they

at
may appear at a Pio'at- ( u r. to be held
Belfast, within aid fore <i ounty.on the 12ih,
day of February. A. D l9i8, at. ten of the clock
if any they have
before noon, and show caust
j why the prayer of said petitioner should not
rbe granted,

;

so providing.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published al

<

!

a

:

j

j

!

|

!

not

and

A true

c<

py.

Attest:
Ch»s E

in and lor s to (’■ unty, on the second Tuesday
of February next, at ten at the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not he proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

Attest:
('has. E.

A ttest:

>py.

has

L.

Johnson, Register.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.

The subhereby gives notice *i.at she /.as been
<»f
the
estate of
administratrix
duly appointed
FRANK M LANCASTER, late of Belfast,
in 'he county if Wald', deceased, aid given
Aii persons having
hoods as the law dir-cts.

Johnson, Register.

providing

copy.

true c

scriber

Ordere d. 1 hat notice b. given to aii persons
interested by e. using a copy of this order to
be published three v«» ks successively m 1’he
Republican Journal, a newspaper ublisbed at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, with-

true

be allowed.

t

A certain instrument, purporting o be the
last will and testament of Chari s B. Welling j
ton, late of Unity, in said County of Waldo.
deceased, having been presented tor probate
with a peti ion praying that said will m d codi- ;
cil be allowed and that letters testamentary
issue toC.aire Wellington, one of the executors
named therein without giving bond, said will

A

Johnson. Register.

ELI.ERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A

At a Prc bate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo.on the second Tuesday of January, A, D. 1918.

so

Attest:
Chas. E.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
| Belfast, on the 8th day of January, 1918. Anna
T, Knowlton, administratrix on the estate of
! f red L Knowlton, late of Belfast, in said
first
| County, deceased, having presentedof her
said es! and final account of administration
tate
for
allowance.
|
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a
Beltast, in said
newspaper published in
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 12th day of February next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should

Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
for said County, on the second Tuesday of
February next, at ten of the clock before
n .on, and show c<>use, if any they have, why
| the same should not be proved, approved and
j allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

CEORGIE M. FOLAN, daughter and heir
I at-law of JVlary Warden Gram, late of Winterof W aldo, deceased, havjS port, in said County
uig presented a petition praying that she, the
said Georgie M. Bulan of Winter port, or some
|

A true copy.

said will

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy.
p

|-j

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of J. 1
Sleeper, late
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
for
probate, with petihaving been presented
tion praying that said will be allowed and that
letters testamentary issue to Ella A. Sleeper,
executrix named therein; without giving bond,

Attest:
( has

es-

At a Probate Court, heia at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1918.

ELLERY BOWDEN Judge.

A true copy.

I

--

WALDO Ss. lr. Court of Probate, held at
i
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice Belfast.on the 8th
day of January,1918. Donald
j
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
H. Fogg, admin iterator on the estate of Milton
this order to be published three weeks :-uc
K. Fogg, iate of Searsirent, in said Countycessively in The Republican Journal, a news- deceased, having presented his first and fina
paper published at Belfast, in said County,
account of administration of said estate for
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
allowance.
be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
Ordered, that notice hereof be given, three
on the 12th day of February, A. D. 1918, at ten
weeks successively in The Republican Journal
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counany they have, why the prayer of said peti
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
tioner should not be granted.
Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
ELLERY BOW DEN. Judge,
day of February next, and show c use, if any
A true copy. Attest:
they have, why the said account should not
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

Johnson, Register

In Court of

■■

sell the said real
the trust was created
tate and place the proceeds at interest.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

1

■

1
Ip Court of Wrbste, held a
WALDO SS
| Bellas', on the 8'h day of January, 1918.
Samuel’H
administrator on the estate
West,
|
(.t Judith B. West, late of
btockt n springs
THE Waldo TRUST COMPANY. « cor- I it said County, at ceased, having presented hit
poration haying the principal pl-.c-- of busi- first and final account of administration of said
ness at Belfast, by T. Frank Parker, its treas- ! estate for allowance
urer duly authorized, and Arthur H. Terry of
;
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,,-three
WaterviJle, all in the State of Maine, trustees ! weeks successively, in The Republican Jourunder the will of Maitland B. Smith, late of 1 nal. a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
Hartford, State of Connecticut, deceas i, havCounty, that all persons interested may ating presented a petition praying that they may
tend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast
be granted a licei.se to sell at private saio the j
K bruary next, and show
on the 12th day of
several lots or parcel of land l< c .ted in Waldo |
cause, if any they have, why the said account
County ar.d described in said petition, the same should not be allowed.
|
being subject to mortgage, they ha'jng b<.d an
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
advantageous offer for tne same, They say it
Attest:
A true c-py.
would be for the benefit of those for whom
( has E Johnson, Register.
to

sented a petition praying that the actual market value of the prope~ty of said deceased,
■;ow in his hands, subject to the payment of
the collateral inheritance tax, the persons interested in the succession thereto and the
amount of the tax thereto may be determined
by the Judge of Probate.

Attest:
Chas E

—

At a Probate Court heid at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the feth day of
January, A. D. 1918.

JOHN H. MONTGOMERY of Bucksprrt, in
theXJounty of Hancock, administrator of the
estate of Helen R. Houston, late jf Belfast, in
said County of Wrldo. deceased, having pre-

A true copy.

-—

■>

Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
Attest:
A true copy
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
Mrs.
that
same
FerguKidney Pills—the
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., ! ai. a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
son had.
the second
Buffalo, N. Y.
lor 'he County of Waldo; on
Tuesday of Januury, A D. 1918.
!
A certain instrument, purporting to be the |

A true copy.

CENTAUS

Johnson, Register.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,

Probate

30 Years.

In Use For Over

At a Probate Court neui
Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
of
D.
l8th day
1918.
January, A,

If You Have, the statement of this Belfast II
Resident Will Interest Ycu.

trouble.”

Always Bought

The Kind You Have

WALDO
HAVt YOU A BAD BACK? I Belfast,
vacation,

Does your back ache, night and day;
Hinder work, destroy your rest? KDoes it stab you through and through
When you stoop or lift or bend?
Then your kidneys may be weak.
Often backache is the clue.
Just to give you further proof,
The kidney action may be w'rong.
If attention is not paid
More distress will soon appear.
Headaches, dizzy spells and nerves,
Uric acid and its ilis
Make the burden worse and worse.
Liniments and plasters can’t
Reach the inward cause at all;
Help the kidneys—use the pills
Belfast folks have tried and proved.
W hat they say you can believe.
Read this Belfast woman’s account.
See her, ask her, if you doubt.
Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson, says: “I suffered from a dull ache across the small
of my back and I had occasional dizzy
spells. After using Doan’s Kidney Pills,
1 got Doan’s
1 was greatly benefited.
from A. A. Ilcwes & Co.’s Drugstore,
and can recommend them highly, for
they did me more good than any other
remedy 1 had ever used for kidney

|

j

peimanent grassland
4. Early Application. The best time
to apply topdressing is just when the
It
grass turns green in the early spring.
is then that the soil is cold and the plant
food in the soil raw and unavailable. A
good start at this time may often win
the battle; 300 pounds of fertilizer applied early is better than 400 pounds applied late. The result of the application
can often be seen within 48 hours after
the fertilizer is washed into the soil. The
color of the glass changes. The sickly
yellowish-green is replaced by a deep,
dark, thrifty green, and growth begins at
The root growth is also greatly
once.
stimulated. The plant can then use more
of the plant-food in the soil than before,
because of the greater root system.
5. Even Spreading. Frcm 200 to 400
pounds per acre is the usual application
of a tcpdressir.g fertilizer. This small
amount must be spread evenly. Broadcasting by hand is possible, but it is generally more costly and less effective than
spreading with a machine.
Moreover, the benefit from the intellligent use of fertilizer is not felt by the
Because of the residue of
grass alone.
organic matter and the nourishing substances it leaves in the soil, succeeding
crops will produce greater yields.—J.
Willard Lincoln, in Maine Farmer.

Maine National

!

snd

gives greater returns for the fertilizer
used. Lime, however,'should be applied
just before reseeding,or before other crops
in the rotations which are particularly
benefited by it. Lime should ordinarily
not be used as a topdressing except on

are

Suspicious

enn

AUGUSTA, Me., Jan. 19. Col. John J.
Dooley, formerly chief of ordnance of

I major in the United States Marine Corps.
Immediately upon the breaking out of
the war, Maj. Dooley went to WashinC-

yield.

2. Good Drainage. Grasses and clovers
better on well-drained land than on
wet.
Sedges and other water-loving
plants take possession on wet soils, and
these it seldom pays to fertilize. While,
however, the farmer is finding capital for
necessary improvements, these wet land
plants can be kept, for a few years, from
encroaching seriously on new wet meadows by feeding the grass which is already
there—and this can be done at a profit.
3. Sweet Soil. Timothy always does

At a recent meeting of the Butchers of
Harrow one of their number said the
shortage of meat had become so serious
that the authorities had asked him to kill
.horses and he was beginning this week
with a hundred head. Horse-meat he said
would not be very palatable to some, but

entirely.
The admiralty reports of Jan. 2nd and
Jan. 9th gave the sinkings as 21 merchantmen, of which 18 were over 1,600

On the7 other hand, the price that,
will prevail for hay this year warrants
him in using fertilizer to increase his hay
crop, because the intelligent application
of plsntfood will greatly and profitably
ure.

co

ALL SORTS

The sihkings of British merchantmen
for the past week duplicate the sinkings
for the previous week—six large ships
and two small ones. In the previous
week two fishing vessels also were sunk;
in the past week the fishing craft escaped

At the present cost of farm products,
farmer can afford to waste his man-

benefit from the treatment—there are
five factors which are essential:
1. A Good Scd. It is useless to fertilize weeds, and nearly useless to fertilize these lew-growing grasses, such as
June grass (Kentucky blue-grass), and
sweet vernal grass, which sometimes
drive out timotny and redtop. It is far
more profitable to fertilize a productive
mowing than one that has “run out.” It
is usually more profitable to plow up and
reseed a weedy or run-out. meadow than
to bring it back for fertilizing, although
this can often be done at a profit.

Worm Expeller.

600 tons or over and two under that tonnage were destroyed in the week ending
Jan. 24th, according to the admiralty re-

FORMER MAINE GUARDSMAN
NOW COL. JOHN J. DOOLEY.

Grass.

If. order to apply fertilizer intelligently
to grass—that is, to assure the maximum

on

Horses for Food in

on

no

increase his

tongue, starting during
see
any ot
sleep, slow lever. If you
these symptoms in your child don’t lose
another minute, hut get a bottle of Ur.
True’s Elixir, the family Laxative and

sticking

Fertilizer

demands acaiust the estate of said deceased
desi/t d to present the sum*- for settleanc: all indebted thereto are riqueste'
to make ii y merit immediately.
ELL a A. SLEEPER.
Belfast, Nie., Jtnuary 8, 1918.

a-*-*

ment.

The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives police that he has been
with
the will
duly appointed administrator,
aunt x d, of the estate of
REGINA J. BOARDM N. late of Isleshoro,
|> in the County of Vi a do, d< ceased, and given
All pels*, s having
bonds as the law t»ir« e*s
demat ds against the estate <} ^aiil dictased
same fur settlethe
am
desired to present
ment, and all ind»btfd thereto are requested
to make payment in.mediately
WENDELL H. BOARDMAN.
j! Isleshoro, Me.. January 8, 1918,
■

j

The subscriber
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
hereby gr es notice that t-ht has been duiy ap-

pointed
ment

At a Probate Court nt-iu at Btlfasi, within and
fc r the { ounty of Waldo, on the 8 h day of
January, A. I). 1918.
CHARLES R. COO.VIBS of Belfast, in said

txicuinx

ot the

iast will aid testa-

of

ELIZ A J. CUR l ls, late of Searsport,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
dehaving demands against the estate of said
•r setceased are desired t<* present the same f•
are requested
thereto
indebted
all
and
tlement,
to make payment immeoialt >y.
EVi MA C. NICKELS.
Searsport, Me January 8. 1918.
in the

of Waldo, having presented a petition
that Mary Stewart Whitmore of Belfast, or some other suitable person be aplast will and testament of William Franklin ! pointed administratrix of the estate of Annie
Cnllemer, late of Lincolnville, in said County j E bellman of Belfast.
The subscriber
for
EXECUTRIX’S NO 1 ICE.
of Waldo, deceased, having been presented
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice hereby gives notice that she has been duly apthat said will be
a l,,0 °f
probate, with petition praying
to all persons interested by causing
Mute of Maine, of
the
in
issue
to
executrix,
letters
testamentary
that
pointed
allowed and
this order to be published three weeks suceesnamed
the last will and testament of
George w. Colleroer, the executor
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
BENJAMIN F RICE, late of Boston,
ttierein,without giving bond, said will so prc- sively
that
in
said
they
County,
published at Belfast,
viding.
to be held at
in tho County of Suffolk, deceased, and given
may appear at a Probate Court,
to
all
be
All persons having
persons
given
Oidertd, That notice
Belfast, within and for said t unty, on the bonds a& the law directs
interested by causine a cut y ot this order to | 12th day of February, A L) 1918. at ten of the demands against the estate of sa.d deceased
in
The
t.e published thiee weeks successively
i clock before noon, and show cause, if any they j are desired to present the same for settlement,
ai
should
thereto are requested to make
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
have, why the prayer of said petitioner
j an all tumbled
authorized fcgent,
Bi.Jfa t, in said County, that they may appear not be granted.
payment immediately to my
with
at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
Walter C Rice of Stockton Springs,
ELLERY BOW DEN. Judge
Tuessecond
the
on
HAMILTON.
R
said
ELIZABETH
in and for
County,
A true copy. Attest:
the clock beChas E. Johnson. Register.
day of February next, at ten of
Winchester, Mass., L>*.c. 11, 191*.
fore noon, and show c mse.lf any they have.wh.v
the same should not be proved, approved and
WALDO SS. In C< urt of Probate, held at
UAROIAN’S NOTICE. The subscriber
allowed and petition granted.
1918.
has been duly apELLERY bOWDEN. Judge.
Belfast, on the 8th day of January,
hereby gives notice that ne
on the
administrator
Attest:
Richards,
K.
A true copy.
Surmandel
guardian of the estate of
pointed
of Belfast,
Chas, E. Johnson. Register.
e state of Augusta B. Richards, late
ARTHUR W. MOORE, of
in said County, deceased, having presented his
Stockton Springs,
within and
said
of
administration
of
account
At”a Probate Court held at Belfast, the
final
first and
and given
second
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
for the County of Waldo, on
estate for allowance.
All persons having
bonds as the la* directs
Tuesday of January, A. D 1918
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three demands sgainst the estate ot said ward are
A cer ain instrument, purporting to be the weeks successively, in The Republican Jourileaired to present the same for settlement,
to make
last will and testament of Melvin M. Whit- nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
ano all indebted thereto are requested
attend
in said County of Walinterested
may
all
that
persons
tum, late of Searsport
County,
payment
on
for
at
Belfast,
been
pro- at a Probate Court, to beheld
presented
brilto.
do, deceased, hsving
will be
of February next, and show
the 12th day
bate, with petition praying that said
Stockton Springs, Dec. 11. Ml*allowed and that letters testamentary issue to cause, if any they have, why the said account
Nettie Grace Whittum, the executrix named should not be allowed.
subADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The
ELLERY BOWDEN .Judge.
therein,
she has been
scriber hereby gives notice that
Attest:
to
all
true copy.
be
A
notice
given
persons
at
Tl
Ordered,
ot the estate oi
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
duly appointed administratrix
interested by causing a copy of tills order, to
McCAMBRIDCE,
R
in
The
ALEXANDER
weeks
successively
he published three
late of Frankfort,
at I
Republican Journal, a newspaper published in
In Court of Probate, held
and given
W ALDO 8S
in the county of Waldo, deceased,
1918.
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
the 8th day of January.
or.
All persons having
Belfast,
directs.
said
law
at
the
held
bonds
as
be
Belfast,
on the estate
at a Probate Court to
administrator
ec- **se
M.
Hurd,
Clarence
demands against the estate of said
said < ounty
within and for said County 111 the second Tuesof Eva C, Hurd,late of Liberty, in
same for settleten o’clock in the
are desired to present the
and final
his
first
day of February next, at
deceased, having presented
thereto are requested
forenoon, and show cause, if, any they have, account of administration of said estate for ment, and ail indebted
to make payment immediately,
why the same should not be proved, approved allowance.
McCAMBRIDGE.
J
ANNA
and allowed and petition granted.
three
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
Frankfort, Me Dec. 11, 1917.
ELLER* BOW LiEN, Judge.
Journal,
weeks successively, in The Republican
A true copy. AtteBt:
Belfast, ln 8al
suba newspaper published in
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The been
attend
he has
County, that all persons interested may
Bcnner hereby gives notice that
on
at
Belfast,
held
be
at a Probate Court, to
me suoscrioer
administrator ot the eetate o
EXECUTOR’S NO 1 ICE.
next, and show cause, duly appointed
hereby gives notice that he has been duly ap- the 12th day of Februarythe eaid account should
LYDIA T. WATERMAN, late of Belfast,
pointed executor of the last will end testa- if any they have, why
in the County of W aldo, deceased, and given
not be allowed.
ment of
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
MARGARET M. HUXIORD, late of Brooks,
demands against the estate ol Baid decease
A true copy. Attest:
setllemen
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
are desired to present the same for
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
to make
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
and all indebted thereto are requested
said
of
deceased
estate
the
demands against
immediately.
payment
V
held *t
!• RAN KLIN WATERMAN.
are desired to present the same for settlemeht,
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate,
1918. Ada
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
Belfast, Me.. Dec. 11, 190on the 8tb day of January,
Belfast,
J.
Horace
will of
payment immediately.
V
B Morton, executrix of the
THADDEUS I HUXFORD.
deThe subscriber
Morton, late of Belfast, in said County, of
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
first account
her
Brooks, Me., Jan. 8, 1918.
has been duly
ceased, having presented
hereby ftives noiice that he
with
and testaadministration of said estate, together
appointed executor of the last will
The sub
allowance.
lor
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
her private claim,
ment ot
scriber hereby gives notice that he has heen
three
Stockton
be
of
given,
LILLIAN A, SIMMONS, late
Ordered, that notice thereof
duly appointed administrator of the eatate of weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Springs,
said
in Belfast, >n
PERC1VAL M. GINN, late ot Prospect.
All persons
a
newspaper published
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
that all persona interested may attend
of said dein the County of Waldo, deceased. All persona County,
on
having demands against the estate
at
UeLast,
held
be
to
Court,
same for setde- at a Probate
ceased are desired to present the
having demands against the estate cf said
of February next, and show
and all indebted thereto are requested
ceased are desired to present the same lor set- the 12th day
tlement,
account
said
the
if any they have, why
to Albert. M.
tlement, and all indebted thereto are request- cause,
to make payment immediately
be allowed.
ed to make payment immediately^ to my au- should not
Ames of
BOW DEN, Judge,
ELLERY
BueksSmith,
thorized agent, Theodore H,
A true copy. Attest:
EVANDER H. GINN.
Brookline, Maas., Uec. 11,1911.
port, Maine.
*
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
\
*
Atlanta. Georgia, Jan. 8,1918

County
oraying

immediately^

_

,,,.

_

_

Stockton^mga. »£“*““**

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

WOMEN OF

24,

1918:

)()c. and 15c.

j

BY

Annie L. Brown, Brooks, to Fred H.
Brown, do.; land in Brooks.
George C. Ward, Frankfort, to Irving

[>SIH P. CARLE

G. Sletson, Bangor; land in Frankfort.
A H. Bagley, Montville, to Howard J.
Peavey, do.; land and buildings in Mont-

a!;E FOR

|

BELFAST

all :he
special arrangement has

v

Ai

IN

SALE

patterns all the time.
O

g M) WAITING

SEND._

ANINGS IN NEW YORK

,1 j

Color Con-

lit itv and Trigness. Sharp
Odd Cape Wraps and Short
asts.

s

Full Coats.

ville.

Augustus H. Bagley, Montville, to J.
C. Peavey, do.; land in Montville.
William A Banks, Belfast, to Jean G.
Young, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
EdwardS. Young, Winterport, to Annie
M. Cole, do.; land in Winterport.
The Waldo Trust Co., Belfast, to Albion
K. Jackson, jet al., do., standing timber
in Belfast.

Need

passing
through the Change

of

attire

the

..

dressed

hese and other gath-

at

■: one sees

the well

so I told my
doctor I would try
it. I soon began to

of Life,

gain

S. Jackson, do.; land in Morrill.
Etta E Savery, Belfast, to Levi F.
Howard, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.

in

strength

and the annoying
symptoms dis-

WM.

M.

TUPPER,

A Southern exchange of Jan. 6,

’18,

has the following item in regard to Capt.
Tupper, a well known Searsport boy:
steamer “W. M. Tupper,”
The

!

I
Shaw, Troy, to Olney R.
freighg
built by the Merrill-Stevens Company
Bagley, do.; land in Troy.
Elizabeth I.. Brackett, Belfast, to Al- for the Gulf and Southern Steamship
nd visored shapes that more than
| bert E. Brackett, do.; land in Belfast.
Company, is the first large steel vessel
tail—
The
plain
-t army headwear.
Thomas B. Fernald, Lincolnville, to launched at the port of Jacksonville since
t has come into its own again
Eben H. Fernald; land in Camden.
beginning of the strenuous shipbuilding
William H. Hall, Brooks, to Fred H. activities throughout the country.
This steamship is equipped with oilBrown, do.; land in Brooks.
Wilder Young, Freedom, to R. L. Coop- burning machinery, can carry bunker
er, Belfast, et al.; standing timber in oil for thirty-five days continuous runFreedom and Albion.
ning and was constructed at a cost of
Oley B. Ward, Freedom, to R. L. Coop- $800,000. It is the largest and finest ship
in built in the Southeast and is considered
er, Belfast, et al.; standing timoer
Freedom.
by marine experts, who have examined
Henry B. Kenrick, Hudson, N. I!., to her, to be as good, if not better, than any
Mandana C. Reynolds, Aloion; lanu in vessel of her type being built in this
country.
Albion and Palermo.
The “W. M. Tupper” was launched
William
to
Susie M. Harding, Hampden,
from the ways of the Merrill-Stevens
J Hustus, Frankfort; land and buildings Company several months ago and made
her trial trip along the Jacksonville
in Frankfort.
water front on January 1st. Her owners
intended her for service in the Tampa-

The military note makes itself
especially in saucy little aviator

Frank

C.

ville, December 3, 1807, the

Hutchins of Freedom and a
man

E. White of

McCall Design

a
sign of extraneeus ornaxcept for its brilliant coat linings,
are
straight and scant, coats full
ever

■

in the case of the very
fur coat, quite loose and
iike in outline.

them and
r

short

Capes

and Stoles,

and stoles of fur that are wraprout the figure after the manner of
knitted scarfs worn with uniforms,
no end of unclassified small fur gar■nts

half coat, are among
fashionable styles

half cape,

prettiest anil

most

Tails galore trim many
pieces, and animal scarfs mai;
their vogue, especially in the beauti-

lie

season.

ese

skins, that range all the wayfrom
white to jet black. Anyone who
herself able can buy such things
great advantage when high class
ers mark goods to insure that their
x

■

k

will
ne's 1

be

not
saw

carried

over.

At

imported novelties of the

and most beautiful make at figures
helow the early markings; yet there

c
r

ample opportunity for selection.
New Hats.
<vetyn hats in tailored models are
and stylish, many of them show
other fur trimmings.
Top
for sport purposes are cut with
an sleeves, and loose and full at the
ittom.
wns of
transparent materials are
as popular as those of more substanfabrics, and the younger girls are
ring wide Chin Chin sailors of velvet
hands oi satin ribbon tied in a stickbow at the side.
ng

and

Lucy Carter.

CATARRH VANISHES
Hi

is One Treatment That All Suffer-

re

ers

Can

Rely Upon.

want to drive catarrh and all its
usiing symptoms from your system
he shortest possible time; go to your
,'gist and ask for a Hyomei outfit toyou

•.

lireathe Hyomei and it will rid you of
trrh; it gives such quick relief that
who use it for the first time are asonished.
Hyomei is a pure, pleasant antiseptic,
•' Inch is breathed into the
lungs over the
dlamed membrane; it kills the catarrh
germs, soothes the sore spots, and heals
all inflammation.
Don’t suffer another day with catarrh;
he disease is dangerous and often ends
a
consumption. Start the Hyomei treatment today. No stomach dosing, no sprays
hr douches; just breathe it—that’s all.
Ask A. A. Howes & Co.

$100 Reward, $100

RHEUMATISM

Genuine Remedy for
the Disease Has Been Found.

Physician

Believes

Rheuma,

a

the

wonderful rheumatism
remedy sold by A. A. Howes & Co. and
all druggists, gives quicker and more
lasting relief than other remedies costing
many times as much.
Rheuma passes the deadly poisonous
secretions into the bowels and kidneys,
from which they are quickly thrown off
in a natural, healthy way.
Read what a reputable physician says
about Rheuma: “I have made a most
careful investigation of the formula employed in the manufacture of Rheuma,
and I heartily recommend it as a remedy
for all forms of rheumatism. I find Rheuma far in advance of the methods generally employed in the treatment of
rheumatism, and altogether different in
composition from the remedies usually
prescribed.”—Dr. M. C. Lyons.
This should give any sufferer from
rheumatism confidence to try Rheuma.

|

self.”

A

measure

designed to enroll for Fed-

eral service all male citizeps of the United States between the ages of 18 and 45
has been presented to the Senate by Hon.
Only
Joseph I. France of Maryland.
those
are

between 21 and 31 years old
to take part in actual fighting, as
men

by the conscription act
now in force. They are to be denominated the “Federal First Line of Defense
Corps.” Men of 18 to 21 are to form the
contemplated

“Federal Cadet

Corps,”

and are liable to

call for military training or for noncombatant national service. Those from 32
to 36

are

to be

Second Line

of

known

as

Defense

the “Federal

-Corps,” and

those from the latter age to 45 are to
form the “Federal Reserve Corps.” The
two last named classes are to be detailed
to perform such non-fighting duties as
the President may designate. Further
classifications are contemplated by Senator France’s bill as the qualifications for

special service of the men enrolled, and
authority is given the President to call
them when needed in the particular
branch of military activity where they

SITES EXECUTED IN U. S.
C. S. Thompson, chairman of the press
committee of the American Defense Society, in an informal discussion at a
luncheon given by the organization, deHared the society had been informed that
die United States had executed fourteen
spies since the beginning of the war with
Germany. At least two of the spies
"ere from Detroit, he said.
He added
diat enemy aliens in this country “should
be apprised of these facts as evidence of
America’s determination to protect her-

CLASSIFIED MAN-POWER.

can

be most efficient.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

ADVERTISE IN
THE JOURNAL

In Use For Over 30 Years

Standa oat aa

was

a

Specialty in the Reliefof Digeative

been;a specialty for
In fact this safe medicine—a reliable prescription—has
that should count
three generations-well over 60 years: a record for reliability

immeasurably with you.
Have
or general storekeeper s.
Buy the lar^e bottle today at your druggist s
when your stomach is a bit upset;
it handy the next time you nave a headache;
have restless sleep. Take as directed
when you are bilious, constipated; or
the surprisingly effective
w-il uud as thousands before you have found,
free.
mertics of this truly remarkable medicine. Sample
»7,7»
Maine.
Tt,e “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland,
...

of Newell

son

INCOME TAX

brother,

We are prepared to answer or to
obtain answers to any Puzzling
Questions regarding the Interpretation of this Law.
Booklet quite definitely explaining the Law, which
we shall be very glad to furnish on
We have

For

ders.
A frilly or a plain gimp is worn with
One model Is of
these skirt robes.
The top is
dark blue wool jersey.
plain with about ten motifs of frostlike silver embroidery scattered over

a

Request.

Still-

The

Montana.

honest, truthful

City National

Bank of Belfast

BELFAST, MAINE.

and generous. If all lives were as blameless as his the world would be better.
Haste.

PRESTON’S

Young wife—Oh, mamma, put my curling irons on the fire, quick! Charlie has
been bitten by a mad dog!
Mother—Are you going to cauterize the

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

wound?

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.

Young wife—No, but I want to curl
hair, so that I can run for the doctor.
Do be quick!—Pearson’s Weekly.
my

it.
The skirt part, which falls from a
seam, is a straight, finely plaited
skirt.
A long, slender sash of the material
starts from two slashes in the back,
each side of the closing, and ties in
front with long ends having silver embroidered oriental ornaments.
Only the sleeves of the gimp show;
they stop halfway to the elbow and
are

I have

j

hip

single

Careful drivers if desired

and double hitched, buekboards, etc.

Your patronage is solicited.

Telephone*-stable, 235*2; house, 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor,

of cream silk net and very frilly.
!

BEAVER HAT FOR SCHOOLGIRL
5-

L

ASK YOUR

Peruna eases
the burden of the

SbX.

housekeeper by keeping away the danger
illness
resulting
from colds, coughs,
and indigestion due

ef

to

CLIPPINGS.

New Orleans trade of the Gulf and
Southern Line, but, on account of war
President Wilson may be fully justified conditions and the necessity for all availfor government service in
in denouncing Senator Chamberlain’s able tonnage
the foreign and coastwise trade, it is unidea for a new war cabinet, but his relikely that she will be used as originally
gard for Secretary of War Baker as “one planned until after the war.
The vessel is named for Capt. W. M.
of the ablest public officials he has ever
of the Gulf and Southknown” will not be generally shared by Tupper, president
ern Steamship Company-, who also is
than
louder
people to whom deeds speak
superintendent of the Clyde and Mallory
words.—Biddeford Journal.
lines with headquarters here. He also is
vice president of the United Trust and
Savings bank and director in another
Better Soon Than Too Late.
bank as well as of several of JacksonThe plain truth is that this breakdown ville’s
large business concerns.
in the fuel situation, coming on the heels
A happy coincidence of her trial trip
of the unfavorable impression Secretary was the fact that it was made on Capt.
Baker made upon the Senate Military AfTupper’s birthday. He was a member of
fairs Committee, has forced Congress to the
sailing party in company with Alex
is
that
the conviction
something radically R.
Merrill, of the building concern, and
be
in
the
form
of
it
organizawrong;
may
other officials of the latter and the Gulf
tion, it may be in men. And with all its and Southern line.
sincerity in upholding the President, the
At the present time the steamship
country has come to the belief that it is Brunswick performs in the Tampa-New
high time he should see what is going on ! Orleans service. The "W. M. Tupper”
around him—or, rather, is not going on. was built to
|
replace the steamer”Weems,”
Sooner or later there is bound to be a which was
sunk several years ago near
Is it not far better it New
house cleaning.
Orleans, when she collided with anshould come soon rather than “too late?” other
ship.
—New York World, (Dem.l
Directors of the Gulf and Southern
Steamship Company are Galen L. Stone,
president of the Atlantic, Gulf & West
No Party Vote on the War.
Indies Steamship Lines; H. H. Raymand,
The Republicans in Congress are enpresident of the Clyde and Mallory Lines;
titled to be judged by their record, and Alex
R. Merrill, of the Merrill-Stevens
this far their record requires no apology.
Company, and Capt. Tupper. J. H. NelThe Stone speech might have been justi- son
is secretary and treasurer.
fied if the Repuulicans had actually orof
the
and
war
measure
beaten
a
ganized
administration. It might have been justified if the Republicans had formally
The readers of this paper will be pleasmade a party measure of the vicious War
Cabinet Bill. But there is no excuse for ed to learn that there is at least one
precipitating a partisan division at this dreaded disease that science has been
time or inviting a drawing of party lines.
able to cure in all its stages and that is
Most Democrats are far more interested in fighting Germany than in fighting the catarrh. Catarrh being greatly influenced
Republican party, and most Republicans by constitutional conditions requiresconHall’s Catarrh
are far more interested in fighting Ger- stitutional treatment.
Medicine is taken infernally and acts
many than in fighting the Democratic
Mucous Suron
the
party. Senator Lodge’s answer to the through the Blood
Stone speech was dignified and in the faces of the System thereby destroying
the
main true. The Republicans have cast the foundation of the disease, giving
the conno distinctly party vote since April 2nd. i patient strength by building up
Let us hope that there will never be an- stitution and assisting nature in doing
much
other party vote until the war has ended. its work. The proprietors have so
—N. Y. World, (Dem.)
| faith in the curative powers of Hall’s
One
offer
Catarrh Medicine that they
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

Ingomar,

Wayland White

The True

Specialists

“L F.” ATWOOD'S MEDICINE
Trouhlec.

spent several months at the Hebron sanitorium, returning much improved in
health. Suffering from a return of his
trouble, he went to Montana in the spring
His health was much improved
of 1916.
there. He filed on a claim adjoining that
of his brother near Ingomar, built a cabin
and settled down with good prospects of
being able to complete the many improvements he had planned. On January 1 he
suffered a severe hemorrhage and died
January 2. He is survived by his wife,
formerly Miss Jennie Palmer, a daughter,
Ruby, his parents and a sister,' Mrs. F. E.

NEW IDEA IN THE JUPE ROBE
I do all my own housework. I cannot
recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound too highly to women
Skirt With Sleeveless Waist Attached
Worn With a Gimp and Long,
passing through the Change of Life.”
1316
S.
Orehade
—Mrs. FRANK HENSON,
Slender Sash.
111.
St., Urbana,
who
suffer
from
nervousness
Women
A new idea is the jupe robe. This
“heat flashes,” backache, headaches 1
is a skirt that has a sleeveless waist
and “the blues” should try this famous
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pink- j part attached, with large armholes
l and a
shallow wide decollete that
ham’s Vegetable Compound.
comes to a point out on the shoulTHE

a

and Mary Hall White. In 1914 he developed symptoms of tuberculosis and

appeared and your Vegetable Compound
has ipade me a well, strong woman so

Roscoe B. Smith, Belfast, to Frederick

rtain neat trimness of line derived,
ubt, from the soldier’s uniforms,

line over the blouse at front and from
the waistline at the back, the panels
zouaved at the bottom.
The same house combines
gray
georgette and silver sntin. This has
doubled panel effects over the back4 a
beaded apron at the front and zouaved
Of Premet also
side panels of satin.
Is a blouse of dark blue lace, in palm
leaf design with a draped skirt of
navy satin joined at a low waistline,
laid in scallops over the lace, a narrow belt of cerise velvet slips under
the lace at the natural waistline.
Paquin inserts in a street frock
which is about equally divided between taffeta and serge, with embroidered panels of the latter, a pale pink
handkerchief linen chemisette which
buttons up close in the neck.

Urbana,111.—“During Change of Life,
in addition to its annoying symptoms, I
had an attack of
grippe which lasted
all winter and left
me in a weakened
condition. I felt at
times that I would
never be well again.
I read of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and what it did for
women

Jackson, et al., Belfast, to
of 1 he Journal.J
11 orre'‘P"Pdenc“
E, A. Carpenter, do.; standing timber in
Hero Land
\rw York, Jan. 28, 1918.
Belfast.
Grand Central Palace, drew record
Margaret E. Snow, Lancaater, Mass.,
s
and uniforms were everywhere, to Percy H. Grant, Brooks; land and
at all ses-aw the smartest people
buildings in Frankfort.
and quantities of those who made
I. S. Staples, Brooks, to I.ena E. Jones,
laim to such distinction, all pulling do.; land in Brooks.
reer to raise the huge fund that
Franklin A. Prescott, Northport. to
from their combined effort. The Henry A. Rogers, Belfast; land in Northappealing crowd, however, was seen port.
■
same place while the children’s
Etta Merrithew White, Belfast, to
The
■mas festival held carnival.
Simeon F. Ellis, Stockton Springs; land
•n themselves were the most enand buildings in Stockton Springs.
feature of the show, and a royal
Edward D. Black, Melrose, Mass., to
ime they had, whether their coats American Agricultural Chemical Co.,
ornamented with fur or with patches. New York; land in Belfast.
Neat Trimness of Line.

combining navy and black satin- in a
most graceful manner, says a writer in
Over a surplice unWomen’s Wear.
der-dress of the black are panel drapings of the blue drapod from a slant

Can be Relied Upon.

In This-The Age of

young homesteader
of the north Ingomar territory, died Janwere brought
and
the
remains
uary 2nd,
to this city for interment.
Mr. White
was 30 years of age. The cause of his
death was pulmonary tuberculosis. He
was afflicted with consumption and came
out from the State of Maine with the
hope that the change of climate would
For a
prove beneficial to his health.
time it was thought his condition was
demise
was a
and
his
sudden
improving,
shock to his family and friends. Rev. H.
G. Clemme held funeral services at the
(From the Forsyth, Montana,
grave.
Democrat of January 10.)
Wayland H. White was born in Mont-

Premet has sent to America a frock

Help
ly—Proof that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

Albion K.

Wayland White,

in Effective Manner.

Pass the Crisis Safe-

to

WAYLAND WHITE.

One of Paris Designers Hat Sent Over
a Frock Combining Navy and Black

MJDDLE AGE

were

of Deeds for the week ending January

MANY GOWNS MADE OF SATIN

condi-

catarrhal

tion.
It speedily reI lieves and overcomes

NEIGHBORS

these.
Its tonic properties build up
the strength of the physically
weak and run down, and its use
in eonvalescense, especially after grip,
is remarkably beneficial.

KEEP IT ON HAND
The wise housekeeper has Peruna
hand for instant use even if catarrhal
trouble* do not call for its regular adA dose or two in time
ministration.
often prevents a long illness,
Liquid or tablet form.
Manalin Tablets are a splendid
laxative for home use.
Ask the druggist

To Subscribe for

on

t

THE PERUNA COMPANY
Columbus* Ohio

i |

The

TWS&S&S

This practical hat for the schoolgirl
is of black pressed beaver trimmed
with a crushed band of satin ribbon
and a satin floral cluster.

Journal

Republican

I

__

NOTES OF DRESS
A great deal of black velvet is being worn. Dresses of the afternoon
type of black velvet are replacing evening dresses at many social and semi-

Boy in the Army or
Navy would enjoy a home paper.

Think How the

social affairs.
A bridal veil and gown worn by a
recent bride was trimmed with tailless ermine and the effect was charm-

ing.

Effective neckpieces and turbans of
burnt feathers pressed flat are a no*l
elty that is beginning to be noted bttif
and there.
Small dainty turnover collars
white organdie edged with tatting ttn
worn on velvet dresses and are dM
cidedly pretty and effective.
Walking ties of beige suede,
black military heel and toe, are befufl

TALK IT OVER

JH

wlfl

I

BETTER
THAN
EVER

shown and worn.

ISc

A Telling Touch.
j
You have no idea what a
effect this edge about to be describe®
made on a luncheon set of doily cloth

dlffereoj

narrow cluny lace, says a
contributor to an exchange. The set
was embroidered in easy stitches with
bright colored cottons. Instead of a
buttonholed or plain crocheted edge,
the cluny, about an inch wide, had
been added. Now this In itself would
have been pretty but an additional
edge of black crochet worked out in
the simplest of picot stitches from
point to point of the lace gave it exactly twice the character and took up
but little extra time. This is a good
thing to remember in making any kind
of dainty needlework. On uuderclothes
a dainty colored edging could be added
to lace of the heavier qualities.

edged with

a

copy

At Your Newsdoalor

Yearly Subscription $1.50
Send for oar new free catclog of mechanical hooka
Popular Mechanics Magazine

6 North Michigan Avonuo, Chicago

Maine tenirai R. R.

M<? GALLS

FREE OF CHARGE
Any adult suffering from cough, cold
or bronchitis, is invited to call at the

®

soothing and

a

healing remedy for all lung troubles,
successful record of fifty

which has a

Gives the patient

good night’s
rest free from coughing, with free expecyears.

toration

a

in the morning.

Authority
For Nearly 50

Yearsl

FROM

BELFAST

'i 00
Citypoint. f7 05
t7 15
Waldo.
Brooks. 7 27
Knox. t7 39
Thorndike. 7 46
Unity. 7 53
Winnecook. »8 03
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Bangor. 12 05
Clinton. 8 34
Fairfield. 8 44
Waterville. 8 49
Portland. 11 45
Boston, pm. 3 45
Belfast

depart.

!

TO

FREE! SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FOR

LI I! BY,

DENTIST,
Mas onic

Itmple,

Belfast, Me

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start

m.

in life.

All

9 C(

Portland

7 00

12 4(

PM
AM

Bangor,.
Fairfield..*.

Clinton... 7 31
Burnham, leave.,. 8 85
Winnecook.18 45
8 54
9 02
19 10

10 10

3 31

17
10 27

t3 41
3 5S

10 60
til 00
11 30
11 45
til £5
12 86

4 1(
t4 2<
4 21
4 37

10

Camps

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

AM

7 15
660
7 21

Farms,Sites

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

SCO

and-the McCall
Unity.
Magazine for One Year for $2.25.

ire 0,

and

Boston.

Waterville.

Locations

for Summer Hotels

BELFAST

P AMPLE

IHE McCMl C0„ 235-ra Mat 374 Stnd.Rt.Trf. RT.

2 35
t 2 40
t 2 50
3 02
t3 14
3 20
8 33
»3 40
3 60
5 35
6 38
5 49
5 55
1 05 a,
4 45

Factory

Mill Sites,

PM

AM

...

COPY of McCALL’S; or #MlM PINMONEY Offer to Women; or List of GIFTS given
without cost; or BICYCLE Offer to Boys and
Girls: or latest PATTERN CATALOGUE; or Big
Cash Offer to AGENTS; or flBMM Prise Offar to
,onr CHUBCH.
4ddMS

|

-1

lows:

the 1,300,000 women who turn to
McCALL’S every month for correct fashions, for patterns, for economical buying,
for fancy needlework, for good storied—for
pleasure, for help, for style.
McCALL Patterns fit.

Join

Quarries,

~ij

at

25 and 75 cents. For sale

Regular sizes,
in all civilized countries.

and after Oct, 1, 1917, train* connecting
Burnnamand Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland ano
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as folOn

Fashion

drug store of Wm. O. Poor & Son and
get absolutely free, a sample bottle of The Republican Journal
Boschee’s German Syrup,

BELFAST AND BURNHAM

MAGAZINE

Drooping Hats Favorites.
Drooping hats are among the favorites. Being colored, velvet and skunk
fur were combined into a lovely dress
hat for afternoon wear. A large buckram frame was covered in the beige
panne velvet, and the crown was a
crushed one. A narrow band of skunk
fur was used at the base of the crown,
and served as a background for a number of small flowers in pastel shades.

AND THEN SUBSCRIBE

j

Undeveloped Water Power
Unlimited Raw Material

!

|

AND

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

|
T1 orndike.
r4 4f
Knox.
6 0< 11
Brooks. 9 26
»6 1<
Waldo. 19 36
rl2 60
t5 2(
tl 16
Citypoint. t9 46
5 21
1 80
Belfast, arrive. 9 60
♦ Flag station.
Unlimited tickets for Boston are now sold al
$6.86 from Belfast.
M. L. HARRIS.
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine."

j

regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
'Communications

are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

L PORTLAND, MAINE.

a

_

SEARSPORT.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncan spent
Monday and Tuesday in Bangor.
A carload of chestnut coal consigned to
last
the Searsport Coal Co. was delivered
week.
Miss Mabel Griffin has returned to
weeks
Searsport after spending several
in Canton, Mass., and Augusta, Maine
Summer residents of this locality will
be interested to learn that a solid ice
field extends from this shore to Castine.
Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels and Mrs. Edward
Calderwood are guests of Mr.* and Mrs.
Lincoln R. Colcord of Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Melvina Hichborn will spend the
remainder of the winter in Brunswick,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs.

Georgia,

William Tupper.
Miss Lucy Sargent accompanied by ter
niece, Miss Edith Parse left Friday for
New York, where the latter will enter
school. The Parse home will be reopened
in June.
The huge pile of waste edgings in the
Littlefield mill yard is doing its bit toOn
ward relieving the fuel shortage.
dozens of children were at work

Saturday
hauling all that their sleds would

carry.

the

Express will now arrive in town in
morning and leave in the afternoon. An
end
express tmessenger from the Bangor
of the route will be in charge in place of
the Searsport agent

appointed

A second change of time
A. R.

R. went

Trains

now

last week.

into effect

A Soldier's Strength

BR< OKS

D. B. Plummer is buying and shipping

hay and potatoes.

on

Monday.

in Portland Monday.

was a

Dr. Darling of Belfast

Miss Margaret Pendleton of Searsport,
having exchanged her overshoes when
attending the public installation of BethO. E. S. last week, asks if

|

|

any Chapter,

business caller

ui

sugm

received and placed on sale by local groNotifications from the sugar refincers.
eries state that only the Cuban crop will
be available during the coming year and
that at no time will the supply be normal.
Weekly shipments are promised. Each
will therefore receive only

consumer

small package at

a

a

time.

joint meeting of the Belfast and
Searsport school boards, Edward E. Roderick of South Orrington was elected
superintendent of the district. Mr. Roderick comes highly recommended by the
He is a graduate of OskaState Supt.
At

a

College,

loosa

where he

received both
He will

A. and A. M. degrees.
take up his duties early in February

the B.

At the regular meeting of Mariners
Lodge F. Ar A. M. the following officers
were elected to serve during the ensuing
year: W. M., George Renfrew Wilson;
S. W., Thomas II. Martin ; J. W., Joseph
Kallock ; S. D., Alfred S. Trundy ; Sec., j
James P. Nichols ; Treas., James H. DunOther officers will be appointed by
can.
the Worshipful Master. The installation
will be a private affair held at the next
stated meeting.
Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver has received word
that her brother, Col. Edwin Simonton
who recently received severe injuries, is
Col. Simonton in
resting comfortably.
crossing a street in Washington where he
is in Government employ, was struck by
He was
a heavy motor express truck.
taken at or.ce to an emergency hospital
for first aid treatment. An X-Ray examination revealed that in addition to
manv painful minor injuries he had susfractured hip.

Simonton
former Searsport man, but has
was a
made his home for many years in Minnetained

a

Co!.

sota.

George Dean,
roy

D.

son

Littlefield,

of Mr. and Mrs. Le-

met

with

serious

a

ac-

While riding on the
cident Saturday.
snow plough with a little playmate, his

was

a

business

The limb is in
case.
Mrs. P. H. Grant was a business callei I H. E. Small on the
a box, with a twenty pound weight hangin Belfast Friday of last week.
from the foot. Great sympathy is
Mrs. Charles Littlefield of Belfast spent ing
entertained
by all neighbors, for both the
the week-end with her sister, Mrs. J. C.
man and his anxious wife.
young
Forbes.
Mr. and Mrs. William Avery arrived
The Camp Fire Girls are making preptheir tv\ o
from
last Saturday
home
sale
Monday,
arations for another food
month’s tarry at Miami, Florida, the
Feb. 4th.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Lawrence,
Mrs. E. C. Boody who has been suiTei Rather a cold reception in Stockton uping with blood-poison in her foot is gain- on their arrival here, although they re-

j

ing rapidly.

I port several cold snaps in the land of
Raymond L. Merritt of the U. of M. flowers during their sojourn, adding
was the week-end guest of his mothei,
“they have no provisions for meeting
Mrs. F. A. Merritt.

such climatic changes in that

Mr. and Mrs. Walter O’Brien

are

re-

farm,

fingers

two

were

where it

was

mutilated.

found that

With

cour-

I' inv (’'’hunter Mn 7fi. O. E. S.. extend our sincere sympathy to the bereaved family and friends,
Resolved, That as a token of respect to
The installation of the officers elect of our
j
departed sister, our charter be draped
the Silver Crown Temple No. 65 was in mourning for a period of thirty days.
held on Friday evening, Jan. 25th. They
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon our records, a copy
were installed by Grand Deputy assisted
sent to the bereaved family and a copy
by Mrs. Annie Brown as Grand Marshal. sent to The Republican Journal for pubThe following is the list of officers for i lication.
1 Committee
l.ELIA G. THOMPSON,
ihe ensuing year: M. E. C., Miss Edna
on
Hattie C. Highborn, :
Godding; P. C., Mrs. Affie Crockett; E.
Frank L. Blanchard, I Resolutions.
S., Mrs. Grace Bachelder; E. J., Mrs.

j

a

lunch

was

served and

a

Capt. Jack Fernbrook U. S.A., who holds
E. G. Moulton
honor above all,
Frank Fleming, a scapegrace, M. G. Ellis
Col. James Burton C. S. A., with strong
L. I. Staples
convictiohs,
ed by the following officers from Monroe:
Lieut. Berkeley Burton C. S. A., his son,
D. D. P., Alice N. Palmer; Marshal, Susie
B. F. Ellis
White; D. G. W., Bertha Nealey; D. G. S., Zeb. Jenks, Yank to the backbone,
C. P. Roberts
Helen Cooper; D. G. T., Theo Dickey; D.
C. E. Hamlin
Laura Lige, a negro servant,
G. C., Mamie Curtis; D. G. G
Diana Burton, of Richmond,
Palmer; organist, Emma Haley. The
Frances Gonier
officers installed were: N. G., Olive Mrs. Burton, her mother,
Olive Hatch
Addie
Zeb’s
Jenks,
daughter,
Trundy; V. G., Lucy Towers; Treas.,
Margaret Sargent
Winifred Partridge; Sec., Evie Wilson;
Aunt Chloe, l.ige’s betterhalf,
d
c w r.
r ill- ri
CMC
Myrtle hall
Union and Confederate Soldiers.
Davis; Chaplain, Grace Whittum; Con(Synopsis.)
ductor, Lavonia Williams; Warder, Eudafinger below the second joint.

On Thursday evening the officers elect
of Knyvetta Rebekah Lodge were install-

—.

villa Cleaves; R. S. V. G., Lucia Carr;
S.V.G.,Bernice Vaughn; Inside Guard-

L.

ian, Louise Fletcher; Outside Guardian,
George Sargent. Supper was served at
6.30 and following the work a lunch of
doughnuts, cake and coffee.
On Thursday about forty guests

wit-

nessed the installation ceremonies of the
The Methodist
Utu Camp Fire Girls.
vestry was prettily decorated for the occasion. Two large fir trees formed an effective entrance for the group of girls,
led by their guardian, Mrs. Edward WelThe following program
come Gilkey.
was
ner:

carried out in

most pleasing manCeremonial march, hand sign, cheer,
a

prayer, taper lighting, Work, Gertrude
Wentworth, Health, Doris Cunningham,

Act. 1.

Zeb’s farm in the Berkshire Hills
Massachusetts (“Fort Sumpter
has fallen”)
Act II. Parlor of Col. Burton’s home in
Richmond April 1, 1865 (The Return of the old Love.)
Act. III. The same April 2 (“Sergeant,
There Lies Your Man”)
Act. IV. The same April 3 (The Fate of
a Traitor”)

Bethany Chapter O. E. S. at a public
on Thursday evening of last
week inducted the following officers:
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Maria Howes;
Worthy Patron, Mr. J. H. Gerrish; Secretary, Mrs. Alice M. Hichborn; Treasurer, Mrs. Marietta Fletcher; Associate
j Matron, Mrs. Mary Heath; Conductress,
| Mrs. Clara M. Colcord; Associate Conductress, Mrs. Junita Snow; Adah, Mrs.
Susie M. Grant; Ruth, Miss Alice La
Furley; Esther,. Mrs. Edith F. Ginn;
Martha, Mrs. Lena Sanborn; Electa, Miss
Maude Merritbew; Warder, Mrs. Luella
La F. Andrews; Sentinel, Mrs. Charles A.
Snow; Organist, Mrs. Josephine Gerrish;
Marshal, Mrs. Emma M. Prescott. Mrs.
Lelia S. Thompson, P. W. Matron installed the officers, in a most creditable
The ceremony was followed by
manner.
a short and enjoyable program, consisting of remarks by Rev. Henry Hully; Dr.
H. E. Small; Mr. Charles A. Snow, Principal of Stockton Springs High school;
reading by Mrs. Henry Hully; song by
Miss Laura Blanchard of Sandypoint, and
a pleasing, Irish character monologue, introducing two humorous songs by Mr. J.
H. Gerrish, which were applauded to the
installation

|

Hazel

Think of the Comfort
ij

and then compare the low cost at which you may obtain
this comfort, at 10c. per K. VV. you can use the Electric
Heating Pad.

on

incidents of the Civil War.

ILUBBING RATES

And the Price

Thursday

Fifteen dollars

Penobscot Bay Electric Company

bad cold.

fit of

our

evening was a. success.
were cleared for the bene-

Only $7.50

4

The Red Cross ball at the Grange Hall

1

auxiliary.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rankin pleasantly
entertained a party of friends at their
one evening last week in honor of
Mr. Ervin H. Rankin who was at home
on a week’s furlough from Fort Andrews,
Mass., where he is employed in the Med-

SEAKSMON

IIIIIIH^W 11MIIM TIM—II-

i.

ABSTRACT FROM

—

home

ical
Ice

Department
cream

as

ambulance

driver.

Tranquility Grange held its annual installation of officers Saturday evening,
Jan. 19th.

Hon.

J. S.

Mullen acted

held
The funeral of John Lassell was
of his
Thursday, Jan. 24th, at the home
Mrs. Susan Andrews, Rev. J. N.

I aunt,

as

Palmer officiating.

it for them.

Portland, Maine.
Assets.

one

1.104,892.80

paid-tor in 1917,
Insurance in force, paid-for basis,
in 1917,
Payments to Policyholders
Total Payments to Policyholders,

5,930,638

New Insurance

each

from

visitor

2.30^

Besides her husband Mrs. Breen leaves
eight children, Frederic F., William J.,
Edgar G., Frank P., and Leslie A.; Misses

00

65,354,431.00
2,450,126.32
59,673,867.70

Chapter. After the installation, the following program was listened to with
C. W. RYDER, Manager, Brooks, Maine.
great pleasure: piano duo, Misses Mary
Cobb and Angie Paine, banjo duet, Miss
Mary Cobb and Mrs. Lilia Miller; recitation, Mrs. Nettie Marriner; piano solo,
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
SWANVILLt.
Miss Mary Cobb.; original poem, Song of
Corrected Weekly for The Journal
The Georges River, Miss Angelia Millett;
last week on business connected with the
PA ID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE MARKET.
School in Dist. No. 9 closed Friday
piano solo, Miss Angie Paine; recitation,
12 0(
creamery.
Apples,per bbl.2 OOu 300 Hay.
conclusion
At the
Mrs. Alice Andrews.
Jan. 25th.
dried, per It*., 7 Hides,
25
I
8
50
By special invitation of Rosewood of the
Land),
[ Bears, nea,
program, interesting remarks were
9 00 Laron Skins, 1.; 0*2.00
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips went to Brook ; Beans, Y. E.,
Chapter, O. E. S. 22,members of Arbutus made
and
supper
members
40a45 Mutton,
by visiting
j Butter,
98
Chapter went to Searsmont Friday even- was served. Following is the list of offi- 1 last Thursday where she has employ ! Beef, sides,
12a 13 Oats. 32 lb.,
1 6*
12 Potatoes,
Beef,
forequarters,
ment.
ing. Past Matron, Mrs. Eva N. Ripley of
V- orthy Matron, Mrs.
22
cers installed:
00
Round
j Barley, bu,
Hog,
Arbutus Cnapter assisted by Past Matron
S On
32 Straw.
Mr. and Mr. A. E. Cunningham wer *1 Cneese.
Lilia M. Miller; V. orthy Patron, Fred A.
25 Turkey,
26a30
Miss Ella Greeley as marshal and Mrs. Uarrinor' A twryfi'.lif Matron YI 'l C C Yin TV called to Prospect, Sunday, bv the illnes ;i Chicken,
|
« alf Skins.
34 ! allow.
Hattie Wing as Chaplain installed the
I’ceba Marden.
I5al8
20 Veal,
Duck.
F. Cobb; Secretary, Miss Angelia M. of her mother, Mrs.
70
50 W«.ol, unwashed.
officers. Past Patron O. W. Ripley and
Eggs,
Mr. Fred P. Nickerson has gone t<
Treasurer, Mrs. Minerva PackMillett;
7 00
W
22
ood,
hard,
Do 1,
George Sprague acted as aids. After the
5 00
lb Wood, soft,
Geese,
ard; Cotiductress, *v^rs- Nettie B. Marri- Olamon with his team where lie has cm
work a fine program was given by RoseNick
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE
ner; Associate Conductress, Miss Mary ployment. His sister, Miss Lida M.
wood Chapter which was thoroughly en1 H
22»28 Litr.e,
Beef. Corned,
F. Cobb; Chaplain, Mrs. Fannie M. Cobb; erson, is visiting relatives and friends n
18 *22 Oat Meal.
Butter Salt.
joyed by the visitors. At the conclusion
M.
town
a
time.
Mrs.
for
Kelso;
Adah,
Josephine
Marshal,
2 19 Onions,
Corn,
The evening
a grand supper was served.
16al.
2 04 Oi:, kerosene.
Cracked Cora,
Mrs. Bessie E. Buck; Ruth, Mrs. Alice
Comet Grange held an all day sessioi
11
will long be remembered with much
2 04 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
D. Hunt; Esther, Mrs. Martha A. Butler;
and
Mrs
Mr.
and
32 Pork.
Saturday, Jan. 26th
Cheese,
pleasure by the visiting chapter.
Plaster,
3
15
W.
Cotton
Mrs.
Emma
Paine; Electa, Fred M. Nickerson of Monroe instaliei
Seed,
Martha,
10 Rye Meal,
The entertainment and supper given Mrs. Alice S.
Codfish, dry,
Andrews; Warder, Mrs. the officers for the ensuing year in a ven Cranbe’ries,
14;
15 'hurts,
for
the
benefit
last week in Grange Hall
10
Lelia E Jackson; Sentinel, Orrin P. Jack24
Sugar,
of
N
Clever
seed,
pleasing manner. Granite Grange
12 00a 14 00; Salt, T. L,
of the Red Cross was well patronized
Flour,
son; organist, Miss Angie M. Paine.
Searsport was present by invitation ant H. G. Seed,
Sweet
3 25
Potatoes,
and the sum of $26.75 was realized. The
07
31> Wheat Meal,
a good time was enjoyed by all.
Bard.
officers of Arbutus Chapter O. E. S.
SWANV1LLE CENTER.
Veteran AssociaThe
Waldo
County
were installed at a special meeting Jan.
tion is most cordially invited by Come
BORN
19th in the presence of a number of ina fine cow last week.
lost
Lewis
Grange to meet at the Grange Hal
Murphy
The work was ably done
vited guests.
will
b*
where
they
Mr. David Moody is ill with a heavy Thursday, Neb. 7th,
by Past Matron, Mrs. Eva N. Ripley asCLEMENTS. In Searsport, Jan. 28, to
royally entertained by the grangers ant | Mr. and Mrs. John Clements, a daughter
sisted by Miss Ella Greeley as marshal, cold.
veterans in Swanville. Let us hope tin
Heal. In Camden, Jan. 19, to Mr. and
Past
Mrs. Rose Greeley as chaplain.
Charles Hustus has moved his family
Mrs. Wilmont Heal, a son
and roads will be all that can be de
day
W.
and
O.
George Sprague back from Fairfield on to the farm.
Ripley
Patron
In Brooks, Jan. 22, to Mr.
O’Brien.
sired.
acted as aids. Past Matron Mrs. Helen
and Mrs. Walter O’Brien, a son, Oric
The Veterans association will be at
Osborne.
C. Hurd was escorted to the east to inComet Grange Hall, Thursday, Feb. 7th.
In Belfast, Jan. 19, to Mr.
Rogers.
stall Mrs. Eva N, Ripley, secretary. The
and Mrs. Donald Brier Rogers, a son,
The thermometer readings last MonMrs.
following officers were installed:
Donald Brier, Jr.
day morning were from 13 to 18 below
Jessie Luce, W. M.; W. J. Greeley, W. P.;
In Swanville, Jan. 21, to
VERRILL.
Children
zero.
and
Infants
For
Mr and Mrs, Leslie Verrill, a son.
Mrs. Meda Leman, A. M ; Mrs. Eva N.
g
In Manchester, Mass., Jan.
WARNER.
and Mrs. E. D. Clement were
Mr
In Use For Over 30 Years
Ripley, sec.; Miss Susan Copp, treas.;
21, to Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Warner, a son,
and Mrs. David
of
Mr.
Monday
guests
Mrs.
Ethel
Mrs. Minnie Sprague, cond;
Always bears
weight 8 pounds.
the
In Searsport, January 27, to
Brock.
Sherman, osso. cond.; Mrs. Lou Ludwick, Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey E. Brock, a datighSignature of
Charles Curtis had the misfortune to
chap.; Miss Ella Greeley, marshal; Mrs.
ter, Margaret Hattie.
Helen C. Hurd, Ada; Mrs. Marilla Car- break on of his horse’s legs in the deep

CASTOR IA

|

At the close of the program, a
line supper was served, which was great-

years,
her. The funeral services will be held from
the residence tomorrow at
p. m.

#19,1/1,015.55

»

Surplus,

|

Chapter,Lincolnville were

represented by

!

Insurance Company

number of visitors came from Arbutus
BelChapter, Liberty. Primrose Chapter,
fast and Beach

1917

Union Mutual Life

harvested the ice crop as yet, because
to cut
they have been unable to get men
At the regular meeting of Rosewood
Chapter O. E. S., held Friday evening,
mthe officers for the ensuing year were
! stalled in a very able manner by Mrs.
! Eva Ripley assisted by Mrs. Hattie Wing
I as chaplain, Mrs. Ora Bryant as organist,
Miss Ella Greeley as marshal, O. W. Ripley and George Sprague as attendants.
The installing officers and quite a large

December, 31,

Annual Statement,

i

The farmers in this section have not

and cake were served.

penter, Ruth; Mrs. Ruby Hoit, Esther;
Mrs. Clara Bagley, Martha; Mrs. Binie
Berry, Electa; Mrs. Mary Woodard,
ly enjoyed by all, and the entire occasion
warder; George Sprague, sentinel. At
success by members
was pronounced a
the conclusion a short program consistand guests alike.
ing of music and recitations was given.
There is a lapse of four years between
From a Hinffham.
Mass.. naDer we A Hoover supper was served consisting
cake and
Acts I and II. The action ol ects II, 11
quote the following: “Death of Mrs. of hulled corn and milk, pies,
and IV occurs on the day of the entrance
coffee.
Mrs.
Breen. Wednesday, January 16th,
of the Union Army into Richmond and
Sarah Emily, wife of Joseph Breen of
the two day's preceding. Everyone should
PROSPECT,
Hersey street, passed away, after an illsee this Red Cross patriotic play which is
which had incapacitated
ness of two
based

Medium Heat
Low Heat

in town.

on

2 Hours for 1 cent
4 Hours for 1 cent
6 1-2 Hours for 1 cent

High Heat

Mr. Arthur Mahoney returned to Somafter a short visit

a

■

--

erville, Mass., Monday

confined to the house with

Heating Pad

hospit; appliance, but
1

as a

j

and had to kill him.

snow

encore.

Walking Song,
The following clubbing offers are only toi
Ida M., Helen L., and Mrs. Marjorie
initiation of Gertrude Lloyd as woodto The Journal paid one year
subscriptions
and
of
A
presentation
ring.
Leighton. Also seven grandchildren.”
gatherer
Mrs. Sarah Emily tGriflin) Breen was
special honor was awarded to Hazel Jack- in advance:
$2.00 born in Searsport, Maine, April 4, 1850,
son.
Following a solo by Vivian Vin- The Journal and Farm and Home,
2.25 the youngest child of the late Capt.
cent, Lilia Nickerson won a required The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
honor by giving an account of the life of The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.35 Alexander N. and Mrs. Sarah Tarbell
Griffin. When a tiny child she with her
Clara Barton and Coreta Gray recited
The publications included in our
School Days. The National Anthem was
parents moved to Stockton where she reclubbing offer may be sent to difsided until her Inarriage with Mr. Breen
sung. Frances Leland was then elected
ferent addresses.
on January 20, 1873, the ceremony bei g
president, Doris Cunningham, vice presiSend in your subscription now.
performed in the Griffin home by the
dent, Lilia Nickerson, secretary, GerREPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Cm.,
Rev. Jerome Harris of the Universalist
The Camp Fire
trude Lloyd, treasurer.
church. Accompanying her husband to
Belfast, Maine.
Song, Lay Me to Sleep in Sheltering
Love,

Jackson,

informed Sun-

health for several months past and
her death was due to heart disease.

hospital

one

was

region.”

poor

installation

market, not only
put
household necessity.
t te

on

as a

Cobb’s.

day of the sudden serious illness of her installing officer assisted by A. H. Miller,
daughter-in-law, the wife of Capt. Harry both performing the work in a most
D. Shute of Rockland, which necessitat- creditable manner. A fine program was
ed an immediate surgical operation at the furpished consisting of music by Gould’s
hospital. On the arrival of the last mes- orchestra of six pieces, and the male
sage Sunday night, the patient had rallied quartette rendered several pleasing.selecfrom the anesthetic and conditions were tions. Among other selections was a
day, Jan. 21st.
Letters have been received from Ever- j considered favorable. The many friends patriotic recitation, “TheTrumpet Call,”
ett Brown who enlisted in the Navy sev- j of the invalid (nee Miss Evelyn A. Col- by Mrh. Effie Rankin; songs by A. L. and
eral months ago, announcing his safe ar- cord) are eagerly watching for continued Mr. Parker Young; a choice recitation,
rival in France. He has made severa: favorable reports and extend deepest “Unfurl the Flag,” by Frederick Gray,
Afsympathy to her and anxious relatives.
and a monologue by Add;e Lassell.
trips across since his enlistment.
remarks
The senior class of B. H. S. played the
Resolutions of respect adopted at the ter the program appropriate
‘■American Flag” at Jackson last Thurs- last stated meeting of Bethany Chapter: were made by Mr. Arno Knights, Dr. E.
A fine
F. Gould and Lincoln Young.
day evening, which closes a very successWhereas, the messenger of death, with
ful tour of the neighboring towns. They its ever ready sickle, has again entered baked bean and pastry supper was servin the eve of ed, to which all did ample justice.
extend thanks to W. H. Bowden and W. our Chapter and cut down
life one of our members, Lucy A. Jacobs,
R. Lane for valuable assistance.
whose pleasure it was while in health, to
LlBtRTY.
The community was shocked to learr attend our meetings regularly and to asbe
it
sist
in
all
therefore,
ways possible;
of the sudden death Sunday morning ol
L. F. Hurd spent two days in Belfast
Resolved, That we, the members of
l-i
lictrl
in

most pleasing entertainment was given
age and wisdom quite beyond his years,
1 by children of the members.
the little boy directed the appliance of a
The following is the cast of characters
tourniquet which checked' the bleeding
At the Tapley in the Red Cross play which will be preuntil he reached Belfast.
it was found necessary to am- sented on Feb. 7th:
putate

Mrs. Jfclden S. Shutc

ceiving congratulations on the birth of £
10-pound son Jan. 22nd, Oric Osborne.
Mrs. H. J. Hamlin of Portland had the
misfortune to fall on the station platform
Saturday, Jan. 19th, and was hurt quite
badly. She returned to Portland Mon-

was

the Eames

treatment were never achieved until the Electric
was

Messrs. Fred and Ralph Miller who are
employed in Thomaston, passed the weekplease
those end at home.
post office, where she will deposit
David Sleeper and wife of Camden are
she has—a pair of three-buckle shoes.
of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Oddway
been
suffering
guests
has
Mr. Harold Hawes
of his for a few days.
greatly since the recent breaking
Leslie Gray, who is employed at H. L.
limb.
Monday Dr. E. D. Tapley of BelDr. Whitten’s store in Belfast, is at home
fast was in town in consultation with

caller in town Saturday.

Amy Godding; Mgr., Mrs. Zepha Miller;
caught between the side of the
! M R. C., Mrs. Sadie Webb; M. ot F.,
plough and a telephone pole and badly
Mrs. Emma Huxford; Protector, Mrs.
crushed. The accident occurred on the
Inez Marson; Guard Mrs. Susie Lord;
to
was
taken
county road and George
organist, Miss May Huxford. After the
hand

Every one knows by experience that the application of heat
will afford relief from pain. But the full possibilities of this

the person having hers by mistake to
leave the same at the Stockton

end with relatives

sinpiuems

Brings Relief to Many Ailments

—

Mrs. Blin Hogan of Thorndike visited
change is much appreciated since it brings relatives in town last week.
the morning mail in at an early hour and
Mr. Hervey Bowden spent the weekconnects with the incoming night trains
in Belfast.
i-.inm.ea

The Electric Heating Pad

lungs

Mr. Pearl Crockett

from the West.

Mass., she has since resided

scorn
EMULSION

the B. &

arrive in Searsport at 0.05 a.
Trains leave Searsm.
This
m. and 3.20 p. m.

Hiagham,

there; and after the death of her father
and mother, occasionally visited her old

Miss Mary Hichborn spent tost Si. -uThome in which she ever felt an enthufc
Every enlisted man would \ day in Bangor.
siastic interest. A ready and studious
stand up stronger during the The Cape Jellison sthobl was closed
pupil, she always excelled in her classes
of measles among its
and being kindly dispositioned and a
first year’s service if he could last week, because
| pupils.
pleasant associate, she was a favorite
have the benefits of
The Lowder Brook school, because
among her classmates. In August, 1915,
1
the teacher, Miss Agnes Harriman being she sustained a paralytic shock, which
1 ill of
affected the entire left side, confining her
tonsiliUs, was closed last week.
Frilast
thereafter
to a wheel chair. Thoroughly
returned
Mrs. Everett Staples
and with
day from a five days’ tarry in Bangor, enjoying her family and friends
of the
abreast
an
that
M.
kept
Houghton.
G.
Mrs.
mind,
oT
the guest
active
her passing came very unexpecttimes,
an unseasonably
Stockton
Monday gave
lo- edly and quietly on January 10th from
cold day, the mercury falling in some
our Stockton
°
below zero. The one great heart failure. The older of
calities to 22
because it fortifies the
citizens remembering this early comus
coal!
and throat, creates strength to cry is, give
panion, extend heartfelt sympathy to the
Mrs. Celia Herrick is suffering a severe
avoid grippe and pneumonia
bereaved husband and family, of their
bed.
the
to
her
is confining
former schoolmaster in their irreparable
and makes rich blood to avert ill turn which
Dr. G. A. Stevens is her medical attend- loss of
a
devoted wife and unselfish
rheumatic tendencies.
she
ant and at this writing, Monday,
mother.
of
a
SCOTT’S
bottle
Send
seems more comfortable.
to ?, re- 7five or friend
Mr. d. L. Lancaster is recuperating
LINCULNVILLfc.
of the
the .'irviee,
from a severe attack of neuralgia
he
The KortreglAft end liver oil in
head; and at this writing, Monday,
Scott’s £nv.,Lion is now refined in our
Fred Wiggin is in RoRtfeiVon a Business
and
own American laboratories which
and his wife are visiting his father
trip.
and
makes it pure
palatable.
mother, Mr. and Mrs. E, M. Lancaster.
Scott & Bowne, Ploom field.N.J. 17-14
Miss Jessie Young has returned from a
__—
__L-:
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Ellis of Sandyvisit in Boston.
of
Flame and thetretiring march completed
point attended the public installation
Miss Mertie Brown of Belfast was a
the program. This was^the first; public
ThursBethany Chapter, O. E. S., last
of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Miller. I
their
of
recent-guest
appearance of the Utu Girls and was
] day evening, being the guestsand Mrs.
much enjoyed by their friends.
Mr.
Arthur
Wagner of Camden is
Capt.
and
husband,
| daughter
a
few
for
days at W. P. Mcboarding
! Charles A. Snow.

on

and 6.00 p.
port at 7.10 a.
m.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Snow, who has been with her
Webb, returned to her
home in Belfast, Thursday.

Eye-Sight Specialist

Mrs. Ann Webb at this writing is very
Her cousin, Mrs. Boullard of Ban-

low.

gor, is helping to

care

ok t:;k

for her.

The friends in town

of

Mrs.

Ralph

cently.
Walter Ames of Hartford, Conn., has
lately been the guest of his mother, Mrs.

sisted by Mrs. Nickerson and Mrs. Carrie
Spaulding installed the officers in a very

in Frankfort.
A Red Cross Auxiliary was organized
in town Jan. 21st. The first meeting will
be the afternopn of Feb. 1st, at the home
i
of Mrs. Lina A. Bennett.
Sim

~

Children Gry
»

ELKIN S-RATHBVRN. In San Francisco
Jan. II, by Rev. C. E. Winning', Ben T.
I Elkins and Miss Lottie F. Rathburn, both
of Los Altos.
HEAI.-NewbERT. lirCamden, Jan. 15,
by Rev. S. E. Frohock, Harold ileal amt
Miss Maude Newbert, both of Camden.
DIED

OFFICE

DAYS.

MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS

I WILL BE AT THE

Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p
m., Feb. 6.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, leb. 7
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m.
Feb. 8.
Bellows’ House, Freedom, Saturday a
m., Feb. 9.

tard.

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

=

South Main Street, einternurt, Maim

impressive and pleasing manner. Granite Grange attended by invitation and
Mrs. Jennie Dockham was in Brewer some members of Morning Light Grange
CARD OF THANKS
Jan. 18th, to assist in installing the of- were present by special invitation.
A
ficers of Arcadia Temple, Pythian Sisters. fine program was given and the Sisters
the undersigned, wish to expres
We,
Mrs. C. R. Cummings and daughter served one of their bountiful dinners and our heartfelt gratitude to our neighbor !
Rosa, were recent guests of the former's all returned to their homes feeling they and friends for their kindness at th
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Kingsbury had spent a profitable and pleasant day.
passing of our dear father, John Strat
Grace Ames.

:

BOYIMiTON OPTICAL CO..

Clark of Monroe will be sorry to learn
she had the misfortune to slip and fall

*
dren it is very hard.
Saturday, Jan. 26th, Comet Grange held
a day session and Mr. Fred Nickerson as-

■—

MARRIED

Mrs.

aunt Mrs. Ann

breaking the little bone in her limb just 44
The Clark school is closed at present above the ankle and is suffering a great
deal of pain.
With her three little chilbecause of an epidemic of measles.

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Killinan visited
Mr. and Mrs. John Bovd in Frankfort re-

,-p-—

Monroe,

Nellie R. Lincoln,
Frederick H. Strattard 1
j. Willard strattard.
1
Jan. 28, 1918._...

j

ActlORN. In Belmont, Jan. 27, Mrs.
Sarah Achorn, aged 67 years.
GRAY.. In Belfast, Jan. 28, Martin S.
Gray, aged 72 years.
In Freedom, Jan. 7,
McFarland.
Capt. N. H. McFarland, aged 74 years, 8
months and 25 days.
In Bueksport, Jan. 15, Mrs.
Rower.
Eflie Rower, aged 40 years, 6 months and
15 days.
In Belfast, Jan. 26, John
Sanborn.
Sanborn, aged 68 years, 8 months and 16
days.
SMALL. In Bueksport, Jan. 14, Mrs.
Mary P. Small, aged 84 years.
Taylor. Ill South Hope, Jan. 10,
Marcus B. Taylor, aged 79 years and 9

months.

In South Union, Jan. 14,
VAUGHN.
Charles Vaughn, aged 69 years.g
WEBB. In Swanville, Jan. 29, Mrs.
Anne E. Webb, aged 89 years.

